


PREFACE
Jelly Roll Morton once claimed to have invented jazz in 1902. Aside from being one of the most brazen remarks
ever made by a musician, the statement approximates the truth in two regards: Jelly Roll certainly was one of the
significant pioneers of jaz z. and 1902 seems as good a year as any for identifying the birth of the genre. Perhap.s .
a reasonable conclusion is that jazz is just over one hundred years old and Jelly Roll was one of its most colorful
characters .

The first century of jazz has been a tremendously active one. Spawning a host of substyles and a plethora of cre-.
ative giants, jazz moved through many high points in terms of geographic or regional activity. A brief chronolog
ical list would include Storyville in the 191Os,Chicago in the 1920s, the "Golden Age" of jazz recording in the
late 1920s, Kansas City in the 1930s, 52nd street in the 1940s, and the classic jazz LPs of the 1950s and 60s.

But if I were to choose the optimum time to be a jazz musician, that time would be now. For just as popular cul
ture began to lose interest in jazz , the larger musical and educational establishment began to embrace it. During
the past several decades thousand s of dedicated jazz scholars and musicians have been hard at work creating, pre
serving, studying, and exploring the music . Jazz is now a viable course of study in most universities, and more
young musicians are being tE~ined in this style than ever before. Interest in jazz is greater and more widespread
today than at any time in its history. This is borne out by the collaborative effort that resulted in Jazzolog y: that of
an American college professor and an African jazz musician, united by our deep dedication to this great art form.
The jazz age is here.

Fifty years ago, no one would have thought of "jazz theory" as a separate entity. Certainly there were device s and
procedures in jazz that were not easily explained by traditional theory , but no separate discipline had been devised
to account for the difference s. Gradually , over the years, the creative activities of jazz musicians began to receive
labels and explanations. Slowly but surely, a separate realm of jazz theory began to develop. In recent years a myr
iad of methods, details, devices, procedures , and explanations have appeared in print , in lectures , or sometime s
only in conversation , to add to the discipline. This book is an attempt to assimilate , organize , and explain those
phenomena as understood by the authors.

This book differs from others of its type in several ways. First of all, the authors themselves have completely dif
ferent backgrounds that are likely to reflect the diverse audiences for which this book is intended. One is a key
board player and composer, self-taught, with a deep knowledge of jazz literature and vast experience with sever
al genres of non-Western music . The other is a saxophonist, college professor, with a Ph.D. in musicology , and
extensive experience as a jazz and theater musician in the United States. Our backgrounds are as different as can
be. Our understanding of the music is as one.

This book also differs from others in its pedagogical view. The authors have presented the material in the order
that seemed best for assimilation. While explanations are given in encyclopedic fashion for use as ready reference,
it has been borne in mind that many will wish to work through the book methodically. Moreover , a classroom set
ting was always envisioned. Thus ample exercises are provided that will not only give students practice with the
material , but also provide teacher s with a way of judging students' understanding and progress.

Finally , wherever possible , theoretical explanations are given for the concepts presented. In our view, it is not
enough to provide practical instructions for the working musician. Describing what jazz musicians do without
attempting to understand why those procedures work can lead to a formulaic approach to jazz . The student will
have no alternative ex~ept to extract and insert devices exactly as he or she learned them, without alteration or cre
ative input. On the other hand, understanding the theoretical reasons behind musical decisions opens up vast realms
for experimentation and creativity. Instead of "copping that lick" from a favorite musician, a student will be able
to invent an original one that works the same way. And that is what jazz is all about.

The authors welcome any discussion or comments pertaining to this book . They can be reached at:
jazzology@gmail.com.
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INTERVALS
To under stand any melodic or harmonic discu ssion , one must under stand intervals. An interva l measure s the space
bet ween two pitches . The smallest inter val in We stern music is the semitone or half step (either name may be
used). Thi s is the distanc e from one key to the next on the piano , for instance from C to C#.

The next-to- smalle st interv al is the tone, or whole step. This is the distance between note s that are two key s apart
on the piano. For instance , from C to D is a whole step . The semitone and tone form the basis for measurement of
larger intervals.

Interv al measurements have two part s: quantity and quality . The quantity, or numeric value, is determined by the
mu sical alphabet: CD E F GAB . For example , the interval formed by the note s C and G will always be some
type of 5th , regardle ss of the qualit y of Cor G (flat or sharp).

t
C

a type of 6th
D E F G

i-
A

t
B

a type of 4th
C D

i-
E

ta type of 2nd i
F G

Major and Perfect Intervals

The quali ty of an interval is determined by comp arison with the intervals found in the major scale . When com
pared with a major scale, a whole step is found to be equal to the distance from the first to the second note, giving
us yet another name for it: the major second .

It should be committed to memory that any major scale contains half steps (h) betwe en scale degrees 3-4 and 7- 8,
and whole steps (W) between all other pairs of notes . The half steps in any scale can be indicated with a wedge 
shaped mark , or caret symbol (") . Here's the major scale in the key of C.

1 2 3~4 5 6 7~8

t (j 0 I)
~0 II 0

~ 0

W W h W W W h

The distance from the root to the various pitche s in the major sca le form the basic inter vals against which all oth 
ers are mea sured. The se eight inter vals are divided into two basic types , perfect or major .

\
• Perfect: uni son s, 4th s, 5th s, octaves
• Major: 2nds , 3rds, 6th s, 7ths

t I' 0 Ij

:eo # ~ ~ ~

Major Major Perfect Perfect Major
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

~

Maj or
7th

II

~

Perfect
octa ve
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Minor, Diminished, and Augmented Intervals

A chromatic half step is a half step written as the same note twice with different accidentals (i.e., G-G #), while
a diatonic half step is a half step that uses two different note names (i.e., GLA ). The appearance on the staff may
be different , but the interval is the same.

o

chromatic half step diatonic half step

It

Major and perfect intervals may be augmented (increased in size) or diminished (reduced in size) by either type
of half step to change their qualities.

Major and perfect intervals become augmented when the upper note is raised by a half step, or the lower note is
lowered by a half step. The process may be referred to as augmentation .

~
.. or .. .. or i-

(j ~o go II ~o b~
0

-e- -e- b-e- -e- -e-
Major becomes Perfect become s

6th Augmented 6th 5th Augmented 5th

Intervals can be made larger by placing a #before the upper note or a Pbefore the lower note .

An augmented interval becomes doubly augmented when the upper note is raised by a half step, or the lower
note is lowered by a half step.

p~
.. or t .. or t

Ixo
~~ ho 1)(0 ~gJl:--e- -e- -e-

Augmented becomes Doubly Augmented become s Doubly
6th Augmented 6th 5th Augmented 5th

When a major interval is dimini shed by a half step it become s minor .

=4
• or t .. or t

~)o qn ~:g Wi I~II

#q:g-e- -e- #-e-
Major becomes Major become s

6th Minor 6th 3rd Minor 3rd

Interval s can be made smaller by placing a Pbefore the upper note or a #before the lower note .
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Through diminution, minor and perfect intervals become diminished.

~
• or t • or ~

Izq 111, «1

k~ ~ We #~ ~0
~ . ~ ~ -e-

Minor becomes Perfect becomes
6th , Diminished 6th 5th Diminished 5th

A diminished interval becomes doubly diminished when the upper note is lowered by a half step or the lower
Rote is raised by a half step.

r: .. or ~

~: ~ ~o ILto #~:,.. ~
~ ~

Diminished becomes Doubly Diminished becomes Doubly
7th Diminished 7th 5th Diminished 5th

This illustration will help you remember the order of changing interval qualities. Notice that perfect intervals jump
directly to diminished; there is no such interval as a minor .5th!

Doubly Augmented

Major 2, 3.6, 7

Minor.
Diminished

! !
Doubly Diminished

TT

'- --

1,4,5,8 Perfect



It is possible for notes and interval s to have different names in spite of containing the same number of half steps
and producing the same sound. For instance, an augmented 2nd above C is D#, and a minor 3rd above C is E~ . Both
intervals contain three half steps, but occur in different situations. These intervals (as well as the notes D# and E~)

are referred to as enharmonic equivalents.

When an inter val is inve r ted (the order of the notes is changed, i.e. C to D become s D to C) you' ll find its com
plementary partner. For instance , an inverted major 2nd is equal to a minor 7th , an inverted major 3rd is a minor
6th, and so on. Notice that inverted major intervals are minor (and vice versa) while inverted perfect intervals are
still perfect. These interval pairs should also be.memo rized, to facilitate further study.

Inversions of Majo r Scale Intervals

~ U :; :: g II 00 «II)

Minor Minor Perfect Perfect Minor Minor Perfect
7th 6th 5th 4th 3rd 2nd unison

Interval Abbreviations

Intervals are used so often in describing chords and scales that they are sometimes named in an extremely abbre
viated way. Learn to recognize these variations in interval names.

•

•

•
•

•

•

Perfect and major inter vals are implied by no mention of their quality at all: 5 for P5 (perfect 5th), 7 for
M7 (major 7th), etc.
The word "sharp," or the sharp symbol (#) is often used instead of "augmented" (or its abbreviations ,
"aug" or "+" ).
The word "fla t" or the flat symbol (~) is often used instead of "min" or "m ."
When a perfect interval (1 , 4,5 , or 8) become s dimin ished, it may be written with one flat (~)

instead of dim or d , or the diminished symbol ("0").
When a major interval (2, 3, 6, 7) becom es minor, it too is often written with a ~ instead of min or m , for
instance, ~2 instead of m2 .
When a major interval becomes dimini shed , it can be written with two flats (~~) instead of dim or d ,
for instance ~~7 instead of dim7 or d7 .

This all boil s down to exclu sive use of the ~ , #, or no symbol to accomplish shorthand (though precise) namin g of
any interval. You should, however, still know that a ~3 is min or , while a ~5 is diminishe d .

When namin g intervals, place the symbol before the numbe r, not after : #4, ~7, etc. (When naming not es, place the
symbol after: F#,B~. )

The augmented 4th/dimini shed 5th intervals are also called the tr itone, abbreviated TT. A tritone equals three
whole steps .

The charts below list all the intervals up to the 13th, as they are most commonly named in the jazz idiom. (Not all
pos sible augmented and dimini shed names are listed .)

Interva ls smaller than an octave are called simple inter vals .
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Semitones
o
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Interval
Uni son
Min 2nd
Maj 2nd
Min 3rd/Aug 2nd
Maj 3rd .
Perfect 4th
Dim Sth /Au g 4th
Perfect Sth
Min 6th/Au g Sth
Maj 6th/Dim 7th
Min 7th
Maj 7th
Octave

Abbr eviations

m2, ~2
M2,2
m3, ~3 , #2, +2
M3 ,3
P4 ,4
~ S , #4, +4
PS,S
m6, ~ 6 , #S, +S
M6 , 6, ~ ~7, d7 , °7
m7, ~7
M7,7
P8,8

Intervals larger than an octa ve are called compound intervals . They may be anal yzed as a simple interval rai sed
by an octave.

Semitones
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
2 1

Inter val
Min 9th
Maj 9th
Aug 9th/Min 10th
Maj 10th
Perf ect 11th
Aug l lth
Perfect 12th
Min 13th
Maj 13th

Abbr eviations
m9, ~ 9

M9 , 9
~ 9, ~ 10
MIO,10
PIl ,ll
#11,+ 11
P12 ,1 2
m1 3 , ~1 3

M13,1 3

Simple Equivalent
~ 2 + octave
2 + octave
~ 3 + octave
3 + octave
4 + octav e
~ 4 + octave
S + octave
~ 6 + octave
6th + octave

Consonant Intervals and Dissonant Intervals

A harmonic interval result s if the notes are played at the same time , while a melodic interval occur s when the
notes are played successively. The method of measuring intervals is the same for both harmoni c and melodi c
intervals.

~
Harmonic
Intervals

U II u

Melodi c
Inter vals

n n

Harmonic intervals may be either consonant or dissonant.

• Con sonant intervals occur when two pitche s that are sounded together produ ce an agreeable sound.
Consonance gives the impression of unity, cohe sion , and stability .

• Disson ant intervals, on the other hand , occur when two pitches that are sounded together produce a sound
that seem s to require modification or resolution. Dissonance give s the impression of instability , tension,
and the need to resolv e to a consonanc e.
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Dissonance
Tension

Tendency to resolve to

•
Consonance
Rest

Consonant intervals are subdivided into three types:

••• •• •• • VARIABLE CONSONANCE

Major Third: M3
Perfect Octave: P8 Minor Third: m3

Perfect Fourth: P4
Perfect Fifth: P5 Major Sixth: M6

Minor Sixth: m6

All the other intervals are dissonant..

Enharmonically equivalent intervals usually appear in different contexts and thus should not be considered the
same as their counterparts, i.e. while a minor 3rd is consonant, an augmented 2nd is dissonant.

The consonance or dissonance of the perfect 4th interval also depends on the context in which it occurs. If it stands
alone on the root of a key center, it is dissonant. It may be consonant if it occurs over other notes as part of a chord.

This is a simplification of the traditional rules of consonance and dissonance that were established during the
Renaissance. Although the descriptions may not apply to the way modem ears hear these intervals, the principles
still form the basis for Western harmonic practice, including jazz harmony.
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Chapter 1 Exercises

1. Identify the following intervals.

~ -e- e ~ n
e

n ~
~

~o #0
. ..n..

~-10 0 10 Ij0

-e-

~ijIiin1,0 ~~

~ () " u. .... , I .., TI: .

~

A~O
~

.0

~
t,:o

-e-
..n..

n

2. Provide the following intervals above the given pit ch.

b13 b7 M6 P11 +4- +9 bb7 +2

$.. @O 1 0 1
0 1"0

~- I ~0

P8 b5 bb6 +3 b2 M2 M3 blO

t= I ijo 10 §H) 10 1 0 1
0 ~

"tY

3. Wri te the following interval s (from any pitch).

m2 b3 +5 dim7 M9 b13 +4- +9

$ I I I I !

+2 M7 f,1O +11 b9 P4 M6 P5

~ I I I I I I I ~
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+2

M3

4. Write the following intervals above the given note.

P8 P5 PP6 +3 P2 M2

& ~o I I 0 I
0

~-0 0

Pl3 P7 M6 Pll +4 +9

t= ijo I 0 ~JO 10
"U"

5. Identify each interval as either consonant or dissonant by writing "con" or "diss" below.

Wo ij:: 10 I :; #:
1

0

~:0 0

-e-

~ #00 1 0 g Q:; ~U ~~ #::0')

~ : ijo Wo I : i:(, ()
~o

#-e-"U" -e- -e- "U"

i"':: 00 -e- I: ~:I
0 Wn 0

~#
"U"
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JAZZ HARMONY BASICS
Two or more notes played simultaneously form a chord. Chords are traditionally constructed by stacking 3rds on
top of each other. This method of building chords is called tertian harmony. The note at the bottom of the stack of
3rds is called the root of the chord. The next note, a 3rd higher, is called the 3rd, and the next higher, a 5th above
the root, is called the 5th, and so on. A complete list of chords would include 7th, 9th , ]1 th, and 13th chords . They
are so named because of the interval between the root and the highest note in the stack of 3rds.

Triads

As the name impl ies, a triad consists of three notes, or two superimposed 3rds:

~
Tonic

~~
3rd

~
5th

The triad type depends on the quality of the 3rds that are included in the chord. The most convenient way to build
or analyze triads is to start with a major triad, by taking the 1st, 3rd, and 5th notes of the major scale. The other
forms can be seen as alterations of the major triad, as shown below.

Here are triads buil t from the root C, and their commonly-used names.
Major Triad (1-3-5 ): C, CM, Cmaj

5
Minor Triad (1---.J,3-5 ): C-, Cm, Cmin

:it Minor 3rd
Major 3rd

5
Augmented Triad (1-3 -#5): C+, Caug

5
Diminished Triad (l-~ 3-~5 ) : Co, Cdim

5

~Major 3rd

~Minor 3rd

le= Major 3rd
~Major 3rd

i=t:A=Minor 3rd
~Minor 3rd

CHAPTER 2 9



In the suspended triad, the 4th replaces the 3rd. Despite the implications of the word "suspension" (and the rules
of consonance and dissonance), the 4th does not need to resolve to the 3rd (although it may). In jazz, unlike clas
sical music, the suspended triad (usually called a "sus chord") is a fixed and stable harmonic structure unto itself.

Suspended Triad (1-4-5): C4, Csus or Csus4

,p Major2nd
-e- Perfect 4th

All the previous triads are said to be in root position: the root of the chord lies at the bottom of the triad.

Triad Inversion

Inverting a triad rearranges the notes so that the 3rd or the 5th is placed at the bottom of the triad structure. The
lowest note is called the bass, which is not to be confused with the root. The bass is the lowest note in any chord
inversion. The root is the note on which the chord is built and cannot change.

Major Triad

Root Position First Inversion

Is

Second Invers-ion

Minor Triad

Augmented Triad

Diminished Triad

Suspended Triad

10 JAZZOLOGY
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Play the triad qualities discussed so far in all twelve keys, in all possible inversions. Include them in your practice
routine until you can play them without using the book or writing them down. Wind players should practice triad
arpeggios (chords played one note at a time) in all keys and inversions.

7th Chords

7th chords provide the building blocks of jazz harmony. Unlike classical music, which relies upon the triad as the
fundamental structure , jazz uses triads infrequently. Instead, most jazz styles employ 7th chords as the basic har
monic unit. A 7th chord is built by stacking three 3rds on top of one another so that the total distance from the root
to the uppermost note forms the interval of a 7th. There are seven commonly-used types of 7th chords. While the.
content of these chords is specific and unchanging, the symbols used to designate these chords can vary substan
tially, as can be seen below.

• The Major 7th Chord, written: M7, maj7, or L1
• The MinorlMajor 7th Chord, written: -M7, -maj7, m(maj7), mM7, or -z;
• The Minor 7th Chord, written: -7, min7, or m7
• The Half-Diminished 7th or m7~5 Chord, written: m7~5, min7(~5), m7(~5), or 0

• The Diminished 7th Chord, written: °7 or dim7
• The Dominant 7th Chord, written: 7
• The Suspended Dominant 7th Chord, written: 7sus or 7sus4

Cmaj7 Cmfmaj") Cm7 Cm7D5 C07 C7 C7sus4

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ or 'J $ ~ ~

Here are the correct intervallic spellings of these chords with examples built on C.

TYPE OF CHORD EXAMPLE FORMULA

Major 7th C-E-G-B 1-3-5-7

Minor 7th C-ED-G-BD I-D3-5-D7

Half-Diminished 7th C-ED-GD-BD I-D3-D5-D7

Diminished 7th C-ED-GD-BDD(A) I-D3-D5-DD7

7th or Dominant C-E-G-BD 1-3-5-D7

Major/Minor 7th C-ED-G-B I-D3-5-7

Suspended Dominant C-F-G-BD 1-4-5-D7

As with triads, 7th chords should be practiced.in.all keys, in all inversions, without reading them. Wind (and indeed
all) players should practice them as arpeggiated lines in all keys and inversions.
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Chord Extensions

A chord is generally extended by adding notes that increase its richness and dissonance without altering its func
tion. These notes are called extensions, tensions, orupper structures; the results are called extended chords, and
in some cases polychords or polytonaVpolymodal chords.

Extensions beyond the 7th follow the same pattern of construction as 7th chords with a general rule being that if
a chord tone of the triad is altered (raised or lowered), the quality is also altered, while alteration of extensions does
not change the quality of the chord. Here are some examples of 7th chords with natural and altered extensions.

Cmaj9 Cmaj9#11 Cmaj13#11 Cm9 Cml1 Cm13
~

4J '-" " '-" l' '-" '-" '-" '-"

<
C"' C"' C"' f,C"' f,C"' f,C"'

<;;"'0

°

Cm9D5 Cml1D5 Cm13D5 Cm7D5D9
fl .

40 '-J '-J '-J II'-J II'-J II '-J II'-J

<
I ~C"' I ~ C"' I ~C"' I ~ C"' I ~ C"' f ~C"' I ~~

0

0

C9
~

U '-J T' '-J T' '-J II'-J liT' '-J liT' '-J

<
~ C"' .. ~~ ~C"' ~~ ~C"' ~C"'

0

0

. ~

V "l1 '-J ft'-J ft" '-J I W''-J "ft '-J

<
~o ~~ ~C"' ~~ ~C"'

0

0
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Not all possible extensions and alterations are used in jazz harmony. The ones that work with a specific chord type
are said to be "available." The ear is one's best guide. The following suggestions for available extensions are
intended to apply to bebop or "straight-ahead" (as opposed to free, avant garde, or modern) jazz harmony, and
are sanctioned by more than fifty years of nearly total consensus among jazz musicians.

Major triad:
• add 6th and 9th,
• add M7 and 13,
• add #11 to either of the above for extra dissonance.

Minor 7th (functioning as ii):
(See Chapter 3 for more on chord function.)

• add 9,
• add 11 and/or 13 above the 9th for extra dissonance.

Minor triad (functioning as i):
• add 6 and 9,
• add M7,
• add 9 and/or 13 above for extra dissonance.

7sus4:
• add 9 and/or 13.

Dominant 7th (functioning as V7):
• add 9 and possibly 13,
• add ~9 and possibly ~13,

• add #11 to either of the above for extra dissonance. In short, V7 can take all extensions except 11 and M7.

Diminished 7th:
• may add the note a whole step above any chord tone.
• diminished chord extensions do not usually receive numbers.

Half-Diminished 7th:
• add M9,
• add 11,
• add M13 for extra dissonance.

There are many common chord types. Keep in mind that a little dissonance can go a long way, and that diminished
7th or m7~5 chords may be dissonant enough in context without extensions.

Upper Structures

In common practice, upper structures are triads played in the right hand that have a different root from the left
hand chord. The upper structure is usually a major or a minor triad. The result is an extended chord that can be
specifically referred to as a polychord. Upper structures are very common over dominant 7th chords, but can also
occur over other chord qualities.

G13D9
fj

t.J ""U""

<
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The top three notes of the upper structure, B-E-G#, form an E major triad, whereas G# is really the ~9 and E is the
13th of the G7 chord. The individual notes retain their harmonic function within G7 and are heard as a-unit. The
resulting sound is really in two keys at once: E and G major, thus making a polytonality.

To build an upper structure, play the 1, 3, and ~7 (the 5th is usually avoided) with the left hand, and form any triad
with the right hand, observing what note is played on the top of the chord or in the melody. Guitarists will likely
play only the root and ~7 as the lower part of the polychord, to free up fingers to play the upper structure.

Triads that contain the P4 (PI 1) or M7 in relation to the left-hand chord (the only two extensions not allowed on
a dominant chord) should be avoided. The 3rd should not be placed in the left hand if it occurs in the right hand.
(Occasionally, the 3rd will not appear at all.) Here are some examples on G7.

~

U ~~~ ~q"~ Ipti- p"ti- w'U

<

··
~ ~ ~ ~

G9 GI3 GI3P9

, y'U IV ~ .,
<

··
~ ~ ~ ~

Because of the large number of extensions available on a dominant chord, it is possible to build nearly the entire
chromatic scale by ascending through upper structures on the same chord.

G13 G7sus4(P9) G9sus4 G13sus4
II

~ "U" -e- -e- 'U v~ .,~
<

··
~ ~ ~ ~

G7 G7PI3 G9
j I I

U

<

··
~
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In practice , jazz pianists and arrangers prefer simplifying upper-structure notation so as to make the chords easy
to read and play. Accordingly , another way to notate the preceding example s is to indicate a left-hand chord under
a right-hand triad and place a horizontal line in bet ween:

DD
07

BDm
07

BD
07

A

07
ADm

07
1

f 4 t>~# +tq"# Irtf p"-tJ- w'-"

t :

E

07
Em

07
ED
07

Dm

07
".l

4 ) ~ '-"
., ~

<

··

Am

07
ADm

07
Om

07
F

07
Fm

07
Em

07tJ

10) -u- -e- -e- 'U' v"'" I" ~

I ··

Dm
07

DDm
07

B+

07
BD
07

BDm
07

1 L ~

f 4

t .

ED
07

E

07
Am

07
ED7
07

E6

07
AD

07

4 P~"U" "q"U" ~ .,~ . ~~

··
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DD
G7

A

G7

ADm

G7

BD
G7

DD
G7

~ I ,

4 )

<
'.

··
~

The following upper structures are the most common examples used in jazz comping (accompaniment) and
arranging. They should be practiced in all twelve keys.

Chords functioning as iim7 or iim7~5:

Dm9 Dmll Dm13 Dm9D5 DmllD5
'j

40 # ~
~

~ ~

<
. , / . -e- Il~ h.~··

Chords functioning as V7 (the G7 chord is played by the left hand, while the right hand plays possible triads):

G13 G7alt G7alt

4 u- -u- .,-u- I~v-u- ~v~ "U" ~v~~

<

··
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

G13sus4 G13sus4D9 G7alt G7alt
'j

4 q~~ q'~ ~~ q"U" -u- ~ w u

<
~ ~··

Chords functioning as Imaj7:

Cmaj9 Cmaj13 Cmaj9#1l Cmaj13#1l Cmaj9#1l Cmaj13

,
-H- -H- T'-H- "~

T'U T'U U

<
i~\··
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Hybrid Chords

Also know n as slash chords , these chords are usually written as e/B, where C is the chord and B is the bass note.
Notice how this symbo l differs from that of the poly chord. With a horizo ntal line, the letter nam es above and below
each refer to independent ·chords . With a diagonal line , the symbol above refers to a chord while the one below
refers to a bass note only. Here are some examples . .

SLASH CHORD CHORD BASS NOTE SOUNDS I-IKE

Fmaj7/G Fmaj7 G G 13slls4

Dm7/G Dm7 G G ll

BDmaj7/G BDmaj7 G Gm9

Fmaj7# SIG Fmaj7 #S G G 13# l1

Fm7/G Fm7 G G7slls4 D9D13

Fm6/G Fm6 G G7SllS4 D9

BDm(maj7)/G BDm(maj7 ) G Gm9DS

BDm7/G BDm7 G Gm7DSD9

BDm6/G BDm6 G Gm7DS

BDmaj7#SI G BDmaj7# S G Gm(maj9)

DDmaj7/G DDmaj7 G Gm llD SD9

F#m7 /G F#m7 G Gmaj9# 11

ADmaj 7/G ADmaj7 G G Phryg

ADmaj 7DSIG ADmaj7DS G G Phryg
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Chapter 2 Exercises

1. Identify the following chords, labeling inversions as 1st inv., 2nd inv., or 3rd inv.

2. Build the following chords in root position.

Am3 Fmaj7 D13 Fmll Am9D5

Bm7 EDm(maj7) C#mllD5 AD7sus4 Bmaj9 Emaj9D5 G#m(maj9) F#13sus4
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~
EDmS/ll Bmaj7DS/BD G6 Arn13 ADmaj9#11 Cm7 sus4 F7alt Em9

~
BO? Bm7DS Dm6 F+7 G9#1l F#m(maj7 ) Bmaj13 F07

. ~

3. Write the tritone interval(s) fo und in each of the following chords.

~
C#7 Em~ F9#1l BDmaj7DS EDm7DS D13 AD7 F#m S

C#07 ED9#S GmllDS B7D9#11 Fmaj13 ADm9DS C7 sus4D9 G7alt

, I I I I I I I ~
1\

~
tJ

4. Writ e the 3rd and the 7th of the following chords . (Domin ant lith or sus4 chord s hav e a P4th instead of a 3rd. )

~
Am7 D7 Emaj7 BDm7DS G07 F#mll ADmaj9 G13D9

~
ED7#9 E07 D7alt DDmaj13 Fm7 BDm(maj7) GD7 DDll

Arn (maj7DS) G9sus4

~
Em7DS Arn9 DO? E7DS#9 F#O? ED7sus4
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5. Identify each chord and specify whether it is best understood as an upper structure (US), hybrid (Hyb), or slash
chord (Sl). Some structures are subject to multiple interpretations.

j

U-tt 'LJ'
I~-tt

TI
~-e- *-t:F ~-e-

< -e-
~-R-- ~··

'LJ'

~ "" ~ *""
q$~

4) v ~ ~ Tl 'LJ'
~~:ft: ~-tt

<
~~ -e- I~~ h.~-fr -fr ,,~-R-

··
~

~-e-

6. Identify each chord. All chords are in root position. If it contains wrong notes or inappropriate upper structures,
place an "x" beneath the chord.

j

, f "'
U v -e- I)''LJ' 'LJ' q-u- -1+ 'LJ'

1 'LJ' -u-
<

"" "" t, I··
~ ~

~

4) ~ u -e- v I)' 'LJ" 'LJ' 'LJ" -e- u

-e- 0 I~ 0 0 ~ ~""··
+I'LJ'
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CHARTER
"

SCALESAND MODES
A sca le is a stepw ise arrangement of not es/pit ches conta ined within an oc tave. M aj or and minor sca les contain
seve n notes or scale de gr ees. A sca le degree is designated by an arabic num eral indic atin g the positi on of the note
within the scale.

Major Scale

In addition to rec alling that there are half steps (h) between scale degrees 3-4 and 7- 8, w ith whole steps (W)
between all other pairs of notes, notice that a major sca le contains a cer tain amo unt of symmetry in that it co ntains
two ident ica l four-n ote unit s (ca lled tetrachord s), separated by a whole step. Eac h tetra chord cons ists of two
whole steps and a half step.

~43 ~87

~ -e-
W

2

u
W

e

h

:0:

W

5

e

W

6

:0:

W

e

h

:0:

Minor Scales

There are three form s of minor sca les : natural , harmonic , and melodic . Eac h starts with the same mi nor tetra
chord (l- 2J3-4 ), with var iations on degree s 6 and 7 in the upper tetrac hord.

Natu r al Minor
A natural minor scale is a sca le that contains half steps bet ween scale degrees 2-3 and 5- 6 .

1 · 2~3 4 5~6 7 8, 1,0 ~o ()

~~o I) 0

-e- u

W h W W h W W

Th ink of the natur al min or scale as the note s of a major scale starting on its 6th degre e . Accordingl y , the C mi nor
scale shown above is an E~ major scale starting on C.

Harmonic Minor
A harmo nic min or sca le is a form of a min or scale wi th half steps bet ween 2-3 , 5- 6, and 7- 8. The char acteri stic
sound of this sca le results fro m the unexpected interval betwee n sca le degrees 6- 7, a whole step plu s a half step
(or augme nted 2nd).

~32 ~65 7~ 8

~
1

-e-
W

u

h

~

W

4

:0:

W

e

h

!iii

W+h

e

h

:0:

The harm oni c minor sca le can be thought of as a natur al minor scale with a raised 7th scale degree. The 7th sca le
degree is typi cally raised in min or keys in order to pro vide a leading tone that will make the V- i chord move (also
called a cadenc e) sound concl usive. The name "harmo nic minor " derives from the fact that the 7th sca le degree
has bee n altered to fit the harmo nic requi rem ents of the V-i cadence .
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Melodic Minor Scale
This type of minor scale is called "melodic" because is it easier to sing than harmonic minor; there is no #2 inter
val between the 6th and 7th degrees. A classical melodic minor scale has two forms: ascending and descending.
The ascending form is a natural minor scale with the 6th and 7th scale degrees raised, with half steps between 2-3
and 7-8. Compare it with the major scale; the only difference is the minor 3rd. The classical descending form is
simply the natural minor scale. In jazz practice, the 6th and 7th are typically raised in both the ascending and
descending versions of the scale. This is sometimes referred to as the "jazz minor" or "real" melodic minor, and
is a vital scale to learn for use in jazz improvisation. This form appears below.

1 2~3 4 5 6 7~8

t 0 I' ~~o () 0 ()

-0- 0

W h W W W W h

Scale Relationships

Major and minor scales may be relative or parallel. Relative major and minor scales share the same key signa
ture but start on different notes (i.e., C major and A minor.) Parallel major and minor scales have the same start
ing note but different key signatures (i.e., C major and C minor).

Major and Minor Scale Diatonic Harmony
A tonal center consists of a scale (a parent scale) and a series of diatonic (scale-based) 7th chords created by
harmonizing the parent scale: building chords on each step, by stacking 3rds of only scale notes.

Roman numerals are used for describing chord progressions and understanding chord functions independently of
specific keys. This system designates how each chord belongs to a key. Generally, minor chord functions (minor,
diminished and half-diminished chords) are indicated by lowercase Roman numerals, whereas major and dominant
chord functions are indicated by uppercase Roman numerals. Added markings indicate modification of the chord
from its original form. The diatonic 7th chords of the major scale are shown below.

Cmaj7 Dm7 Em7 Fmaj7 G7 Am7 Bm7D5 Cmaj7, i ~ m 9 m ~ i 1t
Scale Degree: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Roman Numeral: Imaj7 iim7 Him7 IVmaj7 V7 vim7 viim7DS Imaj7

.Major Scale Modes

As with chords, a scale may be inverted by keeping the same range of notes but placing a different starting pitch
at the bottom; the resulting inversion is known as a mode.

The concept of modes is crucial to jazz improvisation. A mode contains the same seven notes of the parent scale,
but adopts a different tonal center around which all the other notes revolve. The notes are equivalent to a major
scale; only the starting note has changed. Modal melodies and chord progressions will emphasize this note as the
tonal center. A melody based on a mode may be written with the same key signature as the parent scale, or as a
major or minor key center with accidentals inserted to produce the notes of the mode.
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The follow ing table , adapted from John Me hegan, shows eac h mode in the key of C as a displaced sca le from root
to root.

I RD
DlSPLACE\1E;\JT

VIODE'S :'\JA\1E I
(KEY OFC )

I C-C Ion ian Major

11 D-D Dorian Min or

II I E-E Phry gian Min or

IV F-F Lydian Major

V G- G Mixo lydia n Dominant

Vl A-A Aeo lian Minor

Vll B-B Locri an Min or CDS)

The fo llowing illu stration outlines the mod es discussed above.

2nd mode
D Dorian

e D e D
D e D e D e

D e D e D e D

e D e D e D e

.0 -e-... 0
C3& ()---e

.0eDeDeD

...0..-e-.0eDeD

7th mode
~ B Locrian

-e
~
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Modal Characteristics and Colors
Each mode has one characteristic scale step that distinguishes it from either the natural minor (Aeolian mode) or
major (Ionian mode) scale. The following table shows each mode's structure in comparison to the parallel major
scale and its characteristic scale step, as well as its tonal and modal tones, where applicable.

• I • •MODE STRUCTURE
CHARACTERISTIC

TONAL TONE
TONE

Ionian 1,2,3,4,5,6, 7 reference 1,4 & 5 2,3,6 & 7

Dorian I, 2, ~3, 4, 5, 6, ~7 6 1,4& 5 2,3,6& 7

Phrygian I,~2,~3,4,5,~6,~7 ~2 1,4 & 5 2,3,6& 7

Lydian 1,2,3, #4,5,6,7 #4 - -

Mixolydian I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ~7 ~7 1,4& 5 2,3,6 & 7

Aeolian I, 2, ~3, 4, 5, ~6, ~7 reference (~6) 1,4 & 5 2,3,6& 7

Locrian 1, ~2, ~3,4, ~5, ~6, ~7 ~5 - -

Notice that there are five tonal modes; all contain the same 1st, 4th, and 5th degrees. These notes are constants.
Because all five modes are related through these primary tones, a jazz improviser may easily select the proper
mode by changing the other, variable, notes.

Sometimes, the degree of dissonance desired will dictate mode choice. In order of decreasing tension, the modes
may effectively be arranged as follows.

Locrian DARK

Phrygian

Dorian is the mid point

Aeolian

Dorian

Mixolydian

BRIGHT
Ionian

Lydian
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Melodic Minor Scale Modes

The various scale s that result fro m the mod es of the melod ic minor scale are of funda me ntal impo rtance in jaz z
improvisation. The seven modes that derive from the C me lodic minor sca le are shown below with the ir respec 
tive formulae.

\10DE

Me lodic Minor W h I w I W

Dorian ~2 h W W W

Lydia n Augm ent ed W W W W

Lydia n Domi nant I W I w I w I h

Mixo lydian ~ 13 I W I w I h I W
--

Locrian #2

I
W

I
h

I
w

1---;Altered h W h

••W W h

W h W

h W h

W h W

h W W

W W W

W W W

The app lica tio ns of these mode s wi ll be di scu ssed in det ail in the co ntex t of the appropriate har mo nic situations as
we enco unter them in later chapters .

Minor Scale Diatonic Harmony

Minor tonaliti es are somewhat more comp lex than major tona lities. A minor ton ality may draw from four pare nt
sca les as a source of melodies and harm onies, while the maj or scale (Ionian) ju st uses one parent scale. In minor,
the four parent scale s are natura l minor (Aeolia n, also know n as "pure" minor), Dori an , harm onic minor , and
melodic minor. Dorian and me lodic mi nor are the mo st frequent choice s for static minor chords, wit h natural and
harmo nic minor oft en bein g emp loye d over mi nor -key chord prog ressions.

Pur e Minor or Natura l Minor (Aeo lian )

Harmonic Mi nor

~~

~

~~

~

-e-

-e-

u

u

e

e

n

n

e

e

n

n

e

~

n

n

~~

u

Melo dic Mi nor

-e- U e n e b;n ~ n
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Each of these three parent scales generates its own family of diatonic chords.

Pure Minor or Natural Minor (Aeolian) Harmony

Cm7 Dm7~5 E~maj7 Fm7 Gm7 Abmaj? B~7=p,i 9 m ~ m ~ i

Harmonic Minor Harmony

Cmtmaj") Dm7~5 E~maj7#5 Fm7 G7 A~maj7 B07=p,I 9 m ~ m ~ i

Melodic Minor Harmony

Cm(maj7) Dm7 E~maj7#5 F7 G7 Am7~5 Bm7~5

=P,I q9 m ~ m ~ i

Diatonic Harmony of Modes of Harmonic Minor Scale

1. C Harmonic Minor

<

Cmfmajr)

I j I

Dm7~5 E~maj7#5 Fm7 A~maj7

-e-

. 2. D Locrian ( #6)

Dm7~5 E~maj7#5

j I

<
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Fm7 G7 Abmaj?

-e-

Cm(maj7)
-e-



3. E 17Ionian (#5)

EDmaj7#S Fm7 G7 ADmaj7 B07 Cm fmaj" ) Dm7DS
q.n- -e- .n-p,.. 0 0 -e-

qi !l<'I

=3 # ~ ftn-A-

4. F Dorian ( #4)

Fm7 G7 Abmaj? B07 Cm trnaj" ) Dm7DS EDmaj7#S

~
<'I

-A-~ ~o -ft"

~ gl

5. G Mixolydian ( 179, 1713)
G7 ADmaj7 B07 Cmtm aj") Dm7DS EDmaj7#S Fm7

~
)1 - h~ -e- -A- =3

6. AbLydian (#2)

ADmaj7 B07 Cmtmaj'Z) Dm7D5 EDmaj7#S Fm7 G7

~) () 0 0

go () 0I, ()

<'I
#: fl:~ h..--. -e- -A-

7. B Dimini shed ( #6, without 8)

B07 Cm tmaj" ) Dm7DS EDmaj7#S Fm7 G7 ADmaj7

~)
0 0 -e-

() 0
()

I, go

~
h~ -e- -A- =3 fl: ~

The eigh t-note diminished sca le will be discussed later in this chap ter.
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Diatonic Harmony of Modes of Melodic Minor Scale

1. C Melodic Minor

Cmfmaj'Z) Dm7

~ I

F7 G7 Am7~5

b-e-

2. D Dorian ( ~2)

Dm7 E~maj7#5 F7 G7 Am7~5 Bm7~5 Cmfmajr)

~ I b-e- q..a. -e-
"""""

40
qtt qi

~~

3. E~Augmented Lydian

E~maj7#5 F7 G7 Am7~5 Bm7~5 Cmtmaj") Dm7

b-e- q..a. -e- ..a.
"J I ~ 0

40
qtt qi<

~-fl-

"

<

4. F Lydian (~7)*

F7
"J I

I~

G7 Am7~5 Bm7~5 Cmfmaj'i) Dm7

5. G Mixolydian ( ~13)

G7 Am7~5
~ I

Bm7~5 Cmtmaj'I) Dm7 F7
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6. A Locrian(h)

Am7~5 Bm7~5 Cmfmaj") Dm7 E~maj7#5 F7 G7

~,q..
(, 0 0

qo () 0

<I
i it

~ ~m q~ i 1l

7. B Altered (B7alt)**

Bm7~5 Cmfmaj'Z) Dm7 E~maj7#5 F7 G7 Am7~5p I) 0 0 q-e-
() 0

1.- ~.,. -e- -H- =3= fl: i:

*Lydian (/'7) = Mixolydian ( #11)

**Altered =Super-Locrian (see page 32: The Altered Scale)

Pentatonic Scales

Pentatonic scales consist of five notes (from the Greek, penta, five). Notice that no half steps occur in any of these
scales. Pentatonic scales are used in folk music throughout the world. They have also appeared in Western classi
cal music, particularly in the works of Debussy and Ravel. Although any scale consisting of five notes may theo
retically be called "pentatonic," the most common forms are the following.

Major Pentatonic Scale
In C, the major pentatonic scale is spelled: C-D-E-G-A (1-2-3-5-6). On a keyboard, the black keys form a pen
tatonic scale from G~ to G~.

C Major Pentatonic

~ -e- u e e II

Minor Pentatonic Scale
From C, this is: C-E~-F-G-B~ (1-~3-4-5-~7). On a keyboard, this corresponds to a black-key scale from E~ to
E~.

C Minor Pentatonic

~ -e- ~ II e ~
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Blues Scales

The minor blues scale (or simply the "blues scale") is similar to the minor pentatonic scale, with the addition of
a #4. From the root of the relative major, it may also be viewed as a major pentatonic scale, with a raised 2nd (#2)
added, resulting in the major blues scale. The added notes are called blue notes, which are used for tension when
improvising. The minor blues scale fits well with 7, m7 and-c-possibly-c-mvl S chords, whereas the major blues
scale fits with maj7 chords.

C Minor Blues

E~ Major Blues

Bebop Scales

o

o

()

()

o

o

o

o

()

()

There are two types of bebop scales, the major bebop scale and the bebop dominant scale. The major bebop scale
is identical to the major scale with the addition of a #5 or ~6. C major bebop is spelled C-D-E-F-G-G#(added
note )-A-B-C. This scale may be used over a Cmaj7 or a 0 chord.

C Major Bebop

o o (, o () o ()

The bebop dominant scale is identical to a Mixolydian mode with the addition of a major 7th. For example, the G
bebop dominant is spelled G-A-B-C-D-E-F-F#(added note)-G-B. This scale is effective over G7, Dm7, and
also Bm7~5 chords.

G Bebop Dominant

o o o o IJ

These two scales, major bebop and bebop dominant, most often appear in descending form, which places essen
. tial tones on downbeats with the added notes on offbeats. (More examples will be discussed later.)
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Symmetrical Scales

Diminished
Diminish ed scal es are comprised entire ly of altern ating whol e step s and half steps. As a result of thi s symmetri cal
form ation , ther e are only two possibl e dimini shed scale mod es. On e begins with a whol e step , and the other with .
a half step.

The dimin ished scale beginning with a wh ole step is ca lled diminished whole-half (or simply "dimini shed "). It
will be useful in impr ovisation to rem emb er that thi s sca le co ns ists of two minor tetra ch ord s (1- 2--1>3-4) space d a
triton e apa rt. Th e dim ini shed who le-ha lf sca le is used dir ectl y ove r a dimini shed ch ord . For instanc e, play C dimin
ished wh ole-half over CO?

C D imini shed Whole-Half

~ -e-
W

u

h

~

W

II

h

#:0:
W

~

h

II

W

e

The dimini shed scale beginning with a hal f step (called diminished half-whole or dominant diminished ) may be
used ove r a domin ant chord, for instance C7b9 or C l 3b9.

C Dimini shed Half-Whol e

~ .
-e-

h
#-e-

W

~

h

~
W

~

h

e

W

II

h

~

Be cau se the two mod es are constructed with the sa me inter val s, ju st starting on di fferent not es, you can see that C
dimin ished who le-ha lf is equiva lent to B dimini shed half- whole .

Th e symme trica l nature of the dimini shed scale mean s that any of its note s ma y be co ns ide red as a root , always
resultin g in the same patt ern of inter vals between the notes, and always yielding on e of the two dimini shed mod es.
Be cause its interval pattern repe ats every thr ee half step s, we can say there are reall y only thr ee diminished scales:
C , Db, and D. A diminished scale starting on any other not e is equal to one of the se thr ee.

• C dimini shed whole-ha lf is equiva lent to dimini shed wh ole-h alf scales starting on Eb, Gb, and A, and is
al so equival ent to half -whole scales starting on B, D , F, and Ab.

• Db dimini shed who le-ha lf is equal to E , G, and Bb dimini shed whole-half, and to Eb, Gb, A, and C dimin
ished half-whole .

• D diminished whol e-half is equal to F, Ab and B dimin ished whole-half and to E, G, Bb, and Db dimin
ished half- whole sca les .

Knowledge of these equiv alencies will eas e the task of improvising ov er diminished chords and dominant ch ords.
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Whole Tone
The whole-tone scale has six notes separated from one another by whole steps. Because the structure is symmet
rical, there are only two whole-tone scales.

• C Whole-Tone Scale: C-D-E-FLGLA#
• D~ Whole-Tone Scale: D~-E~-F-G-A-B

Because the scale is entirely symmetrical, all notes represent possible roots. The whole-tone scale is closely asso
ciated with French Impressionism, and many examples can be found in the works of Claude Debussy.

C Whole Tone

D~ Whole Tone

&0

o o

() o () o

<

Generally, whole tone scales are used in jazz in a similar manner to dominant diminished scales, i.e. as substitute
scales for use over dominant chords, particularly when moving up a 4th.

The Altered Scale

The seventh mode of the melodic minor scale is called the altered scale because it contains several altered tones:
~9, #9, #11, and ~13. It is actually a major scale with the root raised a half step, thus: I ~2 ~3 ~4 (= M3) ~S (= #4)
~6 ~7. In C melodic minor, we saw that the chord built on the 7th degree (B) is a half-diminished chord. It might
also be considered an altered dominant 7th chord, depending upon which note is considered the 3rd of the chord:
D (~3) or E~ (M3 or ~4). In other words, if D is considered the 3rd, the resultant chord is Bm7~S; if E~ ( =D#) is
considered the 3rd, the resultant chord is B7~S (often written as B7alt).

B Altered Scale with Bm7~S Chord

Bm7bs

B Altered Scale with B7alt Chord (preferred in jazz practice)

B7alt
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Altered Dominant Chords
In general, "altered " could mean any change to a basic chord type, and any chord that has a note that is altered
from its normal position could be called an altered chord . In common jazz practice , however, the term "altered" or
"alt" refers only to domin ant chords and specifi cally means "derived from the altered scale." This scale is also
known as the Super-Lo crian scale, the diminish ed whole-tone scale, and (rarely) the Pomeroy scale. The most fun
damental way to view it is as the 7th mode of melodic minor. That is, the B altered scale equals C melodi c minor
starting on B.

An "a ltered dominant 7th" can only designate a domin ant chord whose Sth and 9th have been raised or lowered
by a half step, resultin g in any combination of ~9 or #9 with ~ S/# 11 or ~ s;I> 13. Thu s, when the term "aIt" is used,
i.e. B7alt , it generally implies a combination of both an altered Sth and an altered 9th.

Below is a B7alt chord that include s all the altered notes: 1, #11, ~7 , ~ 9, 3, ~ 1 3 , 1, #9.

B7alt
fl

o HU

-ft-

Thi s chord shows all the possibilities for an altered dominant chord and thus has a few more notes than are nor
mally used. If ju st one (but at least one) Sth and one 9th are included , there are four possible combin ations for
which the chord suffix "alt" would be appropriat e. They'r e listed here with some enharmonic spellings.

~ S, ~9 = ~ 9, #i1
~ S , #9 =#9, #11
#S, ~ 9 =~ 9 , ~ 13

#S, #9 =#9, ~ 1 3

Domin ant chord s with ~ 9, #9 and #s;I>13 are deri ved from the altered scale , while domin ant chords with combina
tions of a ~9 or #9 with PS or ~ S/# 11, and/or M13 come from the dimini shed half-whole scale. Since not all the notes
are always present , part of the decision about when to use the altered scale versus dominant dimini shed is based
on context: the chord s that precede and follow the actual dominant chord . This will be discussed in Chapter 4 when
we cover ii- V -I progressions. The significant observation at this point is that there is no natural 9th or natural
Sthll3th in the altered chord or scale, which account s for the unique sound of altered chords.

In short, a 7alt chord would describe anyone of the following chords: 7#S#9,7#S~9 , 7~Sb9, 7~S#9. Any of these
chords may be played when the 7alt symbol is encountered , though it's import ant to be aware of the melodic note.
(See Chapters 6 and 8 on j azz piano voicings and voice leading , chord substituti on, and tritone substitution for spe
cific voicings.)
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Other Scales

Here are some exotic scales that may be used in jazz improvisation.

Aeolian: C-D-E~-F-G-A~-B~-C
Algerian: C-D-E~-FLG-A~-B-C-D-E~-F
Arabian: C-D-E-F-G~-A~-B~-C
Balinese: C-D~-E~-G-A~-C
Byzantine: C-D~-E-F-G-A~-B-C
Chinese: F-G-A-C-D-F or C-E-FLG-B-C
Double Harmonic: C-D~-E-F-G-A~-B-C
Egyptian: C-D-F-G-B~-C
Enigmatic: C-D~-E-FLGLALB-C
Ethiopian: G-A-B~-C-D-E~-F-G (B and E may be naturals. F may be F#)
Hawaiian: C-D-E~-F-G-A-B-C
Hindu: C-D-E-F-G-A~-B~-C
Hirajoshi: A-B-C-E-F-A
Hungarian Gypsy: C-D-E~-FLG-A~-B~-C
Hungarian Major: C-DLE-FLG-A-B~-C
Hungarian Minor: C-D-E~-FLG-A~-B-C
In Sen: C-D~-F-G-B~-C
Iwato: B-C-E-F-A-B
Japanese: C-D~-F-G-A~-C
Javanese: C-D~-E~-F-G-A-B~-C
Jewish: E-F-GLA-B-C-D-E
Kumoi: C-D-E~-G-A-C
Leading Whole Tone: C-D-E-FLGLALB-C
Locrian Major: C-D-E-F-G~-A~-B~-C
Lydian Minor: C-D-E-FLG-A~-B~-C
Mohammedan: C-D-E~-F-G-A~-B-C (= harmonic minor)
Mongolian: C-D-E-G-A-C
Neapolitan Major: C-D~-E~-F-G-A-B-C
Neapolitan Minor: C D~-E~-F-G-A~-B-C

Oriental: C-D~-E-F-G~-A-B~-C
Overtone: C-D-E-FLG-A-B~-C (Lydian ~7 =G melodic minor)
Pelog: C-D~-E~-G-B~-C
Persian: C-D~-E-F-G~-A~-B-C
Phrygian Major: C-D~-E-F-G-A~-B~-C ( =F harmonic minor)
Spanish: C-D~-E-F-G-A~-B~-C (= F harmonic minor)
Spanish 8 Tones: C-D~-E~-E-F-G--A~-B~-C
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Chapter 3 Exercises

1. Wri te the following major sca les. Write the name below.

~

A '~

U

A~

U

A~
iT

2. Write the following scales .

~D Harmoni c Minor

~ F#Loc da n

~ F Melodic Minor

~BbMajor Pentatonic

Eb Major

D Major Blues

~

c#Whole-Tone

Db Natural Minor

B Dorian

Ab Lydian

C Altered
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, E Whole-Half Diminished

, DOIn-Sen

, G Harmooic Minor

&DOMixolydian ( #11)

A Minor Pentatonic

E~ Dorian

E~ Locrian ( ~2)

C Bebop Dominant

E Kumoi

F~ Mixolydian

B Mixolydian (~9,~13)

B~ Minor Blues

3. Write the following scales with the appropriate key signature. In the space below, indicate the relative major or
minor.

&DMajor

&F# Major

E Minor

B Major

B~ Major

A~ Minor

E~ Minor

E Major

_, C#Minor
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4. Add flats or sharps to form the correct scale.

F# Mixolydian

e n e n e n e
e n e n e n ~

n e n e n e n
A Lydian

n e n e n e

F Locrian

~
-----u e n e n e n e

E Dorian

e n e n e n

B Melodic Minor

~
---e n e n e n e 0.

glib£>. () e n e n e Izn

0.e<> ()e<> «)e~

B Lydian
#-0ene

,~ Harmonic Minor"

e 0 0

5. Write an appropriate scale for the following chords. Give the correct name.

C+7

~
F3 DDm(maj7)

F#7

~
BDm3 Dm7D5

A7sus4

~
ED7#9 Gm7
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E7alt

~
C#maj9 Cm9D5

EmS(maj")

6. On a separate sheet of staff paper, write the modes of the following major scales and identify the characteristic
tones (CT) as well as the tonal and modal tones (TT)/(MT).

7. Harmonize the scales and provide Roman numeral analyses for exercises I, 2, and 3.

8. What are the functions of each of these chords in the following given scales?

A Minor C Lydian

Bm7D5 Dm7 E7D9 F#m7D5 Gmaj7 Bm7

D Major E Minor

Al3 Bm7 C#m7D5 Em7 Cmaj7 D7 B7

ADMajor

BDm7 ED7 ADS

F Mixolydian

Cm7 Gm7 : Am7D5 : BDmaj7

ADMixolydian(D13)

EDm7 GD13#l1

B Harmonic Minor

D+maj7 EmS
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9. Identify the key in which the following chords will have the function indicated .

Bm7 is vim7 in the key of:

A~m7 is iiim7 in the key of:

G#m7~5 is iim7~5 in the key of:

A~maj7 is ~V Imaj7 in the key of:

Dm7~5 is i im7~5 in the key of :

Dlmaj? is ~ IIImaj 7 in the key of:

A~m7 is vim7 in the key of:

F#maj7 is IVm aj7 in the key of:

D~7maj7 is IVmaj7 in the key of:

Cm7 is vim7 in the key of:

10. Notate the following.

The two maj7 chords in Cm .

The three m7 chords in A~ .

The two maj7 chords in G#m.

The three m7 chords in B.

The two maj7 chords in D~ .

The three m7 chord s in F#.

The two maj7 chord s in E.

The three m7 chord s in D.

The two maj7 chords in Em.

The three m7 chords in F.

The two maj7 chords in C#m.

The three m7 chords in E~ .

The two maj7 chords in C#.

The three m7 chords in C~ .

The two maj7 chords in A~.

The two maj7 chords in Bm .

The three m7 chords in A.

The two maj7 chord s in G~ .

The three m7 chord s in B~ .

The two maj7 chords in F#m.

The two maj7 chords in Al rn.

The three m7 chords in D~ .
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11. Write the following scales, with their modes on another sheet of staff paper.

, F Melodic Minor

, A' Melodic Minor

B Melodic Minor

EDMelodic Minor

G Harmonic Minor

DDHarmonic Minor

D Harmonic Minor

A Melodic Minor

12. Write the chord-scale relationship (in other words, harmonize the scale with 7th chords) for these scales and
modes. Show harmonic functions.

G Ionian (Major)

f
G Melodic Minor

F Aeolian (Minor)

VW
~iXOIYdian ('9,'13)
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E Harmonic Minor

~ r ~
B Major

~"

BPLydian

~
B Altered

13. Write the major pentatonic and minor pentatoni c scales in all twelve keys.

14. Write the bebop domin ant and bebop major scales in all twelve keys.

15. Write the Kumoi and the In Sen scales in all twelve keys.
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THE II-V-I CADENCE
Chord Families

The seven diatonic chords in major keys are divided into three families in terms of their harmonic function, based
on shared notes that produce the same emotional effects.

• Tonic: I, iii, vi
• Subdominant: ii, IV
• Dominant: V, vii

In minor keys, the VI chord is usually considered a member of the subdominant family.

• Tonic: i, III
• Subdominant: ii, iv, VI
• Dominant: v (or V), VII

Depending on the context of a progression, the VI chord in major or minor has the possibility of being perceived
as either a tonic or subdominant, because it shares two notes with either family. For instance, when following V7,
vim7 tends to sound like a chord of the tonic family. In the reverse order (e.g. vim7-V7-Imaj7), vim7 feels more
like a subdominant chord.

Movement between the three families of chords is the basis for traditional Western music. Typically a harmonic
sequence will start in a place of stability (the tonic), move to a place that is definitely away from it (one of the sub
dominant chords), then to a place of tension (a dominant), before finally providing the emotional release, or reso
lution, of returning to the tonic chord.

C-F-G-C
I-IV-V-I

Cadences

From the Latin cadere, to fall, a cadence is the movement of chords from one family (or function) to another.
Cadences establish key centers, and their placement determines song structure, delineating ends and beginnings of
song sections.

The authentic cadence is the movement from dominant to tonic (V-I), considered the strongest and most impor
tant chord movement in Western harmony. The plagal cadence (IV-I) is also very powerful. A deceptive cadence
occurs when a V chord resolves to a chord other than the tonic, for instance V-vi.

The ii-V-I
The ii-V-I cadence has a certain level of sophistication, in that it starts on a subdominant instead of the tonic, mak
ing the key less immediately clear. The root motion is still upward by perfect 4th or downward by perfect 5th, the
strongest possible in both jazz and classical music. The ii-V-I provides the cornerstone of jazz harmony. In addi
tion, the voice leading (melodic lines formed by the harmony notes as the chords change. also discussed in Chapter
6) suggested by the ii- V-I cadence furnishes highly recognizable contours.

It is essential that jazz musicians be able to spot ii-V-I cadences instantly, as they are ubiquitous in jazz harmo
ny and central to the process of improvising over changes. Familiarity with this very common chord progression
will allow one to look at a set of chord changes and perceive the overall tonal structure. This will give a better idea
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of how the tune is put together , and how groups of chord s relate to one anot her , instead of simply look ing at and
trying to reme mber a serie s of ind ividua l chord s. In addit ion to prov iding the basic units of tonal organiza tio n in
jazz music, ii-V-l's (and ii-V' s) help us discern (and memoriz e) the "big pic ture ."

The ii- V-I in C Major

C6
6

orCmaj 7
Imai7

G7Dm7
~ nm/ V'I -

U '-J '-J -e- -e-
<

D Dorian G Mixolydian C Major..

The 3rds and the 7ths of the chord s are called guide ton es. Their tendenc y to resolve from a poin t of ten sion to a
point of rest or resolution is charac teristic of ja zz cadential harmon y. The voice leadin g that results from guide tone
resolution produce s smooth inner lines: F to E and C to B. It is suggested that the above progressio n be practic ed
with only the 3rd s and the 7th s in the right hand , resultin g in a what is sometim es called a she ll voicing. Th e root
is already in the bass, and the 5th can be freely omitt ed when it is not a determin ant of the qua lity of the chord like
the 3rd or 7th .

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 or C6
~

U

··

Genera lly, the 3rd and the 7th should be emp hasized when moving from one chord to anot her. Co nver sely, the 4th
should be avoide d on I and V chords , and the 6th should not be empha sized on the ii chord. To do so would pre
maturel y anticipate the arri val of these note s and dissipate the effectivene ss of the progre ssion .

Gener ally, a ii-V-I cadence will span either two or four mea sure s:

I Dm7 G7 1Cmaj7 1
or

IDm7 IG7 ICmaj 7 I

The ii- V- i cadenc e in a minor key is used in much the same way as it is in a major key. It establishes the key cen
ter in similar fashion.

The ii-V-i in C Minor

Cm6orCmfmaj'i)
. (mai")

G7D9D13*
D9D

Dm7D5
D5"l I urn? .

I ) '-J '-J -e- -e-

<
G Mixolydia n ( D9D13)*

C Harmoni c Minor or
D Locrian C Melodic Minor

··

*G7D9D13 also refers to G7alt
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The Circle of Fifths

Continued motion up a 4th or down a 5th, as in a ii-V-I, results in a circle of Sths (or circle of 4ths) since the
root will eventually come full circle and return to the starting pitch. The term cycle of Sths (or 4ths) is used inter
changeably with "circle" to describe the same phenomenon.

The circle of 5ths or circle of 4ths is a graphic way to visualize all possible keys in either major or minor. It is a
useful way to understand chord motion, particularly cadences, and also provides an organized manner in which to
practice musical skills in all keys. Although the circle generally shows increasing sharps in a clockwise direction,
normal harmonic progressions will follow a counter-clockwise motion. Thus, repeatedly descending by a fifth or
ascending by a fourth, one arrives back at the starting point, having covered all the tones in the chromatic scale.
The sequence C-G-D-A-E-B-F#/G~-D~-A~-E~-B~-F-C should be learned thoroughly in both directions for
ready reference.

THE CIRCLE OF 5ths
I

C

Order of Flat Keys
Circle of 4ths

E~ A
Order of Sharp Keys

Circle of 5ths
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Standard Major and Minor ii-V -I Example s and Key Relationship

AUTUMN LEAVES

Cm7 F7 BDmaj7 Ebmaj? Am7D5 07 Gm6

BD: iim7 V7 Imaj7 IVm aj7 Gm: iim7D5

BLACK ORPHEUS

V7 im6

I Am7 IBm7D5 E7

Am: im7 iim7D5 V7

Am7 IBm7D5 E7

im7 iim7D5 V7

Am7 I Om7 G7

im7 C: iim7 V7

cmaj71

Imaj7

THERE WILL NEVER BE ANOTHER YOU

I EDmaj7 Iom7D51 G7alt

ED: Imaj7Cm:iim7D5 V7alt

Cm7

im7

I BDm7 I ED7 IADmaj 7 1

AD: iim7 V7 Tmaj7

THE SHADOW OF YOUR SMILE

I F~m7 I B7alt Em7 A7 I Am7 I 07 I Gma j 7 1 cmaj71

Em: iim7 V7alt im7 TV7 G: iim7

JOY SPRING

V7 Imaj7 IVmaj7

I Gma j 7 1 Am7

G: Imaj7 iim7

07 IGmaj7 ICm7

V7 Tmaj7BD:iim7

F7 IBm7 E7alt I Am7 07 IGmaj7

V7 A: iim7 V7alt G: iim7 V7 Imaj7

CONFIRMATION

Fmaj7 I Em7D5 A7alt I Om7 G7 I Cm7 F7

F: Imaj7 Om: iim7D5 V7alt C: iim7 V7 BD: iim7 V7
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Incomplete ii-V-I's
Sometimes the ii-V-I cadence works as an incomplete or unresolved ii-V which is repeated several times. This
kind of sequence is closely associated with Brazilian and Afro-Cuban music styles, often played as an ostinato*
(for example, a piano montuno, or repeated pattern). The harmonic rhythm may vary, as is shown in the follow
ing patterns.

IDm7 G7 IDm7 G7 I...etc.
or

IDm7 IG7 IDm7 IG7 I...etc.

ii-V Chains
ii-V sequences (or ii-V-I sequences) need not remain in the same key. Through a process called chaining,
sequences may progress by either upward or downward root motion, creating a series of quick modulations (key
changes, also discussed in Chapter 7) in parallel motion. The ii-V' s are said to be chained and will either ascend
or descend through keys that are separated by an equal distance. Here are some typical modulations used when
chaining ii-V's.

•
•
•
•

Up by M2 or Down by M2
Up by m2 (chromatically up) or Down by m2 (chromatically down)
Up by M3rd or Down by M3rd
Up by m3rd or Down by m3rd

ORIGINAL SEQUENCE ROOT MOTION DOWN
,

M2nd I.Em7 A7 2.Cm7 F7

m2nd 3. EDm7 AD7 4. DDm7 GD7
Dm7 G7

M3rd 5. F#m7 B7 6. BDm7 ED7

m3rd 7. Fm7 BD7 8. Bm7 E7

When the pattern is a series of ii-V' s, the first V7 does not resolve to the chord that follows it, which is really the
relative ii of the next dominant chord. The result is a deceptive cadence, since the V7 does not resolve to the chord
a P5 or half step down as expected.

Notice the distance by which the key changes in the following examples of ii-V chains.

I. SATIN DOLL

Dm7 G7 Dm7 G7 Em7 A7 Em7 A7

2. AUTUMN LEAVES (last four bars)

Gm7 C7 Fm7 BD7 I Ebmaj? I Am7DS D7 I

"An ostinato is a musical idea that is repeated persistently in a tunc. It lends harmonic continuity and provides an established modality.
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3. MILESTONES (last 2 hal's of B-section)

I BDm7 E D7 I Bm7 E7

-1-.HALF ;\ELSON (hal's 7-~ )

Bm7 E7 I BDm7 E D7 I Abmaj ?

5. GIANT STEPS (hal's 8-13)

I Fm7 BD7 I E bmaj ? Am7 D7 Gmaj7 I C#m7 F #7 I Bm aj7

6. HAVE YOU MET MISS JONES? (bars 17-21)

BDmaj7 I ADm7 DD7 I G Dmaj 7 Em7 A7 Dm aj7

7. IN WALKED BUD (hal's 17-2-1-)

I Fm7 BD7 I Fm7 BD7 I ADm7 DD7 I ADm7 DD7 I

8. TAKE FIVE (hal's 23-2-1-)

I ADm7 DD7 I Fm7 BD7 I

The same effec t can be created by a series of non-function ing dominant chord s only. Contiguous V' s or ii-V ' s
without reso lution give a sense of anticipation or expectation to a chord progression. They are often used to delay
the final reso lution, thus strengthening the feeling of closure when the tonic is finally reached .
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Major and Minor ii-V-I's in All Keys
The following table shows all major and minor ii-V-I cadence s in every key . They sho uld be practiced on the key
bo ard with both hand s, without reference to mus ic or to the chart. Once this is mastered, the y should be play ed at
random in variou s major and min or key s.

C Om7 G7 Cmaj 7 Dm7DS G7alt Cm7

DP EDm7 AD7 OPm aj7 EDm7DS AfJ7alt DDm7

D Em 7 A7 Dm aj7 Em7DS A7a lt Dm7

EP Fm 7 B D7 EPmaj 7 Fm7PS BP7alt EPm7

E F #m 7 B7 E maj 7 F #m7PS B7 alt Em7

F Gm7 C7 Fm aj7 Gm7PS C7al t Fm7

GP A Dm7 DD7 G Dmaj 7 ADm7PS OP7alt GDm7

G Am7 0 7 Gmaj7 Am7 DS D7 alt Gm7

AP B Dm7 E P7 A brnaj? BDm7DS E P7a lt ADm7

A B m7 E7 Am aj 7 Bm7 PS E7a lt Am 7

BP Cm7 F7 B Pmaj7 Cm7DS F7alt BPm7

B C#m7 F #7 Bm aj7 C# m7DS F#7 alt Bm7

Turnarounds

A turnaround is a set of chords tha t occurs at the end of a sect ion. In its simples t form , it con ta ins four 7th cho rds:
J-V I- ii-V . (This also know n as the "I Go t Rhythm " progression , or j ust "rhythm changes. ") Th ese chor ds wo rk
"together to return back to the first bar , leadin g to the f irst ch ord of the sect ion. A turnaround provides harm on ic
momentum from the end of one cho rus to the beginnin g of the next. Here are tw o basic turnaround s in C major.

IC maj7 Am7 I Dm 7 G7 I
or

I Em7 Am7 IDm 7 G7 I
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In common ja zz practice Am7 is usually rep laced with A7 alt.
ICmaj7 A7alt IDm7 G7 I

or
IEm7 A7a]t IDm7 G7 I

The Em7 may be also played as Em7~5 .

IEm7~5 A7alt I Dm7 G7 I

Here are the basic turnaro und s in C minor :
ICm7 Am7~5 IDm7~5 G7alt I

or
ICm6 Am7~5 IDm7~5 G7a lt I

Below is a basic 12-bar blues follow ed by a 12-bar blues wit h a turnaround inserted in measure s 11 and 12. The
turn around crea tes ten sion and prepare s for a strong reso lut ion back to the fir st measur e.

BluesinC

•• C7

2 3 4 5

F7

6

Functions: Tonic Subdominant

7

C7

8 9 10

G7 F7

II

C7

]2

C7 ••

BluesinC
(with a Turnaround)

•• C7

2 3 4 5

F7

6

7

C7

8 9

G7

]0

F7

II

C7 A7alt

12

Dm7 G7 :

The VE7 chord is usually altered

Turn around
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The ii-V-I Cadence and the Circle of Fifths in Classical Music
Diatonic progressions through the cycle of 5ths are found throughout the classical literature. The ii- V-I cadence
in particular appears frequently in music of the baroque and romantic eras. Here are some examples that use both
the cycle of 5ths and the ii- V-I cadence.

Cmaj7G7G7sus4
loco

8

Chopin, Etude 1, o».10

meas.37-44

~ =176
D7
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8va
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Bach, Prelude in C Major

meas.l-4
Allegro
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Chapter 4 Exercises

1. Write major and minor ii- V-I cadences in the following keys.

Example
Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Bm7bS E7b9 Am7 - - - -

~ ~ ~ J ~ , ~ ~ ~

2. Complete the following ii- V-I cadences.

Bm7bs

Bbm7 D7alt

Ebm7

Am7 bs

F7

Am7 - Cmaj 9 GbS Dbm7, I~ I~ 11 ~
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- - A~m6 Fm7 - - E~m7~5 - - - E13

" ~ ~ ~ ~

Gmimaj") Bm7 C7D5~9 Bm7

* I~ ~ ~ ~

~
A13 ~9 Dm7~5 Fmaj13 B~7

3. Write turnarounds in the following keys. Answer s may vary.

Example
Cmaj7 Am7 Dm7 G7

~
I

C Major
1

I
A Minor

1

I
F Major

1
A~MajOr~

~
r::=

E Minor
1

I
B Minor

1

B~ Major
I

C Mino r
1

I
A Major

1
D~ Major

I
D Minor

1

I

--=G Major
I~

1\

~
~

~ E~ Major
I .

D Major
1

C# Minor~
I

B Major
1
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4. Create ii- V chains moving upward by a M3rd, then downward by a M3rd from the original.

Example
Am7

Dm7

D7

G7

Fm7

Bm7

Bfn

E7

A~m7 D~7

Gm7 C7

B7

5. Create ii- V chains moving upward by a M2nd, then downward by a M2nd from the original.

Example

Am7 D7 Bm7 E7 Gm7 C7 Fm7 B~7

Dm7 G7 Cm7 F7

A~m7 D~7
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Fm7 BD7BDm7 ED7 ADm7 DD7D7

~

6. Create ii-V chains moving up and down chromatically.

Example

Am7

~
Dm7 G7 Em7 A7

~
BDm7 ED7 Gm7 C7

~
ADm7 DD7 F#m7 B7
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CHAPTER 5:

HARMONICANALYSIS
Harmonic analysis helps us to understand a musical work's harmonic and melodic structure. A working knowl
edge of the harmonic principles that govern chord motion is of great value in creating chord progressions that
sound smooth and logical. This not only facilitates the process of composition, but also assists in reharmonizing
existing melodies in order to create fresh or more colorful sounds. Reharmonization, also known as chord sub
stitution, is extremely common in jazz as a way of personalizing an existing chord progression.

Analytical Markings

Besides using Roman numerals to indicate how chords function in key centers, some other conventions are help
ful in harmonic analysis.

Draw an arrow if any dominant 7th chord (including altered dominant chords) goes down by perfect 5th to any
kind of chord. The arrow indicates a functioning dominant chord: one that moves to its expected resolution
(down by a 5th). Those that do not are called non-functioning dominants and receive no arrow.

(V71I motion)

G7 Cmaj7

Cm6

Draw a dotted arrow if any dominant 7th (including altered dominants) goes down by a minor 2nd to any kind of
chord.

- - -- -»: <,

-: <,

/
<,

m2t """D~7 C7~9
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Draw a bracket beneath if any m7 or m7~5 chord goes up by perfect 4th to any domin ant 7th (including altered
dominant chords).

Dm7 tP4 G7

I
(ii- V7 motion )

Dm7D5 tP4 G7D9

I I

Complete 11-V- I

Dm7

I
tP4 G7

I
PSt Cmaj7

Complete II-V-i

Cm7PSttP4 G7D9

____ I
Dm7D5

I
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Structural Divisions

Standard jazz tunes generally incorporate an easily recognizable formal design. Typically, an overall thirty-two
bar structure is subdivided into four eight-bar sections. These sections are somewhat independent of one another
and usually either parallel or contrast strongly with other sections. This design affects melody as well as chord
changes. Common structural schemes include AABA and ABAC, where each letter represents an eight-bar sec
tion. The structural divisions between sections are significant points of demarcation and strongly influence the way
harmonic motion is perceived, as can be seen below.

"

...... ---- Harmonic Rhythm Division

'~m7 ~ D;2m7 C7

Fmaj7
~

D7 Gm7 Am7PS C7

Dominant functions are not affected when they cross a structural division. Resolution by descending 5th still
occurs. However, structural divisions disrupt ii- V7 motion. As shown in the above examples, if the ii- V7 motion
occurs across a structural division, it is no longer perceived as ii-V7 motion. Thus, in both examples, Am7 will
sound like an extension of Fmaj7 because it serves as a diatonic chord with tonic function. Therefore, it should not
be analyzed with a bracket, which we have crossed out in the diagram.

Generally, to qualify as a ii-V7 progression, the minor 7th chord needs to occur on the strong beat or measure of
the prevailing harmonic motion. For example, when chords occur one to a measure, ii chords would most likely
fall on the odd-numbered measures with the V7s on even numbers. If the harmonic motion is defined by the half
note, ii chords usually fall on the first half of the measure. Minor 7th chords occurring on the second half of the
measure are probably not part of ii-V7 progressions.

Secondary Dominants

Secondary dominant chords are dominant chords that, when functioning, resolve to a diatonic chord other than
the tonic. The dominant chord that does resolve to the tonic-V7-may be thought of as the primary dominant
.chord. A given key contains only one primary dominant chord-the chord built on the 5th scale degree, which con
tains only diatonic notes.

Dominant chords that are built on other scale degrees contain one or more nondiatonic chord tones:

• the raised 3rd required to change a minor 7th chord (ii, iii, or vi) to a dominant chord,
• the flatted 7th required to change a major 7th chord (I or IV) to a dominant chord, or
• the raised 3rd and 5th required to change the m7~5 chord (vii) to a dominant chord.
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Secondar y dominant s generally resolve to the diatonic chord a perfect 5th below. For instance , an A7 chord that
occurs in the key of C tends to resolve to Dm7 , the ii chord. Although it is possible to analyze the A7 as VI7, show
ing that the chord quality differs from vi7, the chord's function is better understood by labelling it V7/ii ("f ive of
two").

Diatonic Chords in C Major

Cmaj7 Dm7 Em7 Fmaj7 G7 Am7 Bm7~5 Cmaj7

=&i ~ m ~ m ~ i it ~

Motion of Second ary Dominants in C Major

V7/ii
A7

V7/IV
C7

V7/vi
E7

iim7
Dm7

IVmaj7
Fmaj7

vim7
Am7

Vll 7/iii
B7

V7IV
D7

iiim7
Em7

V7
G7

Any of these extra dominant chords creates the momentary feeling that the diatonic chord towards which it
resolves is the tonic chord in a new key. This chord is said to be tonicized . The tonicization effect is temporary:
in most cases the overall key does not change. One diatonic chord, viimi7 b5, cannot function as a tonic even tem
porarily, so its second ary dominant ("V7/vii ") is not used in major keys.

The term "secondary domin ant" still applies even in cases where the domin ant chord is non-functioning (it does
not resolve to its expect ed target). For instanc e, in the key of C, A7 is still called V7Ii i even if it is not followed
by Dm7 but by anoth er chord in the key.

Finally, not every dominant chord that can occur in a given key other than V is necessarily a secondary dominant.
For example, IV7 (F7) in the key of C is not a secondary domin ant chord , because its reso lution by a descending
5th would lead to bVII (Bbmaj7), which is not a diatonic chord in C major. There are other possible analyses for
IV7 that we' ll see in Chapters 7 and 8.

Secondary domin ants can also occur in minor keys. As we saw in Chapt er 3, the 7th degree of the minor scale is
usually raised when buildin g the chord on step V in minor harmony, resulting in a dominant chord on this degree
for a stronger resolution to I. This, the V chord , is considered the dominant chord in the minor key, although anoth
er chord of domin ant quality occurs diatoni cally on step VII.
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Diatonic Chords in A Minor (with V7 replacing vm7)

Am7 Bm7D5 Cmaj7 Dm7 E7 Fmaj7 G7 Am7

Motion of Secondary Dominants in A Minor

V7/III
G7

V7/v
B7

V7IVII
07

III
Cmaj7

vm7
Em7

VII
G7

V7/iv
A7

V7IVI
C7

ivm7
Om7

VI
F

Again, V7/ii is not used in the minor mode, since ii is a m7~5 chord, which cannot be tonicized.

Diminished Chords Functioning as Dominants
Diminished 7th chords, as we learned in Chapter 3, may function as rootless 7~9 chords. The diminished 7th chord
occurs naturally on the seventh step of harmonic minor tonality, with the label vii?". The same label is used when
diminished chords function as secondary dominants.

An important difference in the analysis of a diminished 7th chord is that in order to be considered a functioning
secondary dominant, it must be followed by one of its intended targets: a diatonic chord a half step above any of
its tones. (Remember that any tone in a dim7 chord may be thought of as its root-see page 104.)

Motion of Diminished Chords with Secondary Dominant Function in C Major

vii07Iii
C#o7

vii07/vi
G#07
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Om7

IV
Fmaj7

vim7
Am7

vii °7/iii
0#°7

iiim7
Em7

V
G7



Motion of Dimin ished Chords with Secondary Domin ant Function in A minor

vii07/III
B07

vii07/v
D~07

vii07/VII
F~07

llI maj7
Cmaj7

vm7
Em7

VII7
G7

vii07/iv
C~07

vii07/VI
E07

ivm7
Dm7

VImaj7
Fmaj7

Backcycling Dominants

These are two or more dominant chords that follow the circle of 5ths until they reach the target chord-u sually
I. The final point of resolution of this series of secondary dominants may be delayed for quite some time. The
example below shows a typical "rhythm changes" bridge in B~. The target chord after this section is B~maj7 , which
is Imaj7 in the key of B~ .

Backcycling or Sequential Dominants Secondary
Dom inant

Dominant

~I~I~I~
(V7/V/V/V)

D7
(V7/V/V)

G7
(V7/V)

C7
(V7)
F7

Imaj7
BPmaj7

,i

I.

Roman numeral analysis does not work well for these cycles of dominan t seventh chords, and is usually reserved
for diatonic and secondary dominant chords. If used for backcycl ing dominant s, functions should be enclosed in
parentheses. Backcycling dominants are sometimes called sequential dominants or extended dominant chords,
though this last term is potentially confusing and should be avoided, as it is already used to mean chords with
added tension notes.
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Related ii's

Any dominant chord may be preceded by its related minor 7th chord (iim7), which is found a perfect 4th below.
Roman numeral analysis is not necessary, but brackets are needed to show that the pair belongs together. The
example below is an arrangement where related iim7 chords are applied.

Am7
I

D7
I

Dm7
I

G7
I

Gm7
I

V7IV
C7
I

Cm7
I

V7
F7
I

Imaj7
BPmaj7

This kind of reharmonization was common during the bebop era.

Contiguous Dominants

Contiguous dominants consist of a series of non-functional dominant chords or ii-V' s. They generally occur in one
of the following patterns: ascending by half step, whole step, minor 3rd, or major 3rd; or, descending by minor 3rd
or major 3rd. When the pattern is a series of ii-V's, the first V7 does not resolve to the chord that follows it, which
is really the relative ii of the next dominant chord. The result is a deceptive cadence, since the V7 does not resolve
to the chord a perfect 5th or half step down as expected. Contiguous dominants actually outline a series of brief
modulations. Suggesting or implying a new key without actually moving to and establishing the new key is called
tonicization.

The technique actually dates back to the Romantic period and was common with Schumann, Chopin, and Brahms.
In many works of this period, modulations tended to become more frequent and shorter, resulting in passages
where the music had little chance to settle or come to rest in the new key. Of course, the best way to imply a new
key without going there is to use the key's dominant chord, or, better, a dominant preceded by a subdominant
chord. To add structure and logic to such passages, composers would frequently move through suggested keys in
a predictable way, such as moving through the scale degrees or moving by a fixed interval.

The procedure has become much more codified in jazz theory, generally manifesting itself in a series of V's or
ii-V's that move through keys at a fixed interval. Because contiguous dominants lack immediate resolution, they
instil a sense of anticipation or expectation to a chord progression. They are often used to delay the final resolu
tion, thus strengthening the feeling of closure when the tonic is finally reached. Examples of contiguous dominants
are shown on the next page.
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~3

M3

~2

M2

~3

M3

Am7

Am7

Am7

Am7

Am7

Am7

07 F#m7

07 Fm7

07 B~m7

07 Bm7

07 Cm7

07 C#m7

B7

B~7

E~7

E7

F7

F#7
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Chapter 5 Exercises

1. a. Show major and relative minor II-V-I cadences using the following key signatures and analyze using brack
ets and arrows.

b. List all possible secondary dominants in these keys on another sheet.
c. Identify the harmonic function of each secondary dominant.

Example

~

C7 Fmaj7
I

Em7~5
I

~

A7 Dm7
I
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2. a. Com plete the fo llow ing and fill in the blank s.
b. Wh at kind of dominant chords are the se?
c. Find all po ssibl e secondary dominants in these key s.

Exa mple

G7 C

~3g ~I~g IWI U ~ :z ~7 u 0 3

- - - - - - - -

~) :z ~ g r ~: ~/~ ~II n
-e-

3. Co mplete the fo llowi ng chord progr ess ions and add harm oni c analyses .

~

7 7 . ~r r .~

D7~BDmaj7

7 7 177r r r 7~

C7

~E

Dln

§~~~~
EDmaj7 Cm 7 Fm 7 BD7 Gm 7 C7 BDm7 ED7 ADm7 DD7 Gm7 G D7 Fm 7 C7 F7 BD7

~- ""1 ""1 ""1 ""1 ""1 ""1 ""1 ", 7 -I. rTTr TTL r TTTr rTTr ,2 IT TTTT rTTT rT TT ·

~ L~ ",.
Bp7 _Dm7Em7DSB7

~~

Dm7Dm6

~: ////1 / 7 7 'I B.~rrr 777 Irrr/ ////1 / 7 7 71rrr J 7 7 I,rr/ 777 Irrr/ /77 7 ~TT,:

4. Iden tify the key in which the following chord s will have the function ind icated. Use enharmonic equ ivalents
whe re con veni ent.

G7 is Y71V in the key of:
D~7 is Y7flY in the key of :
F#7 is Y7fii in the key of :
E7 is Y7flY in the key of:
B07 is vii071V in the key of :
C~7 is Y71V in the key of :
B~7 is Y7fvi in the key of:
D~ °7 is vii°7fi ii in the key of :
F#07 is vii07fiii in the key of:
E~7 is Y71V in the key of :
D7 is Y7fvi in the key of:
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5. Analyze the following progressions indicating chord function, considering harmonic structure.

a. IIDm7 G7 I Dm7 G7 IEm7 A7 IEm7 A7

IDm7 G7 IA~m7 D~7 IC IEm7

I A7 IDm II

b. IIC IAm7 I D7

IDm7 IG7 IC Am7 I D7 G7 II

c. IIA~ IFm7 IB~7 E~7 IB~7 E~7 II

d. IIG#m7 C#7 IF#m7 B7 IEm7 A7 IDm7 G7 II

e. IIB7 IEm7 A7 I Dm7 G7 IC II

f. IIB7 IEm7 I A7 D7 I G7 C II

g. IIB7 Em7 I A7 I Am7 D7 I Dm7 G7 II

h. IIB7 IEm7 I A7 I Dm7 G7 II

1. IIB7 IEm7 I A7 II

J. IIC C7 IF IFm7 B~7 I A7 II

k. IIC C7 IF Fm7 I B~7 I A7 II

6. Locate the following tunes in a reliable source. Study, analyze, and play them. It is recommended that they be
learned thoroughly and ultimately memorized.

• "Blue Bossa" • "All the Things You Are"
• "Autumn Leaves" • "Blues for Alice"
• "Tune Up" • "I Got Rhythm"
• "Confirmation" • "Nardis"
• "Caravan" • "Bluesette"
• "Giant Steps" • "Waltz for Debby"
• "Body and Soul" • "Joy Spring"
• "Manha do Carnaval" • "Song for My Father"
• "Countdown"
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CHAPTER

II-V-I PIANOVOICINGSAND
VOICE LEADING

The voicing of a chord is the exact vertical arrangement of its tones. The tenn is commonly used by pianists and
guitarists to indicate how chord tones are distributed when camping for improvisers. Keyboard voicings may be
played by either one or both hands.

Why study voicings? In jazz practice, a large repertoire of voicings is necessary; comping instruments (such as
piano, guitar, vibes, or organ) rarely play chords in ascending order (1-3- 5- 7- 9, etc). This is for various reasons:

• Using only root position chords will result in excessive parallel 5ths, which can sound like a monotonous
drone. Simply put, a relentless string of root-position chords tends to sound boring. The result will be per
ceived as unrefined and decidedly "uncool."

• Successive root-position chords force the hands to move too much, because the roots of chords often move
by 5ths rather than linearly.

• Using only root position chords results in poor voice leading. Inner voices do not resolve in a smooth and
logical fashion. (Voice leading will be discussed later in this chapter. )

As a basic example of chord voicing, a major seventh chord will often be played as 1-7- 3-5 , where the 3rd and
5th are raised an octave from their original positions. This is ju st one of a vast number of possibilities for voicing
this chord .

Jazz piano voicings are divided into two basic types, rooted voicings and rootless voicings.

Rooted Voicings

Sometimes called "Bud Powell voicings," these left-hand piano voicings place the root deep in the bass and pro
vide a solid harmonic foundation, obviating the need for a bass player. You may play rooted voicings as: 1-3-5-7 ,
1-3-7 (known as a shell voicing), or ju st 1-7 (or even 1-3), dependin g upon the chord's quality. Here are Cmaj7
rooted voicings .

Shell Voicings
I I

Cmaj7 Cmaj7 Cmaj7 Cmaj7

~ 18 In 1° ~

Rootless Voicings

As the name implies, rootless voicings have the root omitted. They are the preferred voicing technique when j am
ming or comping with a rhythm section, and most often used when a bassist is present. They work equally well
with non-tonal/mod al music.
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Rootless and especially left-hand piano voicings are commonly employed as three- or four-note voicings.

Three-Note Voicings
Chords can be voiced with three notes as follows.

Major ii-V -I cadence

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7

:r1! log til

Minor ii-V -i cadence

Cm7

~~I~

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Dm7D5

:rtg
Cm7

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Dm7D5 G7D9 Cm7
...0... ...0... -e- ...0... ...0... tii-:J:1t ,orr III :rt1t torr

Four-Note One-Hand Voicings
Four-note voicings are the most common left-hand piano chord voicings because of their richness. They are also
known as "Bill Evans" voicings. They may be classified into two categories: type A and type B. Both are four
note close voicings and each is the inversion of the other. They were made popular by Bill Evans and Wynton
Kelly, and can be used as building blocks for many other voicings. The following configurations must be learned
thoroughly.

Type A: 3-5-7-9
Type B: 7-9-3-5

Major Rootless Voicings

Cmaj7

Type A TypeB

Cm7

Other Common Rootless Voicings for Major Chords
Type A: 3-5-6-9 or 3-6-7-9
Type B: 6-9-3-5

Minor Rootless Voicings

Cm7
5

,5

9=~~~~~3~:l= ~"
Type A Type B
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Other Common Rootless Voicings for Minor Chords
Type A: ~3-S-6-9

Type B: 6-9-~3-S

Dominant Rootless Voicings

~

C7

6
3
9

In
TypeBType A

C7

~~;
3~~&1~

Altered Dominant Rootless Voic ings

C7alt

Type A

C7alt ~i &~~j3 ~:J¢#~ '13 19
• 3 In

Type B

C7alt b C7alt

:J¢~ tt &~:l3 ~. 3

b7

Type A Type B

The altered dominant is most often encou ntered in the minor ii- V-i cadence .

Dm7P5 G7alt Cm7 or Cm6

iim7PS V7alt im7 or im6

It is especia lly prom inent as a secondary dominant in the major ii- V-I cadence.

Icma j7 A7alt I Dm7 G7

Imaj7 VI7alt iim7 V7
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Half-diminished (m7~5) voicings are less often extended than the other types, and the root is more often included.

Half- Diminished Voicings

Type A

Dm7~5

Other Common Voicings for Half-Diminished Chords
Type A: ~3-~5-~7-9

or
Type A: ~3-~5-~7-~9

Type B: ~7-9-~3-~5
or

Type B: ~7-~9-~3-~5

Voice Leading and the ii-V - I Cadence

Voice leading refers to the creation of smooth motion between inner voices by maintaining adjacent tones when
moving from one chord to another. In other words, each inner voice is connected to the next through common tones
or stepwise movement. Voice leading allows us to hear the chord resolutions we expect, but with very little move
ment between adjacent chord tones. With good voice leading, harmony notes form lines that progress smoothly
and strengthen the harmonic continuity.

The following examples will help you to visualize and memorize voice-leading rules by using just guide tones
around the circle of fifths. You may play either 3-7 or (inverted) 7-3. Pay particular attention to how the guide
tones switch when moving from one chord to another around the circle.

Dominant Chords around the Circle

C7 F7 G~7 B7 E7 A7 D7 G7 C7
() I I

~
~ , v vv -6 'z I~-a- '~ ~~ v~ ~~ ~ ~:n:::

< "U""

I··
I I -4 -d -

Major Chords around the Circle

Cmaj7 Fmaj7 B~maj7 E~maj7 Abmaj? Dbmaj? G~maj7 Bmaj7 Emaj7 Amaj7 Dmaj7 Gmaj7 Cmaj7
j I

4J
,~ ,~ c: v -6 -4 ~c::: #++~ #++~ ~~ #~~ ~ :n:::

< "U""

I ,··
I I

,,~

-4 -d -
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Minor Chord s around the Circle

Cm7 Fm7 BDm7 EDm7 ADm7DDm7 GDm7 Bm7 Em7 Am7 Dm7 Gm7 Cm7
~ I I I

~u_
'-.:

t.J IV v u Il) 4 4 ~ ~ =J #J ~ ~~ ~~:g
I

,~.••
~

-e-

One-Hand Voicings

In jazz practice, extra tension notes are often added in the ii- V-I cadence .

Major Key Extended ii-V - I Voici ngs

Dm9 G13 Cmaj9

< 4 ! ":::p- tj~

..

is prefe rable to

Dm7
tl

<I iJ j-

I

G7

~

Cmaj7

=If

Notice how type A follows type B and how type B follows type A in the followi ng examples.

One-Hand Voicing s

t or ~

Dm9 G13 Cmaj9 C8

~:i
-e-

t!
..0...log 0g

~
Type A Type B Type A

9 • 13 • 9 9

7 • 3 • 7 or 6

5 • 9 • 5 5

3 • 7 • 3 3
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Inverted One-Hand Voicings

t or ~
Dm9 G13 Cmaj9 C3

~ -efl: ~ ~

fl: I
~

I
0

TypeB Type A TypeB

5 • 9 • 5 5

3 • 7 • 3 3

9 • 13 • 9 9

7 • 3 • 7 or 6

We may summarize the voice-leading rules as follows. (Arrows represent inner-voice exchange.)

7th

5th

3rd

9th

9th _ll( ....;.~ 13th

G 13~9 may be substituted for G 13. This produces a more poignant effect. (The dominant diminished scale may be
used over the G 13~9 chord.)

t or ~

Dm9 G13~9 Cmaj9 C3

2:1 ~~ er .ll..gog
~

Type A TypeB Type A

Inversion

t or ~

Dm9 G13~9 Cmaj9 C3

~ 1ft ~ ~

fl:
I

u

I
0

Type B Type A TypeB

Other Inversion

t or ~

Dm9 G13~9 Cmaj9 C~

fl: (JI t8'O ~
ggg

Type A TypeB Type A
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Minor Key Extended ii-V -i Voicing s

R<'8 ~

t or t
Dm7D5 G7alt Cm9 Cm~

-eQ- -e-

~
..Q..

I
qQg L

~, 8I,

Type B Type A Type B

Inversion

t or t
~Dm7'5 G7alt Cm9 Cm]

I 8J' I&W ~:&0'$ q-u- q-e-
Type B Type A TypeB

or

t or t
Dm7D5 G7alt Cm9 Cm~

-eQ- -e- m ..Q..

~1 8 rgog gog
~

Type A TypeB Type A

or

t or t

¥ Dm7'5 G7alt Cm9 Cm]

~8J' IW ~1@1$ q-u- & q-e-
Type B Type A TypeB

Other Inversion

• or • t or tt or t
Dm9D5 G13D9 G7alt Cmfmajs ) Cm9 Cm]

:J:pll ~l < 1t E~q 88 1,#88 ~ 1§ gg3
~II

Type A TypeB Type A
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Alternative Voicings for Minor Keys
You can alternate between the ~3rd and the 4th when voicing the ii in a minor ii- V-i cadence. This is very effec
tive for iim7~5. Following are six options for voicing a half-diminished chord.

Instead of:

Dm7D5 G7alt Cm6

you may play:

Cm(maj7) DmllD5 G7alt

i~m_'g ~1

On iv of a minor key, a m7~5 chord may be substituted for the diatonic min7 chord. The ~5 of the substitute chord
is equivalent to the M7 of the overall key, implying harmonic minor. A m7~5 chord may be also be inserted on VI
in a minor key, implying the Dorian mode.

On ~VI, ~VII and ~III of a minor key, you might play a maj7~5 chord or a maj7~5 chord instead of the diatonic maj7
chord.

Points to Remember:
• Type A voicings have a more open sound for major and minor chords.

• Type B voicings have a more open sound for dominant chords.

• Some dominant voicings are duplicates of other voicings. In the following examples, illustrated in the key
of F major, the voicing of a dominant chord will be the same as:

I) an altered dominant having a root a tritone away. Both type A and type B voicings for C 13 are also
voicings for an altered dominant chord a tritone away (F~7alt).

2) a m7~5 chord a M3rd above. Both type A and type B voicings for C 13 are also voicings for Emil ~5.

3) a suspended-phrygian chord a m3rd below. Both type A and type B voicings for C13 are also voic
ings for A7sus4~9.

4) a minor chord a 4th below. Both type A and type B voicings for C 13 are voicings for Grnl.

C7 (C13) = F#7alt = Em7D5 = A7sus4D9 = GmS

V7 (VI3) = iiDV7alt = viim7D5 =III7sus4D9 = iim$
(sub V7alt/I)

Notice that these voicings belong to G melodic minor.

Left-Hand Voicing Rules
• If the root movement is linear-by M2nd or by m2nd-keep the same voicing.

• If the root movement is by 4th or 5th, the voicing should be switched from type A to type B or vice versa.

• If the root movement is by M3rd or by m3rd, the voicing is either retained or switched, at the player's
discretion.
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Com p ing Ran ges for Rootless Voicings
A too-dark or "muddy" sound results if a voicing is played too low ; a thin or "tinny" sound results if a voicing is
played too high. Generally, good voicing practice dictates that the lowest note (the bass) should be one octave
below middle C and the highest note one octave above.

Keep the left pink y (lowest note) no lower than D~ below middle C. In particular, do not place the 3rd or 7th of '
the chord below the D~ below middle C in the left hand (this applies to left-h and and open forms). Type A voic
ings are suited to this situation.

Keep the left thumb (highest note) no higher than B above middle C. Do not place the 3rd or 7th of the chord too
high. Thi s can result in a thin sound and will restrict the soloing range. Thu s, there is a one-and-one-half octave .
range in which to play rootless voicin gs. Below this , the voicings may sound muddy, and above, tinny.

tl

Left-Ha nded Rootl ess
Voicing - Pref erred Ran ge

u-

The comping range.for the right hand can be ju st about anywhere , but you have to gauge the appropriateness by
good taste. In general , voicings should prob ably be played with the lowest note with in an octave of either side of
middle C on the piano. In other words, the range of chord voicings should fall between the C below middle C and
the C on the second ledger line above the treble clef. There are exceptions, however , so let the ear be the final
jud ge. (See Chapter 9 for rhythmic pattern s to be used when comping with the left hand, right hand , and both
hands.)

Rootl ess Voicings for the Blues

An interesting model that reflects root movement by 4th or 5th is the 12-bar blues progression . The follo wing illus
tration shows rootle ss voicings in a standard blues in F. The chord qualitie s throu ghout are domin ant chords . Key
centers are F, B~ and C. Chord functions are 17, IV7, and V7.

-e-

J' O t~-eg: ~

~.d!:
,q 0 I 0 : ~

Blues in F
Starting with Type A Voicing

F7 B~7

~.d!: ~.d!: ~.d!: ~.d!:
-e-

~~:
0

I
0

I
0

I
0

F7 C7 Bfn C7

~.d!: ~.d!: q -il. -e-
I ~.d!:.og: ~ og~q 0 I

0

I I
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Blues in F
Starting with Type B Voicing

F7 C7 Bin C7
.fi... .fi...

Iq~ E'f
.fi... .fi...

~J~''3 ~J,)g ~J~08 ~J08 :~

Now look at the following examples where the basic blues progression is embellished with ii-V's in measures 4
and 9, a diminished passing chord in measure 6, and a turnaround starting in measure 11, creating a standard jazz
blues progression. Notice how voicings flow from one to another, illustrating how proper voice leading works.
These are excellent rootless voicings for playing 12-bar blues. Transpose the model into all twelve keys and play.

Blues in F
Voiced Starting with Type A

Fl3 Cm9 Fl3 BDl3 B07

biRo ~ i IpW I
~q!£"q-e-

Gm9 Cl3 Am9 D7alt Gm9 C7alt

Mi liP Q ~ :~

F13 BDl3

'~I~ I~~W~
Fl3 D7alt

W~ &i~)~q-e-

Blues in F
Voiced Starting with Type B

Fl3

~~J,;g-~E'f

Fl3
.fi...

rJ~08

Cm9 Fl3 BDl3 B07

~ f E'f EqOS

Fl3 D7alt Gm9

.fi... ~ Iq&2:~ IJ~''3 ~

Cl3

I~

Gm9 C7alt

:~
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Two-Hand Voicings

Four-Note Voicings
Tw o-hand voicin gs create a full sound of undupli cated notes by incre asing spacing or by droppin g one or mor e
notes from clo se voicing to a positi on one octave below . The most common techniqu e is called drop 2. Th e sec
ond voice from the top is rep osition ed an oc tave below.

Type I

Dm9

=!:!
== 3

Drop 2

Type 2

Drop 2

Type 3

Dm9 IDm9

~
7
5 -e-

~ Drop 2

Type 4

Drop 2

Major ii-V-I with Two-Hand Drop-2 Voicings

Type 1

G13 Cmaj9

-e- 13 ..fi.. 9
- 9

~~ ~~ ~

Cmaj9

~! I
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Cm9

Type 3

Dm9 G13 Cmaj9

t ~)
7 ~~ I;i; 7
3 3

-e- 9 -e- 13 9
5 9 ""U"

5

Type 4

Dm9 G13 Cmaj9

~!~~j~~!~~

Minor ii-V-i with Two-Hand Drop-2 Voicings
Type 1

Dm7~5 G7alt

~t;~~~~tr~~~~D~~~~~
~ ~ 3 ~~

Type 2

Dm7~5
D5

1
D7
D3

Type 3

Cm9

~~~~~l~
""U" 9

5

Type 4
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Characteristics and Range
Drop-2 voicings sound both full and transparent. especially in the mid range, which extends from about the F one
octave plus a 5th below midd le C to the G one octave plus a 5th above middle C. Chords that have F as the low
est note include Fmaj7 , F7, Fm7, A~6, F6 (Dm7 ) and Fm6 (Dm7~ 5 ) . Chord s with G as the highest note include:
G6 (Em7), E~7, E07 , and Em7~5 (Gm6). The follow ing example shows one possible chord at each end of the range ..

Fmaj7
~

Em7
. ,.-"

. T
,,

,,
"""'"

--0-

Drop-2 as well as dr op 2-4 voicings are used when acco mpanying a soloist or a singer, as well as when soloing,
because their open structure prod uces a rich sound. Here are example s of major and minor ii- V-I progressions
with drop 2-4 vo icings, where the second and fourth notes from the top are dro pped by an octave.

Type I

u ~ 9
"l

~ -= S
l 9

9 ~S --"--L
Y

0)

~ 3 ....0. 7-e- b7
b7

...LZ 3
~. -"="0. b3- .
"r---I

Dm9 . G13 Cmaj9

fj I
b9 bl3 9
bs b9 Sy

!.J
-e- b7 101,.-" 3 n,.-" b7

~.

b3 b7 b3" ...vI
Dm7D5D9 G7alt Cm9

Type 2

q-rr7

Cmaj9G13

q-rr 3b7

Dm9
I} I -e- S -e- 9 Ie, J

9 13 9

4

I) I

b3 b7 3
. J -e-
I

'i I

bs b9 ~ S
U b9 bl3 '-J 9

. b3 b7 b3.
.~ b7b7 3I

Dm7D5D9 G7alt Cm9

Drop 3 and drop 2-3 are usually considered big-band arranging techniqu es, but may also be used when comping.
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Modal Voicings

Modal voicings were made popular by McCoy Tyner, a jazz pianist who used modal harmony or quartal har
mony extensively in his comping, as well as in his compositions. Pianist Joanne Brackeen displays a similar style.
Both players incorporate a great deal of quartal harmony in their voicings, resulting in a preponderance of 4ths.
This creates a distinctly modal sound. The use of modal harmonies is yet another arranging technique, found in
modal tunes such as "So What," "Moaning," "Milestones," "Impressions," "Maiden Voyage," "Footprints," "My
Favorite Things," "Blue in Green," and "Little Sunflower," to name a few. All of these tunes are characterized by
the inclusion of 4ths in the structure of the chords. Modal tunes are also characterized by static, non-functional
harmony.

Quartal Voicings
Also called fourth voicings, these voicings are built by stacking perfect 4ths or augmented 4ths based on the dif
ferent degrees of the key center, played over the same root. They make most sense in modal music, as they can
establish a tonal center without reference to function. Stacked 4ths result in open chords that are less dense than
harmonic structures built on 3rds.

D7sus4

..ll.

S
..ll.
-e-

"
-e-

S
-e-

Modal voicings may be left-hand voicings or two-hand voicings. They are most often employed in the Dorian
mode, with minor chords, or with suspended chords. One way to reinforce a particular chord or scale is to slide
voicings up or down in parallel motion while intervallic relationships between notes remain constant relative to the
melodic line. This creates a sense of motion between comping and voicings while the harmony remains static.
Known variously as planing, side-stepping, or parallelism, this technique can be applied to either chromatic or
diatonic motion.

Here is an example of chromatic planing in a salsa break.

C7sus4

1 ,

• .. ,,~.. • v-~- y• ~.. 'q..
<

~ I..
=-

~ :=: '=
Quartal voicings such as the following are quite effective, especially when supporting a pentatonic melodic line.

* Cm7sus4
'} I ----- -- r-.

4 ) :: .. • .; • .. ..-"-- ~-e-

<
- ~ ~~ ""'"- ~ - r-.I-.

I I , I
~

* Key signature denotes C Dorian.
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Below is a descendin g line harmonized with quartals in convinc ing modal fashion .

Cm7 sus4
(.'\,----
-e-

----
r-.

"'-'--
-e- -e- -e-

"So What " Voicings
Thi s type of voicing, m7sus4, consists of a series of three P4th s with a 3rd on top . These chords are ofte n played
as an alterna tive to quartal voic ings . An authentic exam ple occurs in "So What" by Miles Davis.

Dm7sus4

4 .. -41

<

..
.

"So What" voicings may use both diatonic and chromatic planing .

Dm7sus4 , 1"\

4 .) y '-' • "",-..--'" • y '-' v . -41',- ..---e- l----6
<

~ ~ h. ~ . - h. ~. h.·· '-' '-'

The following exa mple might provide an effective eight-bar introdu ction to Ma l Waldro n's "Soul Eyes."

Cm7 sus4
J I

f<J
~

-u---- .i · q"i::::i 1.1 • ...~-U---- 1----0-...-

{ I

·· ----

Tonal Quartal Voicings for ii-V-I Cadence s
Most often, quartal voici ngs derive from pentatonic scales. (Any pent atonic scale can be arranged in a series of
fourths .) Of the many quartal voicings avai lable on a given chord, some will sound acce ptable while others should
be avoided because they conflict with the harmony or the melody. Incompl ete quartal voic ings may occur as long
as the basic chord sound is clearly implied. When playing quartal voicings , avo id tones that are only used in modal
contexts and would not likely occur in a tonal framewor k. For exampl e, ~9th intervals are genera lly avoided in
tonal quartal voicings , since they have no clear tonal impl ications.
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Left-hand quartal voicings are often 3-note voicings consisting of either perfect or augmented 4ths.

Tonal Quartal Voicings for the ii-V-I Cadence
Imaj7: 2-5-1,3-6-9,6-9-5,7-3-6, or #4-7-3 (rare)

iim7: l--4-~7, 2-5-1, ~3-6-9 (effective in modal contexts but avoided in tonal contexts because of its
ambiguity), 4-~7-~3, 5-1--4, or 6-9-5

V7: ~7-3-6

Cmaj7 Dm7 G7

~ 8
-e-

§ 8
-e-

g § g
~I g § qg g

~ g 1
I I~I

Taken from C Major Pentatonic

Taken from D Major Pentatonic

I
Taken from D Dorian

Here is an example of left-hand quartal voicings in a major ii- V-I.

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7

9: ! f 7 I 7
g;:

7 if: 7 ~
Minor Key Quartal Voicings

ims or m7: ~3-6-9, ~7-~3-6 (rare and avoided), 4-~7-~3

Cm] Dm7~5 G7altp qg § ~)~ 8 ( s g l===§n qg
-0- -e- q-o-

Here is an example of left-hand quartal voicings in a minor ii-V-i.

Dm7 G7alt Cm3
> > > >> qm ql~: ~~) ! 7 Jt r 7 j' 7 7 - ~I,

Two- Hand Quartal Voicings
A common approach to two-hand quartal voicings consists of playing guide tones or 3-note rootless voicings with
the left hand while the right hand stacks 4ths. Sometimes when both hands are connected, the left hand may stack
4ths too, especially when voicing Imaj7, imt, or im7, and V7. The use of both hands in quartal voicings is encoun
tered in the modal comping of McCoy Tyner, Bill Evans, and Randy Weston.
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Right-Hand Quartal Voicings in Major Keys
Im~7: 2-5-1,3-6-9,6-9-5,7-3-6, or #4-7-3

iim7: l-4-~7, 2-5-1, 4-~7-~3, 5-1-4, or 6-9-5

V7: 13-9-5, 9-5-1, or 5-13-9 (same quartals as for iim7)

g it :: ~

Cmaj7 Dm7 G7

~ S
-e- : -e- .." ~

g § g~§ :: I§ :

I IiI
Taken from C Major Pentatonic

Taken from 0 Major Pentatonic

I
Taken from G Major Pentatonic

These are examples of two-hand quartal voicings over major ii-V-I cadences.

Om7 G7 Cmaj7 Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Dm7 G7 Cmaj7
I j ~ r: n 9-

~
~ ~ CJ ~

<

-f!i'- n -:l n ~ ~ ~ ~ 9- 0 0 r»..
I I

Right-Hand Quartal Voicings in Minor Keys
imSor m7: 2-5-1,5-1-4, or 6-9-5

iim7~5: l-4-~7, 4-l-~3, or ~7-~3-~13

V7alt: ~7-3-~13, #9-~13-~9, or ~13-~9-#11

I
Taken from F Major Pentatonic

~
Cm~

n
e
u

e
n
e

.0.

qg
Dm7~5

~
-e
I

e
n
e

...0..
G7alt

g E§
~

:
I

Taken from D~ Major Pentatonic

Taken from E~ Major Pentatonic

Here is an example of two-hand quartal voicings over a minor ii-V-i cadence.

Om7~5 G7alt Cm~ Dm7~5 G7alt Cm~

I I ~ 9- n ~'"

~ c.. c..

<

~ I1n l..~ ~ I..~ 11:~ l..~ ~..
I I I I
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Some other permutations could be:

CmSDm7~5 G7alt
~

CmSDm7~5 G7altCmSDm7~5 G7alt
~

I (.L ~ -e-
~ 9- ~ ~ t ~ ~TT" r:

~

~~<
~ # L~ k; ~ k~ h:~ L:~h1"7 1.-- I~g ~.~..

I

When playing 3-note type B voicings over an altered dominant, make sure to include the ~9 in the left hand
(3-~7-~9) and never (3-~7-9). Over Imaj7 the left hand may alternate between the 5th and the 6th: 7-3-5 or 7-3-6.

The following chart shows some effective voicings that have been used by many jazz pianists. They are useful in
all two-handed comping situations. They may be enlarged into five- or six-note voicings.

CHORD
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND

QUALITY

Maj7 3-6, 7-3-6 9-5-7 #11-7-3,

Maj7 3-5-7 9-3-1,9-13-9

Maj7 3-6,3-6-9 9-5-7 9-#11-7 6-9-5 7-3-6, , ,

m7 ~3-5-~7, ~7-~3-5 9-5-1,5-1-11,6-9-5

m7 ~3-6, ~3-6-9 9-5-1,6-9-5

m7 ~3-~7-9 5-1-11,5-9-11

m7 1-4-~7 ~3-5, ~3-5-9, ~3-6-9

m7P5 1-~5-~7, ~5-1-11 ~3-~ 13-~9, 11-~7-~3, ~7-~3-~ 13

m7~5 1-~5-~7, ~5-1-11 9-11-~13

m7~5 1-4-~5-~7 9-1 I, ~3-~13, ~13-~9-~5

7 ~7-3-13 9-5-1,9-5-9,9-13-9

7 3-~7 9-5-1,3-13-9,13-9-5

7 3-~7-9 3-5-1,3-13-1

7 ~7-3-13, ~7-3-~13 ~9-3-13, ~9-#11-~7, #9-~13-13

7 1-~7 3-13-1,3-13-9

cant. -----.
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I
I

RlCiHT HAND

7hl 1 -~7, 1-3-~7 , 3-~7-9 9-#11-1 3, #11-1 3- 9

7sus4 1-~7 9- 11-13, 11-1 3-9 , 13- 9-1 I

7sus4 1 -4-~7 9-5 - 1,5 - 1-4 , 13-9-5 ,4 - 13-9

7alt 1-~7 3-~ 13- 1 ,3-~ 13-~9 , 3-~ 1 3-#9

7aU ~7-3-~13 ~9-# I 1-~7 or #9-~ 13-1

7aU ~7-3-~1 3 #9-~ 1 3-~9, ~ 13-~9-# 11

7~9 3-~7-~9 , 3-~7-#9 5-~7-#9 ~7-#9-5,

7aU 3-~7-~9 3-~7-#9 #5-~7-#9 # 1 1-~7-#9 ~7-#9-# 1 1, , ,

7aU 3-~7-~9 , 3-~7-#9 ~7-#9-~13, ~13-~9-#1 I

Cluster Voicings

In classical music this concept is referred to as secundal harmon y. Clu ster s, also called tone cluster s, consist of
collections of pitches that are closely arranged by stacking major or minor 2nds instead of 3rds or larger intervals.
Any vertical aggregation of notes containing more than two adjacent tones can be called a cluster. Clusters pro
vide maximum density and can represent either dissonances or more tonal consonances, providing a tight and com
pact arrangement of the note s. (In jazz these notes will almost always be members of a particular scale, chord, or
mode. In classic al music they need not be.) Clusters usuall y sound best when played at soft to medium volume.
Bill Evans and Thelonious Monk were pioneers in using clusters as chord voicings.

Clusters are not normally used in ii-V- I cadences and are not conventional piano voicings. Nevert heless, they can
be very effective in some contexts and can spice up some melodic lines. By inverting the notes in a cluster (or by
dispersing them into different octaves), the voicing can be opened up to create some interesting results (such as
quartal harmoni es), but at the expense of losing the characteristic tight sonority of the cluster.

Some ii-V-I cadences in C major with cluster voicings are shown below.

Dmll G7alt Cmaj13 Dm7sus4 G7# 1l Cmaj13 Dmll G7alt Cmaj13 Dm7sus4 G7alt Cmaj13
~

f I) -BJv"~ ''''::eo- ~~ ~W
~ IT li e. "ITf' '-J~

~~
'v- tW~~' :g ~ ~q'1~

{ . ,., ... 19-

.
-d -e- -d -e- I

There are endless permutations. The best approach is to pack the chord tones plus optional tones as closely as pos
sible and exper iment at the piano to find smooth resolutions. Dissonances neither have nor require rules, except:
I ) never have a m2 on the top of the voicing- this makes a poor cluster sound; 2) low range limits should not go
below E~ below middle C for a M2nd cluster (E~-F) and E for a m2nd cluster (E- F) .
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Below are examples studied previously in this book that include clusters. Notice the cluster voicings played over
G 13, G13b9 and over 0.

Clusters in Major ii- V-I

Dm9

2: ,It
Type A

.. or ~

G13 G13D9

182 ~82

Type B

.. or t
Cmaj9 c~

~
qgg

Type A

Clusters sound particularly effective in minor contexts, especially over iim7b5.

Clusters in Minor ii-V-i

G7alt CmS

Other common cluster voicings occur in the Phrygian mode. Below is an E Phrygian or Esus4b9 voicing, and an
inversion of an E7sus4 chord.

<

EPhryg

-e-

E7sus4

-e-

Observe that the cluster voicing played over iim7b5 in the previous minor ii- V-i cadence (4- b5- b7-1) is the same
cluster voicing for an E Phrygian, which played from the root becomes l_b2-4-5. This may imply the sound of an
E Phrygian mode. Thus the voicing is called "E Phryg," often written as Esus4b9. It also implies a cluster voicing
for the following chords: G 13, Dms, Fmaj7bS,and Db7alt.

The suspended cluster voicing structure for E7sus4 (4-5- b7-1) may imply other sonorities, such as the following
chords: D*or Drns, Fmaj7(bS, 6), G(add*), Asus4(add9), Bm7sus4, Db7alt.

. Fragment Voicings
Also known as partial voicings, these incomplete constructions consist of just three notes, including a half step
(or less often, a whole step) on the bottom. Because of their weak and ambiguous sound, they work especially well
over 3/4 meter tunes, which lack the strong metrical pulse of 2 and 4 associated with common time. Fragment voic
ings derive from early twentieth-century French composers, especially Eric Satie, Claude Debussy, Maurice Ravel,
and Gabriel Faure. In essence, the harmony is suggested rather than defined. This is accomplished by omitting
s.ome chord tones to achieve a desired musical effect. This concept has influenced many jazz pianists, including
Bill Evans, Keith Jarrett, Chick Corea, Thelonious Monk, Clare Fischer, and Herbie Hancock. The technique
derives from the playing style of the great jazz pianist and innovator Bill Evans, whose original harmonic approach
(dominated by rootless and cluster voicings) had an important impact on the playing of modern jazz pianists.
Examples of fragment voicings can be heard on many of his recordings.
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The following are typical fragment voicings.

Cmaj7 G13orG9 Fmaj7 ~11 F ~m7~5 B7alt Am7
BPhr yg, (Bsus4~9)

So
8<,

So So ~go qSo So

-e-
o tfo

Notice how several chords share the same simple voicing. Consequently, a limited number of voicings can have '
many applications. Here is an excerpt from an original composition.

In Three Days

Gm7 C7 Fmaj7Am7B~maj7 E7altCmaj7 Fmaj7

f:
{

T "
$: I~~: 143::

I

l.. .....-. •
.~.

T.

1$:
"'1-.

~~: . .

© 199H Nor Eddine Bahha

Another example of these 3-note voicings may be found in Stuart Isacoff' s tune, "Justice."

Fragment Chord Summary

ICHORD QLALITY FRAGME:\T V

M7-1 - 3 or 2-3 - 5 or#4 -5 -M 7M7

m7 ~7-1-~3 or 2-~3-5

m7~5 4-~5-~7

°7 9-~3-~5 or 4-~5- 1 3

7 ~7-1-3 or l3-~7-9 or 13-~7-~9

7sus4 4-5-~7

7sus4~9 1-~2--4

7alt ~7-1-3 or ~9-3-~ 13

mS; 3 5-6-9

You may notice that Bill Evans type B voicings combine portions of two three-note groupings, including two frag
ments in one voicing.
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Chapter 6 Exercises

AlnEm7

1. Voice the following chords using 3rd and 7th guide tones with 3-note voicings, 4-note voicings, drop 2, and
drop 2-4. For the purposes of these exercises suggested range limits may be exceeded.

Example

Cm7
f}

f, v

~"U""

<
~"' "'··

G~maj7 BmS F7sus4
1

,)

<

··

E~m7~5 Gm7~5 A7alt
1

,)

<

··

2. Voice the following three turnarounds with 3rd and 7th guide tones, then again on separate staff paper with 3
note voicings, 4-note voicings, drop 2, and drop 2-4. Use both inversions, types A and B.

Fmaj7 Dm7 Gm7 C7 Am7 Gm7 C7

a.

1

4

I··
v -d -d :4

Cm7 F7 B~maj7 Am7~5 D7alt Gm7

b.

~ I

,)

<

··
:4 VI =d -& -d ~-d
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Bbmaj7 Dbmaj7 Gbmaj7 Cbm aj7 Bbmaj7 F7sus4

c.

) I

,
<

I..
...

3. Select several jazz tunes of your choice and apply some of the voicings discussed in this chapter. See the voic
ing examples in the appendix for more options.
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CHAPTER

MODULATIONS AND MODAL
INTERCHANGE

Modulation s are cha nges of key . Th ey may be as subtle as the brief sugges tion of a new ton al ce nte r, or as sig
ni ficant as the perm anent establi shm ent of a new key . Mo dulations occ ur frequently in most j azz standards and ca n
be as short as one measur e or less.

To be con sid ered a true modul ation , the new key has to be verifi ed by a cadence , typ ically involvin g V-I chord
motion. So metimes chor ds ot her than the toni c (I) chord are bri efly emphas ized in a chord progression , witho ut
the ex iste nce of a co nf irming ca de nce . Thi s is referr ed to as toni cization , im plyin g that a new ton ic has been sug 
ge sted without a tru e modul ati on to that key . Any ii- V crea tes an instan ce of ton icizati on , as show n in the fo l
lowin g exa mple, which toni ci zes the key of A.

V-I Toni ci zation

C:

Cmaj7

Imaj 7

A:

E7

V7/v i

V7

A7

V7/ ii

17

Am7

vim7

Dm7

iim7

G 7

V7

Cmaj7

Imaj7

t
Toniciration oj A

ii- V Toni ci zation s

Fmaj7 IE m 7 A7 Dm7 G7 Am7 PS 1>7

F: Imaj 7 viim7 1117 vim7 II7 iiim 7 ~ 5 VI7

D: iim7 V7 C:iim7 V7 Gm: iim7P S V7

Gm7

iim7

C m aj 7

V7

Fm aj 7

Imaj7

T()J/iCit ,iOI1or t
[) Toni cii ation of"

C

t
Tonicizatiou or

Gm

If another key bec om es firml y es tablished and ac tually replaces the origina l key hy means of a co nfirming cadence.
a tru c modulati on has occ urred . Th e fo llow ing shows a modul ati on from C to A .

c:

Cmaj7

Imaj 7

C7

V7/ IV

Fmaj7

IVm aj7 A :

E7

V7

Am aj7

Imaj7

Bm7

iim7

E 7

V7

Am aj 7

Irnaj 7
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Types of Modulations

Modulatio ns occur in many ways, but most may be categorize d into one of these four types.
• Direct
• Prepared
• Pivot Chord
• Transitional

In direct (also called unprepared or abrupt ) modulation , the key changes from chord to chord without prepara
tion, giving the impression that the music is suddenly in a new key.

Major Key to Major Key Direct Modulation

F:

Fmaj7

Imaj7

Cll

V II

Fmaj7

Imaj7

Abmaj?
I

AD: Imaj7

Minor Key to Minor Key Direct Modul ation

Fm :

Fm7

im7

Cll

VII

Fm7

im7

ADm7

ADm : im7

The modulation may also occur after the V7.
Major Key to Major Key

F:

Fmaj7

Imaj7

Cll

Vll

Fmaj7

Imaj7

Cll

VII

Abmaj?
I

AD: Imaj7

Minor Key to Minor Key

Fm7 Cll Fm7 Cll ADm7

Fm: im7 VII im7 VI I ADm: im7

A good example of direct modulation is found in John Coltrane ' s "Giant Steps," which will be discussed in greater
detail later.

In prepared modulation , a V7, a ii- V, or a vii"? sets up the arrival of the new key.

Major Key to Major Key Prepared Modulation Using ii- V

Fmaj7

F: Imaj7

Cll

VI I

Fmaj7 IBDm7 ED7

Imaj7 AD: iim7 V7

Abma]?

Imaj7

Minor Key to Minor Key Prepared Modulation Using ii-V

Fm7 I Cll I Fm7 IBDm7D5 ED7 I ADm7

Fm: im7 Vll im7 ADm:iim7D5 V7 im7
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Each tone of a diminished 7th chord may resolve to the chord one half step above. However, the symmetrical struc
ture of a diminished chord results in four enharmonic equivalents for any given chord: i07 = ~iii07 = #iv07 =vi"?
(i.e. F07 =A~07 =B07 =D07). This results in four possible key-area resolutions: ~II, III, V, ~VII (G~, A, C, and E~,

or G~m, Am, Cm, and E~m).

Prepared Modulations Using the °7 Chord

Fmaj7 GPmaj7

Imaj7F:

t
('l2 step modulation above)

Fmaj7 Ap07 Am7

F: Imaj7 Am: vii"? im7

t
(M3rd modulation above)

Fm7 B07 Cmaj7

Fm: im7 C: vii07 Imaj7

t
(P5th modulation above)

I Fm7 C7alt Fm7 D07
I EPm7

Fm: im7 V7alt im7 EPm: vii07 im7

t
(whole step modulation below)

In pivot chord modulation a common chord that is diatonic to both the old and new keys serves as a link or
"pivot" between the two adjacent tonal areas. It is not necessary to change the key signature when a piece modu
lates, although this can happen sometimes to facilitate easier reading of a melody.

In the progression below, the entire Cm7-F7 unit has a dual function, acting as vim7-II7 in E~, and acting as
iim7-V7 in B~.

Fm7 BP7 IEbmaj? APmaj71 Cm7 F7

EP: iim7 V7 Imaj7 IVmaj7 vim7 II7

BP: iim7 V7

BPmaj7

Imaj7

Similarly, in the following example, the Am7-D7 is functioning both as iiim7-VI7 in F and iim7-V7 in G.

Gm7 C7 Fmaj7 BPmaj71 Am7 D7

F: iim7 V7 Imaj7 IVmaj7 iiim7 VI7

G: iim7 V7
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Pivot chord modulation works the same way in minor keys.

E Dm6 IFm7 D5 BD7 I EDm EDmlDDICm7D5 F7 I BDm7

EDm: im6 iim7D5 V7 im (im) vim7D5 117 vm7

BPm:i vm (ivm) iim7D5 V7 im7

Some modulation s employ only the V7 instead of the entire ii-V7 cadence between keys .

Dm7

C : iim7

G7

V7

Cmaj

Imaj7

Em: DVlmaj7

B7

V7/iii

V7

Em7

iiim7

im7

The Cmaj7 chord is diatonic to both C major and E minor. The progre ssion begin s with ii-V-I in C major, but
then the Cmaj7 becomes the ~Vlmaj7 in E minor, resultin g in a ~Vlmaj7-V7-im7 progression in E minor.

A transitional modulation occur s when, following a cycle of chromatic ii-V ' s or sequenti al dominan ts (or
sequential dominant substitutes) , the music winds up in a different key from where it started. A series of progres
sive sequences, maintainin g fixed horizontal relation ship s betw een chord s, arrives at a destination different from
the starting point.

I Fm7

E D: iim7

BD7

V7

EPmaj7

Imaj7

Em7

D: iim7

A7 I EPm7

V7 DD: iim7

AP7 I Dm7

V7 C: iim7

G7

V7

Cmaj7

Imaj7

The chan ges go chromatic ally throu gh three key area s, each suggested by a ii- V pair. The tonicized areas are D
major , descendin g by half step to D~ major , then down another half step to the final destination in C major. An
exampl e of transitional modul ation is found in Coltran e ' s "Moment's Notice."

Em7 A7 I Fm7 BP7

D: iim7 V7 E D: iim7 V7

EPma j7

IM7

I ADm7 DD7

GD: iim7 V7

Dm7 G7 I Ebm 7 AP7

C: iim7 V7 DP: iim7 V7

DDmaj7

Imaj7

The first eight measures of "Along Came Betty" provide another example of transitional modulation . (It also con
tains a tritone substitute , which we 'll cover in Chapter 8.)

BPm7 Bm7 BDm7 Bm7 E7 Amaj7 AD7 Gmaj7 F#7

AD: iim7 A: iim7 AP: iim7 A: iim7 V7 Imaj7 G: SV7II Imaj7 F: SV7/1
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Most tunes do not contain actual modulations. They may appear to change key, but it's usually best to analyze in
the original key. A good example is "Just Friends," in G major.

Icmaj71

G:IVmaj7

Cm7 F7 IGmaj71 BPm7 EP7 Am7 D7

ivm7 PVII7 Imaj7 Piiim7 PVI7 iim7 V7

BP: iim7 V7 AP: iim7 V7

The chord functions begin with IVmaj7, then ivm7 (it's possible to remain on the same chord quality, IVmaj7),
moving to its related V7, producing ~VII7 from the perspective of the original key. This is called the back-door
cadence (~VII7-Imaj7) leading to G major: ivm7-~VII-Imaj7 or IVmaj7-~VII7-Imaj7, and analyzed as a sub
dominant cadence. In other words, the tonic chord is preceded, not by the V7 a 5th higher, but by a 7th chord
(~VII7) a whole step lower. Some examples of this sequence are found in Miles Davis's "Half Nelson," Charlie
Parker's "Yardbird Suite," Tadd Dameron's "Lady Bird," and Errol Garner's "Misty."

Other types of modulation are parallel V-I and ii-V chains modulation, as mentioned in Chapter 4. Any consec
utive set of several parallel V-I's or parallel ii-V's creates "modulation" to many foreign keys, even though the I
chord may be heard only briefly or not at all.

"Giant Steps"
V-I Chains Modulation

IBmaj7 D7

B: Imaj7 G: V7

Gmaj7 BP7

Imaj7 EP: V7

EPmaj7

Imaj7

Am7

G: iim7

D7

V7

"Bluesette"
ii- V Chains Modulation

Bbrna]? Am7P5 D7 Gm7 C7 Fm7 BP7

BP: Imaj7 Gm: iim7P5 V7 F: iim7 V7 EP: iim7 V7

Modal Interchange

Modal interchange (sometimes referred to as borrowed harmonies, mode mixture, or just mixture) is the use
of a chord from a parallel (having the same root) mode or scale. Chords are "borrowed" from the parallel key and
directly inserted into the original key, replacing expected functions. Chords that occur naturally in the natural or
harmonic minor scale are commonly used in the parallel major. Borrowed chords have "altered" tones that do not
belong to the original key signature, but that occur naturally in the parallel mode. By borrowing chords from par
allel minor, the major scale expands its resources by adding the three variant notes of the natural minor scale (~3,

~6, and ~7). Arrangers and composers use modal interchange in order to create, to add, and to emphasize new col
ors in a composition, as well as to simplify modulations to certain foreign keys (specifically, to those keys that are
closely related to the parallel minor or major of the key in which the piece or section started).
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Chords that include b6- viio7, iim7bS, ivm, and vim6- are very commonly borrow ed in major key progre ssions.
IDm7 B07 ICmaj7 I

IDm7bS G7b9 ICmaj7 I ("Night and Day" )

IDm7 Fm ICmaj7 I

IDm7 Fm6 ICmaj7 I

IDm7 Fm/G I Cmaj7 I

IDm7 Fm6/G ICmaj7 I

Chords that contain b3 are also commonly borrowed: im7, bYImaj7, and bIlImaj7.
ICmaj7 Cm7 ICmaj7 I

ICmaj7 Abmaj7 ICmaj7 I

ICmaj7 Ebmaj7 ICmaj7 I

A half-dimini shed 7th chord can function as iim7bS in a major key.
ICmaj7 IDm7bS/C ICmaj7 I

A very common borrowing situation (classically-thoug h not exactly accura tely-ter med the Phry gian
cade nce ) occur s when a major or dominant Y chord is approached via ivm6 in first inversion .

ICmaj71 Fm6/A b G71 Cmaj7\
or

ICm~7IFmVAbG7ICm~71

Comm on Cho rd Borr owin g Ex ample s
These examples illustrate how common major-key cadences may be creatively modified with modal interchange .

Picardy Third Cadence

Gm 7 C7 I Fmaj7

"

become s:

iim7 Y7 Imaj7 iim7DS Y7 Imaj7

Fmaj 7 I BDmaj7 I Fmaj 7

"

become s: I Fmaj 7 I BPm6 I Fmaj7
II

Imaj7 IYmaj7 Imaj 7 Imaj7 ivm6 Imaj7

Fmaj 7 I Em7PS A7 I Dm7
II

becomes: I Fmaj 7 I E Dm7 AP7 I DDmaj 7
II

Imaj7 Dm : iim7DS Y7 im7 Imaj7 DP: iim7 Y7 Imaj7

Back-Door Cadence

Fmaj 7 IBbmaj? Em 7DS I Fmaj 7
II

becomes: I Fmaj7

Imaj7 IYmaj7 viim7DS Imaj7 Im~7 AP: iim7 Y7 F: Imaj7
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Beyond these relatively commonplace examples lie virtually endless possible parallel mode functions. Here is a
chart of those available to major keys.

Imaj7 iim7 IVmaj7 vim7 viim7D5

Harmonic
im(maj7) iim7DS DIIImaj7(#S) ivm7 V7D9 DVlmaj7 viio7

Minor
Melodic

im(maj7) iim7 DIIImaj7(#S) IV7(#11) V9 vim7DS viim7DS
Minor

Natural
im7 iim7DS DIIImaj7 ivm7 vm7 DVlmaj7 DVII7

Minor

Dorian im7 iim7 DIIImaj7 IV7 vm7 vim7DS DVIImaj7

Phrygian im7 DIImaj7 DIII7 ivm7 vm7DS DVlmaj7 DViim7

Lydian Imaj7 117 iiim7 #ivm7DS Vmaj7 vim7 viim7

Mixolydian I7 iim7 iiim7DS IVmaj7 vm7 vim7 VIImaj7

Locrian im7DS DIImaj7 Diiim7 ivm7 DVmaj7 DVI7 DViim7

Scale Degree I 11 III IV V VI VII

Modal Interchange in Minor Keys
Chords may also be borrowed from the parallel major when in a minor key, though this is less common than the
opposite situation. The most commonly borrowed chord in minor keys is I or Imaj7, called the Picardy 3rd. (This
chord often occurs in the final cadence of a song.)

I~
Cm:

Cm7

im7

EDmaj7

DIIImaj7

Abma]?

DVlmaj7

IDm7D5

iim7DS

Picardy 3rd

G7alt I Cmaj7 II

V7 C: Imaj7

Other diatonic functions can be borrowed from major to minor as well. Here the diationic iim7 chord is borrowed
from E major.

i'The Shadow of Your Smile"

E: iim7
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Chapter 7 Exercises

1. Identify tonicization and modulation in the following .
a. ICmaj7 I Am7 I C7 IFmaj7 IEm7 A7 I Dm7 G7 IA~maj7 I \I

b. IDmaj7 IEm7 IF#m7 I Gm7 C7 IF#m7~5 B7 IEm7 E~7 IA~m7 IA7 II

c. IE~maj7 IC#m7 F#7 IBmaj7 IB~7sus4 I Am7 IB~7sus4 I A7sus4 I D7su s4 I Gmaj7 II

d. ICmaj7 IE7 IC7 IFmaj7 IA~7 IDl maj? IC7alt IFm7 IDm7~5 D~7 ICmaj7 II

2. Provide four examples of direct modulation.

3. Provide four examples of prepared modulation.

4. Provide four examples of pivot chord modulation.

5. Provide four examples of transitional modulation.

6. Look for tunes that use direct, prepared, pivot chord , and transitional modulation . Extract the examples and pro
vide harmonic analyses.

7. Name the parallel major and minor keys that contain the respective chord functions shown below . Assume
enharmonic equiv alents when necessary.

Example

A~:

em7
iiim7

C#m7

Cmaj7

D~maj7

Gmaj7

Fm7

Bmaj7

Am7

E~maj7

F#m7

A~maj7

Emaj7
A~m: ~VImaj7

Fmaj7

G#m7

Cm7

B~maj7

G~m7

Dmaj7

B~m7

G~maj7

Gm7

Bmaj7

D#m7

Cmaj7

Cm7

Em7

B~m7

B~m7

Dm7

G#m7

C#m7

Cm7

Gm7

E~maj7

Bm7

A~maj7

Bm7

Dmaj7

G~maj7

Cmaj7

Dm7

C#m7
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D~maj7

Amaj7

Amaj7

Amaj7

Gm7

Dmaj7

Dmaj7

Emaj7

F#maj7

Cmaj7

Fm7

Bmaj7

Cmaj7

Emaj7

8. Find five tunes in any style that use modal interchange and extract the examples. Provide harmonic analysis for
each.
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C ER

REHARMONIZATION
Chord substitution is a procedure for increasing the harmonic interest of a tune. While the word "substitution"
implies a one-for-one exchange of chords, this is not always the case. Since chord substitution may result in a total
ly new harmonic rhythm, with either more or fewer chords than the original, some theorists feel that reharrno
nization is a better description of the process. In any case, nearly all jazz standards incorporate substitute chords.'
Some affect the underlying harmonic structure very little, and may be utilized by the soloist without the support
of the rhythm section. Others result in a more significant restructuring of the harmonic progression of the tune and
require the support of the rhythm section.

Following are some basic but effective chord substitutions that are commonly used by most jazz composers,
accompanists and arrangers.

Diatonic Substitution in Tonal Contexts

iiim7 and vim7 may freely substitute for Imaj7; these three functions may interchange because they all act as tonic
chords, which define the key area. Moving between tonic chords adds color and variety without a real change in
harmonic function. .

Cmaj7

Imaj7

Cmaj7

Imaj7

becomes: Cmaj7

Imaj7

Am7

vim7

or Cmaj7

Imaj7

Em7

iiim7

Similarly, iim7 may substitute for IVmaj7. Both iim7 and IVmaj7 contain the stable tonic of the key along with
the unstable 4th, functioning as subdominant chords, and may be interchanged.

Fmaj7

IVmaj7

G7

V7

Cmaj7

Imaj7

becomes: Dm7

iim7

G7

V7

Cmaj7

Imaj7

Finally, V7 and viim7~5 contain both the unstable 4th degree and the major 7th (or leading tone). These two notes
are a tritone apart, causing these chords to be highly unstable. Accordingly, they function as the dominant chords
of the key, and may be substituted for one another.

Dm7

iim7

G7

V7

Cmaj7

Imaj7

becomes: Dm7

iim7

Bm7PS

viim7P5

Cmaj7

Imaj7

Diatonic substitution follows similar practice in minor keys, with chords in the same families substituting for each
other.

Substitutions in Modal Contexts

In functional harmony, chords are categorized according to their tendency to resolve in certain ways. This is pri
marily based upon the presence or absence of specific notes that signal voice-leading expectations within the over
all key. Thus Cmaj7 and Am7 are substitutes for one another in the key of C major, despite their different quali
ties and associated chord scales.
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Modal jazz relies upon a completely different method of organizing harmony. Modal chord "progressions" are
chosen for their individual colors or sounds, not for their tendency to move to other chords within the overall key.
Thus a "diatonic" substitution for a specific chord in modal jazz is not chosen based upon any tendency to resolve
in any specific way. Instead, modal substitutions must produce the same sound as the original. This is generally
achieved by choosing a chord that utilizes the same scale.

For example, if a tune or section of a tune is based on F Lydian and the chord is Bm7~5, a possible substitution
would be Cmaj7. This is not because #ivm7~5 stands in for Vmaj7 in any functional sense in a Lydian context, but
simply because they share the same chord scale. Other possibilities would be Dm7, Em7, Fmaj7, G7, and Am7.
In short, any chord built on a note in the mode, and containing only the notes of that mode, is a possible
substitution.

A serious consideration when using substitute chords in modal harmony is to avoid chords that will suggest func
tional harmony and destroy the modal quality. For example, if a modal area were in the key of B Locrian, the sub
stitution of Cmaj7 for Bm7~5 would almost certainly vitiate any sense of modality, effectively forcing the key into
C major.

Tritone Substitution

Also referred to as flat five substitution (abbreviated ~5 sub), this device is used extensively in reharmonization.
In it, a dominant chord is replaced or followed with another one whose root is a tritone away. The tritone sub is
one of the basic cadences of jazz, both as a two-chord structure, and as a variation of the ii- V-I cadence, which
then becomes ii-~II-I. The interchange is possible because V7 and ~II7 share the same tritone: the 3rd of one is the
~7th of the other. (These notes are also the unstable 7th and 4th degrees of the parent key.)

The ~5 sub for G7-V in the key of C-is D~7. Either chord resolves easily to Cmaj7.

G7

<

The tritone substitute chord is often preceded by its relative iim7, which here is a minor 7th chord built on the ~6th

degree of the key.

Dm7

iim7

G7

V7

Cmaj7

Imaj7

becomes: Dm7

iim7

G7 IA~m7 DP7

V7 Pvim7 DII7

Cmaj7

Imaj7

A better analytical symbol for ~II7 is SubV7II (or just SV7II for short), indicating that the V of! is the chord being
replaced.

Dm7

iim7

G7

V7

APm7 DP7

Dvim7 SV7II

Cmaj7

Imaj7

"SV7I" may also be followed by any diatonic chord name for which secondary dominants are used, giving us sym
bols such as SV7/ii, SV7/iii, SV7/IV, etc., indicating tritone subs for all the secondary dominant functions. In C
major, SV7/ii is the tritone sub for V7/ii (A7), which is E~7. SV7/iii is the tritone sub for V7/iii (B7), which is F7,
and so on for SubV7IIV, IV, and Ivi.
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SV7/I resolves chromatically by half step, making a very strong motion to the tonic chord . When diatonic substi
tutes stand in for either the ii7 or the Imaj7, the result is descending motion by major 3rd.

Dm7

iim7

BPm7

SV7/I

Am7

vim7

or I Fmaj71 DP7

IVmaj7 SV7/I

Cmaj7

Imaj7

or IFmaj71 DP7

IVmaj7 SV7/I

Am7

vim7

A common use of tritone substitution is demonstrated by the following chord progression, which employs a chro
matically descending bass line.

IDm7 BPm71 Cmaj7 IBm7 BP7 IAm7 AP71 Gm7 GP71 Fmaj7

C: iim7 SV7/I Imaj7 Am: iim7 SV7/i im7 F: iim7 SV7/I Imaj7

Gm: iim7 SV7/i im7

Unaltered SubV7 chords (or those with bSI#11 as their only alteration) always take the Lydian b7 scale, the fourth
mode of the melodic minor scale. This scale is also known as Lydian Dominant , and occasionally as Mixolydian
#11. Lydian b7 is enharmonic to the altered scale of the V7 a tritone away . In other words, the same notes are played
over G7alt or Db7 when resolving to C.

A~ Melodic Minor, Modes 7 and 4

G Altered Scale DP Lydian P7 Scale

~
"U" ~-e- ~"U" q"U" 1m ~ :0: ~ :0: e !ill ~ ~

Any voicing that works over V7 will also work over its SubV7. Each chord voicing on the left (1- 6) in the fol
lowing diagram may interchange with the corresponding one on the right (a- f), in alternation or as a substitute.

G13 G13P9 G9Pl3 G7alt Gl3#9 G7alt DP7alt DP7#9 DP9Pl3 DP9 DPl3#9 DPl3
-e- -e- ' ~-e- -e- q-e- ~-e- -e- ~-e- ~-e- ~-e- q-e- ~-e-:J:!'~!,q!, ~!,U!, !' ~W WqW W#W W

~
&"U" "U" "U" "U" "U" "U"

2 3 4 5 6 a b c d e f

Because the notes are the same in the respecti ve G7 and Db7chords in the diagram, a scale that fits the extensions
or alterations of one chord will also fit those in the other.

• Over G13 or D~7alt, you can play G Lydian ~ 7, which equals D~ altered (or 0 melodic minor). The 13th
of G (E) is the #9 of Db.

• Over G13~9 or D~7#9 , play the Ab diminished scale, producing dominant diminished over both chords.

• Over G9b13 or Db9~ 13 , play the whole tone scale. Both chords will receive the correct bSI#11 and natural
9.

• Over G7alt or D~9, play A~ melodic minor to produce G altered or D~ Lydian ~7. Again, this also fits if a
~ s/#1 l is present on D~9 .

• Over G13#9 or Db13#9, play Ab diminished.

• Over G7#9~ 13 or D~ 13, play A~ melodic minor to produce G altered, or D~ Lydian ~ 7 .
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Tritone substitution also provides a method for improvising outside of the harmony, by outlining a melodic line
that is a tritone away from the expected diatonic dominant (or vice versa).

Dm7 Db7alt Cmaj7

(-8-)rr

) -

~ "-

<

··
( ) (~. ) -

or the opposite:

Dm7 Cmaj7

r

) -I ,

4 •
<

l· ~ ~·
( ) (-8-)

John Coltrane often substituted the ii-Va tritone away for the original ii- V cadence. For example, the progression

Om7 G7 Cmaj7

iim7 V7 Imaj7

would become:

I Abm7 Ob7 Cmaj7

Gb: iim7 V7 C: Imaj7

Mixture of the sub ii-V with the original often occurs, as in Duke Ellington's "Satin Doll."

Am7 07 I Abm70b7

G: iim7 V7 Gb: iim7 V7

C: SV7/I

Cmaj7

Imaj7
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The SubV7 chord may serve as a pivot chord in a modulation to a foreign key.

Am7 IBm7P5 E7alt I Am7 AP71 Gm7

Am: im7 iim7P5 V7alt im7 F:iim7

Gm: SV7/i im7

Changing Chord Quality

A dominant 7th chord may substitute for a maj7 or a m7 chord on the same root, providing more harmonic possi
bilities when comping and improvising. Here is chord quality change applied to a diatonic turnaround in C major.

Minor to Dominant Chord Quality Change

Cmaj7 Am7 Dm7 G7 becomes: Cmaj7 A7 D7 G7

Imaj7 vim7 iim7 V7 Imaj7 VI7 117 V7

Taking this procedure a step further, replacing the expected VI7, 117,and V7 chords with their appropriate tritone
subs results in the Tad Dameron turnaround.

Cmaj7 EP7 I AP7 DP7

Imaj7 SV7/ii SV7N SV7/I

A common modification of this progression occurs when maj7 chords are substituted for the dominants.

Cmaj7 EPmaj71 Abmaj? DPmaj71

Imaj7 DIIImaj7 DVImaj7 Dllmaj7

first four bars
last two bars of the bridge
last two bars of the bridge
between the first two A sections
the bridge, where Dm7 becomes Dmaj7"Chega de Saudade"•

Numerous instances of chord quality substitution appear in the jazz and standard song literature. Here are some
notable examples.

• "Just Friends"
• "Sophisticated Lady"
• '" Round Midnight"
• "Wave"

Substituting a m6 or m(ma;7) Chord for a m7 Chord
This technique resembles chord quality substitution. Following a ii- V cadence to a minor 7th chord, the minor 7th
may be changed to a m6 or m(maj7) in the following measure, melody permitting. The effect is to continue the
harmonic rhythm, giving the impression that the chord progression changes regularly on each measure, while, in
fact, only the quality has changed. The last four bars of the A section of "Autumn Leaves" furnishes an example.

Am7D5 D7alt Gm(maj7) Gm6

iim7D5 V7alt im(maj7) im6
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Passing Chords

Any chord that moves between one diatonic chord and another one nearby may be loosely termed a passing chord.
A diatonic passing chord may be inserted into a pre-existing progression that moves by a third in order to create
more movement.

I Cmaj7 IEm7 IDm7 IG7

A diatonic passing chord may be inserted between I and iii.

I Cmaj7 Dm7 I Em7 IDm7 IG7

The easiest passing chords to recognize move chromatically, with the passing chord quality usually matching that
of the chord above or below. Here is the same progression with a chromatic passing chord between iiim7 and iim7.

I Cmaj7 I Em7 E~m7 IDm7 IG7

Adding Extra Chords
Whenever Imaj7 moves to VI?, two additional chords may be inserted to strengthen the progression. Below we'll
examine some possible modifications of a simple turnaround in C major.

A7I Cmaj7 B7 I BP7

Imaj7 V7/iii SV7/vi V7Iii

Dm7

iim7

G7

V7

Replacing the 1117with its tritone sub results in smooth bass movement and parallel dominant double passing
chords: two passing chords in a row-B7 and B~7-between Cmaj7 and A7. B7 is a secondary dominant of Em.

A7I Cmaj7 B7 I BP7

Imaj7 V7/iii SV7/vi V7Iii

Dm7

iim7

G7

V7

Notice that each chord receives the same metric placement and time duration. The turnaround to the first section
of "Satin Doll" (measures 7 and 8) furnishes an example of the progression shown directly above (parallel domi
nant double passing chords). Another example is found in the Latin jazz standard "Aquarela di Brazil." The same
turnaround may also result from a modification of the following chord progression.

ICmaj7 Fmaj71 Em7 A7

Imaj7 IVmaj7 iiirn7 VI7

Dm7

iim7

G7

V7

also becomes
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V7/III SV7IVI

A7

VI7
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As noted before , the qualitie s of the chord s may be altered .

Parallel Major Double Passin g Chords

Icma j7 Bma j7! BPmaj7 A7 I

or
Parallel Minor Double Passin g Chords

C7 Bm71 BPm7 A7 I

Diminished Chord Functions

Dm7

Dm7

G7

G7

As noted in Chapter 5, any functioning domin ant 7th chord may be replaced by its related vii?". When resolving
to their intended targets, these are technically not passing chords, as they perform the dominant function in a
cadence. In practic e, whenever a diminished chord is built on a non-diatonic step and also lead s to a diatonic chord,
it may be called a passing chord .

These are the most common places to put dimini shed passing chord s in a major key:
• on the h or ~2 scale degree leading to iim7,
• on the ~ 3 scale degree leadin g to iim7 or to iiim7 ,
• on the #4 scale degre e leading to V7,
• on the #5 scale degree leading to vim7.

All diminished chord s usually sound best with the dimini shed whole-half scale as the source for melodic notes or
extended arrangement s. Dimini shed chords functioning as vii"? may also take the harmonic minor scale based on
the root of their targe t chord as an impro visational choice if that chord immediatel y follows and is minor. If the
target chord is a major or domin ant chord, the dimini shed scale is usually best, though any scale devised with the
intent to toniciz e the target chord and that includes the note s of the dimini shed chord may be explored.

In the following turnaround , notice the chrom atic bass line between Imaj7 and iim7 .

ICmaj7 A7P91 Dm7 G7

Imaj7 VI7P9 iim7 V7

become s: ICmaj7 c~o71 Dm7 G7

Imaj7 viio7/ii iirn7 V7

A chord may change to a dimin ished chord on the same root as an embelli shment.

ICmaj7 C07 I Dm7 G7 I or: IEm7 EP071 Dm7 G7 I
Imaj7 i07 iim7 V7 iiim7 biiio7 iim7 V7

i07 is an embelli shing chord of Imaj7. ~iiio7 has a similar function as i07 since both are a m3rd apart. Notice how
each one moves smoothly to iim7. Refer to measures 13-15 of "Chega de Saudade" and measure 22 of "Body and
Soul" for two of the many example s of embelli shing dimini shed chord s found in the literature .
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Diminished Substitution

The equivalencies of the diminished scales we examined in Chapter 3 also apply to the related chords. Each of the
twelve possible diminished chords and the twelve possible dominant 7~9 chords are equivalent in some inversion
to one of three diminished 7th chords: C07, 0~07, or 0°7.

Here are dominant chords obtained by the diminished substitution method.

Gm7 C7 Fmaj7 Imay become: I Gm7 EP71 Fmaj7

iim7 V7 Imaj7 iim7 PVII7 Imaj7

or: I Gm7 GP71 Fmaj7

iim7 SV7/1 Imaj7

or: I Gm7 A7 Fmaj7

iim7 III7 Imaj7

Any vii"? chord may resolve to three other minor (or major) key areas other than its related one. For example B07,
0°7, F07, or A~07 may resolve to any of the following:

• Cm6 or Cmaj7

• E~m6 or E~maj7

• F#m6 or F#maj7

• Am6 or Amaj7

By the same token, the related V7~9 can work the same way.

----------~

Deceptive Resolution

Expected Resolution

G7P9

E7P9

(B07) .. _ • Cm6
~::--- --~.".....,..

.....:::..... -- ---",,,,,...,.
..... ..... '> :: ,.,.,..

......_'-.....-- --,.~-.;

(0 °7) - - - - " ........ """" " ... ... EL 64 _ ,>....;> ~!Jm

.... ::--- »:" .....:::: ---,. ......... - ......_..... "._ -c.... , --~

.....>- ...... - >,-""",,- .... <
,." - '-~ r : ...-.....~-.....-<': .............""-- .........."'" -"',j.Io(F'7) 4 ~ - ? " > "" , • F+lm6

----~ .",..............:::~*". - ...._ _ -c.... .....
". ......' ->=:- .....

,,"" -- -- 1IIt......
(G~07) • ~ ~ -:. - - - - - ~ Am6

or

or

or

or

Cmaj7

EPmaj7

F~maj7

Amaj7

Like the G7~9 chord, B~7~9, 0~7~9, and E7~9 could also resolve deceptively to one of the keys on the right.
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We have seen that if we add the related ii to a V7, new harmonies may be created. Thus new deceptive cadences
may occur as new reharmonizations for the previous diminished chords.

IDm7~5 G7~9 Ias reharmonization for B07
IFm7~5 B~7~9 I as reharmonization for D07
IA~m7~5D~7~9 I as reharmonization for F07
IBm7~5 E7~9 I as reharmonization for G#07

All the above minor ii-V cadences may resolve authentically or deceptively to one of four key areas: Cm6 or
Cmaj7, E~m6 or E~maj7, F#m6 or F#maj7, and Am6 or Amaj7.

V7~9 of lim7: a Leading Chord
A straightforward example of diminished substitution, a secondary dominant chord may be inserted before iim7 in .
any lengthy ii-V-I cadence, thus creating a renewed tension toward iim7.

Dm7

iim7

G7

V7

Cmaj7

Imaj7

I becomes: IDm7 A7P91 Dm7 G7

iim7 V7P9/ii iim7 V7

Cmaj7

Imaj7

This technique is mostly used when comping; it allows a new confirmation of the ii. "Body and Soul" is a very
good example, as is Spencer William's "I've Found a New Baby," excerpted here.

Side-Stepping

I Cm7 G7P91

Cm: im7 V7P9

Cm7 I C7P9

im7 Fm: V7P9

Also called side-slipping, this technique can be applied to any lengthy ii-V-I cadence. As it is most commonly
used, a chromatic ii- V progression a half step above or below is inserted, which then moves back to the first key
area. This effect intensifies harmonic interest and is often used on repeated ii-V's.

Dm7

C: iim7

G7

V7

Cmaj7

Imaj7

becomes: I EPm7 AP7 I Dm7 G71 Cmaj7

DP: iim7 V7 C: iim7 V7 Imaj7

Side-stepping is not necessarily a chromatic phenomenon. Sometimes the ii- V-I cadence may be replaced by
another ii- V that side-steps by a M3rd below or m3rd above.

Side-Stepping by Major 3rd Below: "'Round Midnight" in D Minor, Meas. 3-5

Dm7 G7 IBPm7 EP7 Am7 D71 Gm7

C: iim7 V7 AP: iim7 V7 G: iim7 V7 Gm: im7

Side-Stepping by Minor 3rd Above

Dm7 G7 I Fm7 BP7 I Dm7 G7 I Cmaj7

C: iim7 V7 EP: iim7 V7 C: iim7 V7 Imaj7

Side-stepping is also used in modal tunes as a device for creating tension and release, through the use of disso
nance. Miles Davis's "So What" provides a good model for this technique.
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Added ii-V's

Any chord may be preceded by a pair of ii-V' s. They may be chained together in series and may be mixed with
tritone subs.

Dm7

iim7

Em7 A7

iiim7 VI7

G7

V7

becomes:

Dm7 G7

iim7 V7

or chained:

Cmaj7

Imaj7

Cmaj7

Imaj7

I F#m7"S B7"9 Em7"S A7"9 I Dm7"S G7"9

Em: iim7"S V7"9 Dm: iim7"S V7"9 Cm: iim7"S V7"9

(Charlie) "Parker's Blues" contains many chained ii- VT s.

Cmaj7

Imaj7

Fmaj7 Em7 A7 Dm7 G7 I Cm7 F7 Bbmaj?

F: Imaj7 D: iim7 V7 C: iim7 V7 B": iim7 V7 Imaj7

Here is the same progression with tritone subs added.

Fmaj7 Em7 E"7 Dm7 D"7 I Cm7 B7 I B"niaj7

F: Imaj7 D: iim7 SV7/I C: iim7 SV7/I B": iim7 SV7II Imaj7

CESH

This acronym stands for chromatic embellishment of static harmony or contrapuntal elaboration of static
harmony. Sometimes the technique is simply called line cliche. A moving chromatic line is introduced in what
would normally be a static progression. Following is an example with a descending chromatic line over two meas
ures of a static Dm7 chord.
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The same series of chromatically moving notes works well on a II-V sequence.

Dm
tI

u 0

u-

Dm(maj7)

F
M7

G7sus4

~
sus4

G7

3

CESH may ascend as well as descend.

Dm Dm~5 Dm6 DmD13

'I~ ~~J i¥J
<I 5 ~5 D6

u- u-

Dm#5 or Dm~ 13 are the same chord as Dm~6 or even B~ID . Arrangers, composers, and improvisers frequently
resort to this device when a minor chord encompasses two or four bars. "' Round Midnight" is an example where
this substitution occurs.

EDm EDm(maj7 ) EDm7 EDm6 ADm7 DD7

EDm: irn im(maj7) im7 irn6 GD: iim7 V7

In Latin music , the chromatic descending bass line is mostly encountered as a reharmoni zation of a lengthy minor
(or major) chord, as in the first 4 bars of the Latin standard "Besame Mucho ."

Sometimes the bass remain s while the chromatic descending line occurs in both the intermediate voice and the
upper voice. Here is a typical Latin montuno pattern where CESH is doubled.

Cm Cmtmaj" ) Cm7 Cm6

~ I ,...- , I

,-...

U .... q'1l__'11 17'11'- v'1l q~-~
....

I I..
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Or in a II-V sequence:

Cm Cmlmaj") F7sus4 F7

~ I ~

----, v
4J .. q-.,-,"ill ~-. --~-. -

q~ '-'~
<

I..
~.

'-' .~..
This device is often used in improvisation, especially in bebop.

Dm7 G7
~ .. • -- I

--,) I I I I I ~-
1
~

1 :: ..' \-.. ...-i'~·•• "t - ,p. - ,p. -
(Bass r r r *r I ~r r U~~)

"Summer of Forty-Two," "My Funny Valentine," "It Don't Mean a Thing," "In a Sentimental Mood," and "In
Walked Bud" are good examples of CESH. Sometimes CESH is utilized as a 4- or 8-bar introduction to a tune.

Kosma, "Manha Do Carnival" ("Black Orpheus")

Am Am (maj") Am7 Am6 Am Amtmaj'Z) Am7 Am6
'j ,. .., - ..,

40
~ w= q~ ~~ ~ w= q~ #~ #~

< > > > >

~ , ~··
> > > > ~

Am Amtmaj") Am7 Am6 Am Am(maj7) Bm7bs
~

.., - - ~ ~

40 ~ W= q~ ~~ ~ #=::=:: ~'- .-" ~..~..~==-'..~..'-'
>> > >

~ , ~··" I-
~

> > > V I >
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Coltrane Substitutions

These are among the most complex substitutions in jazz harmony. Variously known as 'Trane changes, Giant
Steps changes, or 'Trane substitutes, this technique incorporates a process of key centers moving through a cycle
of major or minor thirds. John Coltrane was the innovator of this challenging technique of harmonization, and it
appears in several of his famous compositions, including "Giant Steps" and "Countdown."

An examination of the first 4 bars of Coltrane's "Countdown" in C reveals how Coltrane employed a very useful
formula to replace a standard four-bar ii-V-I.

Dm7 EP7 IAPmaj7 B7 IEmaj7 G7 I Cmaj7

J I I I I I I I I I
up Vzstep down P5 up P3rd down P5 up P3rd down P5

The "Countdown" formula may be applied whenever a ii-V-I cadence encompasses four measures. The basic
idea is to modulate by major thirds or by minor thirds. While the concept is simple, the difficulty lies in applying
the formula effectively to a progression. It is helpful to begin by determining the key in which the progression
needs to end, then work backwards from there. By going up or down a series of thirds from that point, it is possi
ble to determine which keys will fit the melody. Coltrane would also frequently reverse the process, altering the
melody to fit the progression he had chosen.

Let's break down the process of modifying the ii- V-I to include a series of key centers modulating down by major
3rds. Begin with a simple ii- V-I cadence.

Dm7

iim7

G7

V7

Cmaj7

Imaj7

Determine the keys that lie a major 3rd away. These divide the octave from C to C into three equally sized parts.

Cmaj7 I APmaj7 I Emaj7 I Cmaj7

C: Imaj7 AP: Imaj7 E: Imaj7 C: Imaj7

Each I chord is then preceded by its V.

Cmaj7 EP7 IAbmaj? B7 I Emaj7 G7 I Cmaj7

C: Imaj7 EP: V7 Imaj7 E: V7 Imaj7 C: V7 Imaj7

We can put the iim7 of C back at the beginning.

Dm7 BPm7 EP71 Abmaj? F#m7 B7 I Emaj7 Dm7 G7 I Cmaj7

C: iim7 AP: iim7 V7 Imaj7 E: iim7 V7 Imaj7 C: iim7 V7 Imaj7
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Extending the idea by preceding each V with its relative ii we get:

Imaj7 C: Hm7 V7

Dm7 B~m7 E~71 A~maj7 F#m7 B7

C: iim7 A~: iim7 V7 Imaj7 E: iim7 V7

Emaj7 Dm7 G7 Cmaj7

Imaj7

It's also possible to apply tritone substitution and/or modal interchange to Coltrane changes.
I Dm7~5 A7 I A~maj7 F7 I Emaj7 D~7 I Cmaj7 I

All of these techniques may be applied to minor keys as well. It takes practice to become fluent at improvising and
comping over Coltrane changes, because they go by fast. There aren't many choices of good lines to go with them.
"Giant Steps" and "Countdown" provide good models. Effective improvisational strategies include arpeggios,
symmetric lines, pentatonic scales, and similar constructions.

A V7 May Resolve to Any Chord: More Deceptive Cadences
Through a combination of the principles discussed in this chapter, a dominant chord can move to practically any
other chord. It can be fascinating to hear a V7 resolve unexpectedly in a tune, leaving the listener convinced that
the progression sounds right, but lacking an immediate explanation as to why. Obviously, it is a simple task to
assign Roman numerals to any progression, but that does little to explain why an unusual progression is effective
and convincing. For the purpose of applying what one has learned it is far better to have an understanding of the
theory that controls the motion of dominant chords. Then one is able to understand both the "how" and the "why."
Many musicians learn how progressions work, but fail to reach the deeper level of understanding that comes with
comprehending why chords move as they do.

"How" may be viewed as the Roman numeral formula for analyzing chord progressions. All one needs to remem
ber is what goes where. "Why" requires an abstract understanding of the source of a given chord progression. An
understanding of why chords move as they do will facilitate remembering how they move.

While differences of opinion are bound to occur, harmonic motion can only be understood by explaining that
motion in clear and logical terms.

A V7 can resolve to tonic family chords (I, iii, vi in major, or i, ~III in minor) by

• P5th down to I or i, the dominant function.
• whole step up to vim7, or possibly to VImaj7 as a back-door cadence, in which case the proper designa

tion would be ~ VII7/1.
• half step down to I or i as SubV7II or SubV7Ii.
• m3rd down to iiim7 or maj3rd down to ~IIImaj7.

A V7 can also move to a chord of the subdominant family (ii or IV in major, iim7~5, iv, or ~VI in minor) by

• P4th down to iim7 or iim7~5.

• whole step down to IVmaj7 or ivm7.
• half step up to ~VImaj7.

A V7 can move to any other chord in the dominant family or any of their substitutes derived by diminished
substitution

• to a dominant chord up or down a minor 3rd.
• to a dominant chord up or down a tritone.
• to a min7~5 up a major 3rd.
• to a °7 chord up a half step, up a maj 3rd, up a 5th, or up a ~7th.
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A V7 may resolve with these other possible harmonic motions:

• to a major or minor chord up a minor 3rd.
• to a major or minor chord up a major 3rd.
• to a major or minor chord up or down a tritone.
• by a whole step up to vim7.

Below are some unusual progressions involving dominant chords. It is quite simple to employ them, but why do
they work? Why do they sound both convincing and deceptive?

Half Step Up, Usually to im6 or im7

B7

VII7

Cm6

im6

It sounds unusual to hear VII7 resolve to Cm6 rather than to its usual target chord (Em7, Em6, or Emaj7). One
possibility for explaining why B7 may resolve to Cm6 is to consider it a variation of a plagal (lV- I) cadence rather
than an authentic (V-I ) cadence.

Cm6

im6

F9#tl

IV9#1l

Cm6

im6

By replacing the F7 with its tritone substitute, B7, we get the following cadence, characterized by ascending half
step motion in the bass.

B7

SIV7

Cm6

im6

Up or Down a Tritone
While this is occasionally used in jazz, there is no agreement among theorists as to why it works. It simply sounds
convincing, or as Debussy might say, follows the "rule of hearing." Some hear it as a "near miss" to the expected
target down a 5th, while others hear it as an incomplete tritone sub, making it essentially the same chord as the
original dominant 7th, except that the tendency for resolution has been lost.

Up a Minor 3rd or Major 3rd
Dominant chord resolution upwards by either minor or major 3rd is not common, but it does occur. The logic of
these progressions can be understood by following the steps below.

In this example we' ll analyze a dominant chord resolving up by a minor 3rd.

G7 I BPm7

V7/I PVIIm7

B~m7 could also be B~maj7 if there is chord quality substitution.
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Consider this major ii- V-I cadence in G~.

APm7 DP7 GPmaj7

iim? V7 Imaj7

We'll insert iiim7 as a diatonic substitute for Imaj7.

APm7 DP7 BPm7

iim? V7 iiim7

Now replace the V7 with its tritone sub.

APm7 G7 BPm7

iim7 SV7/I iiim7

Now we'll examine a dominant chord resolving up by a major 3rd.

G7 Bm7

V7/I VIIm7

Bm7 could also be Bmaj7 if we have a chord quality change.

Consider a plagal cadence in B minor.

Bm6

im6

E7

IV7

Bm6

im6

We learned that the E7 chord may act as a diminished substitution for G7 and vice versa. If E7 is IV7, then G7 is
~VI7.
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Chapter 8 Exercises

1. Each pair of chords below derives from the chord scale indicated. Show one applicable substitute chord for each
chord listed. Remember that function does not apply in modal contexts.

Fm7 and Bb7 (F Dorian)

Gmaj7 and D7 (G Ionian)

Am7b5 and Ebmaj7 (Eb Lydian)

C#m7 and G#m7b5 (A Major )

Cm7 and Bbmaj7 (D Phrygian )

Fm7b5 and AbmS(Ab Mel. Min. )

Gmaj7 and A7 (D Major )

Cm(maj7) and B07 (C Harm. Min.)

B7alt and FI3( #11) (B Altered)

F#m7b5 and Cmaj7(b5) (F# Locrian)

Fm7b5 and Eb7 (Db Lydian b7)

Em7 and Am7 (E Minor )

Gbmaj7 and Ab7 (Bb Minor )

Fmaj7 and G7 (F Lydian )

2. Provide tritone substitutes for the following dominant chords.

Ab7 D7 B7 Eb7 G7 C#7 F7 Bb7 A7 C7 E7

3. Provide tritone substitutions for the following chord progression. Show harmonic analysis.

IGm7 I Am7b5 D7alt IGm7 C7 IFm7 Bb7 IEbmaj7 IEm7b5 A7alt I

IDm7b5 G7alt ICm7 G7b9 IC7 F7 IBb7 A7 IAb7 D7alt IGm(maj7) II

4. a. Provide chord quality change substitutions for the above chord progression (exercise 3) with harmonic
analysis.

b. Compose a chord progression for F minor blues that includes these chord quality changes: major for minor,
dominant for major .

c. Analyze each new chord progression.

d. Make new chord progressions from the above by using diatonic and tritone substitutions.

5. Apply diminished 7th chords over the progres sion given in exercise 3.

6. Make diminished substitutions over the progre ssion given in exercise 3.
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7. Add ii-V's to the following chord progressions and provide harmonic analyses.

a·IGm7

IE~maj7

IF7 IA7

b.1 Fmaj7

IB~maj7

c.] Gmaj7

IBmaj7

IFm6

IB~maj7

ICm7

ID7alt

IA~maj7

IE~maj7

IA~m6

IDm6

IGm6

I Gmaj7 II

IFmaj7

"

II

8. Create CESH over the above chord progressions given in exercise 7. (New chords maybe inserted freely.)

9. Provide six examples of John Coltrane substitutions: three from tunes that already incorporate the progression,
and three that do not but are suitable for Coltrane changes. (Do not include Coltrane's own works.)

10. Reharmonize the diminished 7th chords you applied to the progression in exercise 5.
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JAZZ PIANO CaMPING
The Rhythm Section
The standard rhythm section consists of piano, bass, and drums. There are also many rhythm sections that use gui
tar or vibes. Each of these instruments has a specific role to play in providing support for the soloists. Additionally,
they function equally well as solo instruments themselves.

Camping

Providing accompaniment for soloists (comping) is a primary function of the rhythm section. Comping provides
an improvised background involving both chordal and rhythmic components. This connection of rhythm and voic
ings may be referred to as rhythmic voicings. When comping, a musician must support, complement, and give
energy to the soloist while providing rhythmic variety.

In terms of chordal textures, one should look to jazz pianists, vibraphonists, and guitarists for inspiration. The best
way to learn to comp is to listen to experienced pianists and guitarists.

When comping, musicians must remember to:

• keep a steady tempo,
• listen to the rhythm section,
• maintain simplicity and clarity,
• vary the rhythmic patterns,
• change or alternate voicings,
• make use of space, balance, velocity, and sustained sonorities, and,
• utilize chord substitutions.

Although comping is improvised, certain musical elements may be planned ahead of time. For instance, in order
to avoid potential harmonic conflicts, the soloist and rhythm section will sometimes discuss and agree upon cer
tain voicings and extensions prior to the performance. Below is an example of a harmonic clash that could have
been averted through prior discussion. The D natural played by the saxophone conflicts with the D~ played by the
piano.

Gm7sus4 C7 Fm7

Saxophone

Piano

tI ~ I , ~I
-.I.....

I I

~

~ l

'-=

Tl

,) r

Tl
Tl

1 I
- II

1 I

rl'7
1 I

"-,,.. 1 "':1 ..::::=::::.. : ..
•• II

II

L -.J
"II
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The clash is avoided in the examp le below by selecti ng a voicing more appropri ate to the impro vised line .

I

Gm7 sus4 C7
-'--

I ,

Fm7

Saxophone

Piano

r I

I

II~ I
\oj 1-: 1

L _ _ ...J

-

Simil arly, the soloist might have chosen to play the follow ing line , in order to match an agreed-upon ~ 9 on the C7 .

Gm7sus4 C7 Fm7

Saxophone

Piano

~I -~ I I I I ..., ~

4 r I I

I I

I I

I'fr I 1-: I t :::::=::::e: t..

" l __ ...J

Compin g is an art form as well as a cooperative effort. Music ians who comp must use their ea rs in order to make
crea tive choices . How ever, when comping chord s behind a soloist, it is also important to "stay out of the way."
Initiall y, 9ths, 11ths, and 13th s should be avoided, until it becomes clear in which direction the so loist is go ing to
go. For example, if the rhythm section plays a ~9 on a domin ant chord , then the so loist doesn 't have the freedo m
to playa natural 9. It is not the place of the rhyt hm sec tion to limit the solo ist. Accordin gly, co mping should at firs t
be restri cted to the guide tone s (3rds and 7ths) of the chord s, until the solois t makes known his or her harm oni c
prefer ence s. Thi s may involve more tha n upper structures. A solois t might choose to play a ~ 5 th on a dominant
chord, in which case the comp el' might choose to play it too , or to omit the 5th in his chord. In sum, expert cornp
ing requires careful and atte ntive listenin g to the soloist at all time s.

Voicings : W Wc h No tes To Avo id

MODE CHORD FUNCTIONS AVOID NOTE(S)

Major , Mi xolydi an Imaj7, V7 P4

Dori an , Aeo lian iim7, vim7 6 (13) , D6(D13)

Phr ygian , Locri an iiim7 , viim7D5 D2(D9)

Lyd ian IVm aj7 none

Lydi an D7, Altered , Dimini shed ,
V7 , iim7D5 none

Half-Dimini shed
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Comping Examples
When compi ng, pianists, vibraphonists , and guitarists emp loy a myriad of rhythms . The followi ng exam ples illus
trate some useful comping rhythms in both swing and Latin contex ts. They should be practiced at a steady tempo
and com bined in vario us ways. Practice with a metronome is reco mmended. In traditional jaz z swing situat ions
(this does not apply to Latin jazz ), do not repeat rhythmic patterns as you might when establishing a groove in
rock, R&B , or other styles. Compin g shoul d play a supportive role , add ing need ed harm onic content and var ied
rhythmic accents in an ongo ing inte racti ve conversat ion, without undul y drawing attention away from the solois t:

Swing Comping Rh ythm s

1)£ _ ~ .I ~ - £@~ £ / h=t=rJI- 55

r 3---,en =J})

~ - J)l~
1. ;!r / ,

1- £/JW- ~~2 "IL k&n£ 7 A=t==79- 7 ffi--p

~ ~ b
~ -

b
£ArTI~ £ / ~- / ~ £ ~-3. i / ~ £ -

~~~ ~~~ ~4. i / It / I £ / ~£ / I £ / I £ £ / /

s1IB £ . 11£13- 11- A£ ~- £ @

6 ~ f~ ~ £~ - ~ - £ I~£ - ~
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9. t I J. 7 ~. P - ~ J J.~ ~ 7 PJ ~I I
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Jazz Waltz Comping Rhythms
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Tips for Improving Left-H and Comping
I . Practice comping along to a tune using the left hand only. The Hal Leonard Jazz Play-Along series is highly

recommended. Each volume includes CD audio with removable piano tracks so you can play along with the
rhythm section.

2. Left-hand voicin gs must be 100% secure. Try ju st playing the changes to a tune you are working on a few times
with a variety of left-hand voicings before you start trying to practice solos on it.

3. When comping for yourself, make it a rule that your left hand plays only when your right hand doesn't. Thi s
will help to get away from ju st thumping chords in on the downbeat all the time, and can also help your right
hand phrasing. Once you are confident with this, you can start to put the left hand in elsewhere.

4. Make sure that you aren't always playing the chord on the beat. Focus on anticipa ting the beat to give your solos
a sense of forward motion . As you get better at this, start to look at other rhythmic displacements. (Bill Evans
is an exce llent model.)

5. Don 't feel as if you need to play every chord change with your left hand. The professionals don 't. Listen to a
variety of styles and players and pay careful attention to what they are doing.All the answers are in your record
collection.

6. Remember that the primary role of the left hand when soloing is to accom pany and punctuate your ideas. Make
sure your compin g isn' t encroaching on what your right hand is doing.

7. When learning how to comp, it is easy to get caught up in voicings and substitutions. The most dazzlin g ingen
ious voicings will sound simply ridiculous if not connected to the conte xt of the music.

8. Pay attention to how the comp ing fits rhythmically with the rest of the musicians and with the soloist . Simplicity
is often the best approac h.

Lead Sheets

Jazz musicians, particularly students and young players, often use lead sheets as a source for tunes with which they
are not familiar. A lead sheet typically contains melody, chord symbols, and lyrics. It is intended to represent the
general framework and form of a jazz tune. This non-specific formatting provides just enough information for the
musicians' personal interpretations to take precedence. In the improv isational spirit of the ja zz idiom , this nota
tional approac h also lends unbiased representations of tunes that have had myriad variations performed and record
ed over the last century.

Collections of jazz lead sheets, known as "fake books," typically consist of the standard jazz repert oire and are
used by many musicians and professionals as efficient and useful charts for practice, rehearsal, and on-stage per
formance. Many fake books are in violation of copyrig ht law, but the Real Book (Volumes I - Ill), publi shed by
Hal Leonard, present s a giant collection of fully legal and highly accurate lead sheets for an affordable price.

Another source for information on jazz tunes is, of course, audio recordin gs. However , learning from recordings
poses some inherent problem s. It can be confusing or disorienting to hear a tune reinterpreted by various musicians
with divergent styles, particularly when one is not intimately familiar with the tune. Musicians often seek to make
a tune their own by finding unique harmonies and playing the melody in a perso nal way. Indeed , it sometimes
requires a bit of research to locate the original version of the tune the way the composer conceive d it. Therefore,
even with ample recordings available, lead sheets are very handy, if not essential, to those who study or perform
jazz.
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Advanced pianists can not only "fake" by knowing the tune and listening, but can also play directly from chord
symbols. The following example demonstrates how a pianist interprets and fakes the chord changes from a given
lead sheet.

JAZZOLOGY
By NOR EDDINE BAHHA

with BOB RAWLINS

C7Gm7

,

,3---,

Medium Swing (n =.J»)
Am7D5 D7alt Cm7 F7

~~~~.~
11if

BDmaj7 DD/B Fm7 BD7 EDmaj7 AD13#l1

~.~~·~B
Am7 D13#l1 BDm7 ED13#l1 Bm7 E13#l1

~~7·~:~

1. Place chords on beats 1 and 3.
2. If a melodic note is anticipated, anticipate the chord as well.
3. When the melodic line is active the accompaniment should be inactive, and vice versa.

Notice the voice-leading in the comping of the following example.

JAZZOLOGY
,3---,

Medium Swing (J1= .J»)
Am7D5 D7alt Gm7 C7 Cm7

By NOR EDDINE BAHHA
with BOB RAWLINS

F7

':l -
I I I I I I r-- T I I I

-.--
V r I •

< 11if
• 9- •• .~'J 'J ~··

It' ~

BDmaj7 DD/B Fm7 EDmaj7

':l I - I"""""T
------, v

"41) • • V.-.--.' .,. ..-.--'" ..,-
<

9--, h. --- h.~ ~
II!...

I··
-.--

) V
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Am7 D13#ll BDm7 ED13#n Bm7 E13#n
f} I ,......, ~ --, 1'\

f If: -4 ~
l'

~ -
~ -- --{ ~. ~. I L~~: fII-' I~~ !-: JJ.1IIt.. 1IIt..------2-..

In the above exampl e, the comping avo ids interferin g with the melod y by playing only the nece ssary guide tone s
(3rds and 7ths). It is, however , permis sible to play or doubl e the melod y in the upper voicings . The next exampl e
shows more sophisticated voicings.

JAZZOLOGY
, ] --,

Med ium Swing (n = j )1)

Aml l D7alt Gm7 DD9D5 C9 Cm7

By NOR EDDINE BAHHA
w ith BOB RAWLIN S

F7

~ I I ~ i ~ l I ~

~

I

niff
-

19-

,-. .

<
.... ~

I
[lJ"f} ~~1'7 •

l -"-':
-=-'- I

...

BDmaj7 DD/B Fm7 BD7 EDmaj7 AD8#n

~

f'J I -
I ~

"liiiiiiiiOl I

"

T l

r . ~v.

~:~
.,.

,-. . -n-

<

'-'

I~~:
r'

"'T.

~'-'
~

9- "1

'-'

tJ... ·
"'T.
~

Am7 D13sus4D9 BDm7 ED13#n Bm7 E13sus4

In measure 1, Am7~5 has been reharmonized as Amll , which adds color whil e maint aining the function . In meas
ures 3 and 5 the harmon y is outlined by the melody and the bass so there is no need to play chords . Thi s produce s
the effect of hidden or linear harmon y. The same process is used in the first part of measures 7 through 9 .
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The following example demon strates how to comp with a bassist. Comm on left-h and rootless voicings are quite
effec tive in this context.

JAZZOLOGY
, 3-,

Medium Swing (n =oJ ) )

Am7D5 D7alt Gm7 C9 Cm7

By NOR EDDINE BAHHA
w ith BO B RAWLI NS

F13

~ I "I -I I I I I I"""""" I
I

---~u r I • -
< "'!f~ q:::~ -a-: .. :::1-: ....- i.. lL~ 2-~ ---·· ---

BDmaj7 Fm7 EDmaj9

I'l I - - r I
,-.
,-.

@) • . V.~.· .,- ,,- .,-
<

L~ !.:~~: L ~ hq~ h·&-: I ~::;,: h~~·· ~

Am9 D13#n Bm9

Notice how the voicings anticipate and conso lidate the rhythm used with in the melod y.

Though these exam ples are enough to get you well on the way to comping appro priate ly, there is much more to
learn when it comes to comping in var ious substy les of jazz. Nume rous books are avai lable dea ling extensively
with voicing and comping in various contexts, such as swing, rock, and Latin , offering exam ples that have been
employed by ja zz masters .

.Chapt er 9 Exerci ses

1. Play the rhythmic patterns included in this chapter in con nection with the vario us kinds of voicings given in the
appendix. Use a metronome.

2. If at all possible, practice compin g with other musician s.
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CHAPTE R

JAZZTUNE FORMS
A typica l perf ormance of a jazz standard fo llows the scheme shown belo w :

1. An introduction ,
2. The head or the ma in me lody , of ten ca lled the "A" sec tion,
3. The bridge or "B " sec tion, which usuall y pro vides a contras ting melody befo re ret urn ing to the main melody,
4 . Ope n-e nded repetit ion of the overall for m wi th imp rovisati on ,
5. A co nclusion or end ing consisti ng of a final sta teme nt of the entire tun e.

Tonal Tunes

12-Bar Blues For m
The blues is a 12-bar form divided into three sections, eac h containing fo ur bars . The first pa rt co nsis ts of four
measures of a 17 chord. The second co nsists of two bars of the IV7 chor d and two bars of the 17 cho rd. The third
part consis ts of one bar of the V7 chord, one bar of IV7 and two bars of the 17 chor d. The en tire fo rm is shown
below , wit h the them atic formula shown above the harmonic fra me work .

Blues in F

7

•• F7

F7

---

2

8

3

Statement of Initial Theme

9

C7

4

10

BP7

5

11

BP7

F7

6

12

••

Here is a math emat ical formula fo r remembering stand ard 12-bar blu es form.

12-bar bl ues = [4 bars 17] + [2 bars IV7 + 2 bars 17] + [1 bar V7 +1 bar IV7 + 2 bar s 17]
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Thirty-Two- Bar AABA Form
Thi s is the most common standard form in popul ar music as well as in j azz. It consists of thirty- two bars divided
into four eight-meas ure sections:

8 8 8 8
III III I II

A I Al B A2
~ I I

• The "A " sec tion is played twice (A I , A 1).
• The "B" section is ca lled the brid ge, mid dl e eig ht , or r ele ase.
• Another "A" sec tion (A2) played as a conclusion, usua lly with an alternat ive or optional ending or coda .

Following is a typical AA BA song form .

A : IICmaj7 IBbm7 Eb7 IAl maj? I Dm7 bS G7alt ICm6 IDm7 bS G7alt ICmaj 7 ICmaj7 C 13b9 II

A: IICmaj7 IBbm7 Eb7 I Al maj ? IDm7 bS G7 alt ICm6 IDm 7bS G7alt ICmaj 7 ICmaj7 ..C9#S II

B: IIFmaj7 IEbm7 Ab7 I Dbmaj 7 IGm7 bS C7alt IFm6 IGm 7bS C7 alt I Fm6 IDm7 bS G7alt II

A : IICmaj7 IBbm7 Eb7 IAbmaj7 IDm7 bS G7alt ICm6 I Dm7bS G7a lt IC6 IC6 II

More exa mples include "Satin Doll ," "Take the A Tr ain ," "Body and Sou l," "' Round Mid night ," "September in
the Rain ," "Cara van," "Nardis," "Well You Nee dn' t," and countles s other s.

Rhythm Changes

The uniqu e AAB A form known as rh yth m cha nges takes its name from Ger shw in 's "I Go t Rh ythm. " Published
in 1930 , the tune qui ckly became a favorite amon g ja zz musician s, ult imately inspiring a wealth of new songs
based on similar harm on ic sequences . In essence , the structure is character ized by a co mmo n major turn aroun d in
the A section followed by a series of secondar y dom inant s in the brid ge . This circle of fifths starts on III of the
key, working its way around to V, which prepares for the return to I. Rhythm changes in Bb (with the most co m
mo n substitutions) are shown below.

Rhythm Changes

A: IIBbmaj 7 G7 ICm7 F7 IBbmaj 7 G7 ICm7 F7 IFm7 Bb7 I Ebmaj7 Ab7 IDm7 G7 ICm7 F7 II

A : IISbmaj7 G7 ICm7 F7 I Bbmaj 7 G7 ICm7 F7 IFm7 Bb7 IEbmaj7 Ab7 ICm7 F7 IBbmaj7 II

B: IIAm7 ID7 IDm7 IG7 IGm7 IC7 ICm7 IF7 II

A : IIBbmaj7 G7 ICm7 F7 I Sbmaj 7 G7 ICm 7 F7 I Fm7 Bb7 IEbmaj7 Ab7 ICm7 F7 IBbmaj 7 II

Some co ntrafact (set to the same chord changes) exa mples includ e "Oleo," "Salt Peanut s," "Anthropology," and
"Cotton Tail. " The impo rtance of rhythm changes in j azz histo ry cannot be overstated. Arguably, the for m' s
impo rtance as an impro visat iona l vehicle is seco nd only to that of the blues.
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AB, AABC, ABAC, ABC, an d ABCD Form s
Many other structura l approac hes appear in jazz and popul ar songs. The table below shows othe r common scheme s
and some tunes based on eac h form. Keep in mind that interpreta tions of form can vary. It is not always clear if a
modified recurrence of a melody should be indicated as a repeated section or a new section with a new letter des
ignation. (For exampl e, "Bye Bye Blac kbir d" cou ld as well be shown as AA I BA2, where A l and A2 represen t
modified occurr ences of the main me lody.)

AABC • ~..:: ABCD

Gia nt Steps I I Afro -Ce ntr ic
I Co nce ntrate on You Four

Tune Up I Mercy, Me rcy , Mer cy I Black Orpheus

Alone Tog ether ESP
(or Ma nha do Carniva l)

Blue Bo ssa I Solar
Autumn Leave s Soul Eyes I Bye Bye Blackbird

Lady Bird I So meday My Prince W ill Co me

Modal and Polyto nal Tunes

Mo d al Tune s an d Harmon y
Moda l jazz typ ically utili zes few chords (sometimes ju st one chord) which may be susta ined for long periods of
time. Chord durations of four , six, eight, or sixteen measures are commo n. Despite limited harmoni c motion ,
moda l j azz allows for enhanced improvisational freedo m, providin g oppo rtun ities for the so loist to develop and
explore various tension s and dissonances . In add ition to its slowe r harmonic rh ythm (the speed at which the
chords change) , much modal j azz incorpora tes unexpected or sudden shifting and displacement of chords, incl ud
ing planing and side-stepping . Such harmoni c mot ion is gove rned by co lor, not function , resultin g in chord
sequences that some times appea r not to be related to one another. It is thu s the respon sib ility of the imp roviser to
emphasize commo n tones and revea l the logic behi nd chord motion in mod al context s.
Cons ider the followi ng:

IDm7sus4 Fm7sus4 IEm7sus4 E~m7sus4 I Dm7sus4 I

In this modal sequence it would be better to emphasize the notes F or C in order to ensure smooth co nnect ions
betwee n the harmoni es. In some modal tune s, a few identical chords are sequenced and sustained for long dur a
tions. Miles Davis' s "So What" consists of sixteen bars of Dm7 followed by eight bars of E~m7 and finally anoth
er eight bars of Dm 7. The fee ling of tension and release is contro lled by the relation ship between tense chord s (dis
sonances) and weak chords (co nsonances). The effect is not as pronoun ced as in traditi ona l har mony ; listen for it
as the 7sus4 chords move to the maj7 chord in the next exa mple.

F #7sus4 AD7sus4 B7sus4 DDmaj7
'J

f
~

~!J I

L: L 0

D""U'++'-J

(E/F# GD/AD Aj B AD/DD)
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Moda l harmony is often characterized by the use of chord voicings that follow the related modes. Two of the seven
modes, however, are not generally used. Ionian is major, and thus does not produce the expected modal sound.
Locr ian contains a diminished fifth instead of a perfect fifth and therefore is not effective in establishing an extend
ed modal area. Thus, most modal tunes employ Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, Mixolydian, or Aeolian, although other
nondiatonic scales are also possible. Examples of modal tunes include "So What," "Footprints," "Impress ions,"
and "Maiden Voyage."

Polytonal Tune s
Polytonality refers to the procedure of using more than one key center in a composition or voicing. Functional har
mony mayo r may not be present. Some theorists call the presence of two or more tonal centers the multi-tonic
system. Jazz tunes that include more than one tonal center give the impression of floating through mult iple keys .
Examples include "Giant Steps," "Ladybird," "Have You Met Miss Jones," and Chick Corea' s "Day Waves."

Chapter 10 Exercise

Select several standard tunes from a reliable source and identify each tune' s form.
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CHAPTER

OTH ER ARRANGING
TECHNIQUES

In rece nt years , conte mporary music composers and arrangers have relied extensively on the follow ing devices..

• Root ed/rootless voicings
• Modal and/or tonal quarta l voicings, "So What" voicings , upper struc tures, po lychords, hybri d chords
• Modulations
• Modal interchange
• New options in chord construc tion , includin g clusters and fragment or part ial voicings
• CESH (line clic he)
• Trit one and other substitutions

It is essential for pianists and non-pianists alike to learn chord voicin gs on the piano or keyboard . So-ca lled
"arranger' s piano " is an extremely useful tool for hearing and seeing how chord s fit together and how chord-sca le
relationships are cons tructed. The examples provid ed in this book catego rize many practical skills under the rubric
of "arranging ." All chord voicings discus sed thus far may be score d for variou s combinations of instrum ent s and
ensembles .

In addition to the procedur es mentioned above , we will consider other less-comm on arra nging devi ces. Often taken
for granted, these subtle techniques can do much to enrich and expand a musician ' s harmoni c vocabulary.

Constant Struct ures

Constant struc tures are chord progressions that comprise three or more chords of the same quality. Pioneered by
Herbie Hancock and Bill Eva ns, constant structures provide a cohesive combination of func tional and non-func
tiona l sounds that pro duce the effec t of a free and shifting tonal center.

I: Fmaj7 A brnaj ? DPmaj7 GPmaj7 C13sus
II

I~ Cm7 EPm7 1 APm7 IDPm7 EPm71 Fm7 G7a lt II

I~ EPmaj7 DPmaj7 ! CPmaj7 Amaj71 Abmaj? F #maj7 1 Fm7 BP7 II
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Pedal Poin t

Pedal point is one of the earliest dev ices for creat ing dissonance to be found in Western music. It consists of a sus
tained note (typically in the bass- hence the reference to the ped al notes of the organ) that is held through chang
ing harmonies in the other parts. The pedal note need not be literally sustained; it may appear in patterned or non
patterned rhythmic configurations that can actually includ e rests. Nevertheless, the aural effect of a sustained pitch
must be clear . A pedal point can also appear in middle or upper parts but in any case will be on the tonic or dom 
inant pitch in the vast majorit y of instances . The overa ll effect of pedal point is to create tension and increase har
monic interest. The first four bars of "Green Dolphin Stree t" provide an exce llent example.

EPm9

im9 IlI P7 PlIn

The passage below effec tively lends itself to pedal-poin t treatment.

La tin

E Pmaj7/ BP Gm7P5/ BP C7a lt/ BP Fm9/ BP BP7alt

~ I --- 'I , r--
,.-...

"'"'

to ~ ~-t -t " . '- ..... . ..,- '-"- v ~ ~ . ,- I---'U

<

..
:J - - .- - ,:J - - , -

i ,-,,:J - - . -
i ~:J

- - .- -
"'il _"'il "'il "'il "'il ,-,, "'il' "'il "'il _"'il "'il "'il _"'il '"'il "'il

These are tune s that customarily incl ude pedal poi nt:
• Hank s Tresser ' s "A La Mode"
• Josef Zaw inul ' s "Birdland"
• Duke Ellington' s "Satin Doll" (Intra)
• Stev ie Wond er' s "Too High" (Intro)
• Bil l Eva ns' s "Skidoo"
• Herbie Hancock ' s "Dolphin Dance"
• Pat Metheny ' s "Lakes"
• John Coltrane ' s "Naima"
• Eddie Harris' s "Freedom Jazz Da nce"

Os tin ato

An ostinato is any clearly defined melodi c or rhythmi c pattern that is repeated persistentl y. In jazz, ost inato pat
terns may be of various lengths and are genera lly found in the bass line. (Do not confuse ostinato with vam p,
which refers to a short repeated chord progr ession , often serving as the introdu ction to a performa nce .) Ostinato
has become a favor ite technique of contemporary jaz z wri ters. It appears frequently in modal and Latin j azz , as
we ll as in African traditional mu sic, such as Moroccan Gnawa music . Ostinato must be employed judi ciously, as
its overuse can quickly lead to monoto ny. Examples include "So What ," "A Night in Tunisia," "Take Five, "
"Maiden Voyage," and "Cantaloupe Island ."
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A similar examp le occ urs in the following piano arra ngement of "Bania," a standard piece in the Moroccan tradi
tional music of Gnawa. (Notice how the harm ony "floats" while the left -hand bass line maintains a steady rhyth
mic fee l.)

Gnawa feel 0· =120)

Dm7sus4
1

f 4 ~ ::--- - .~ " v " -/ v "--~ "

{ ~ ~ , .~ I~··

r" r r r
1

4 ) ~

" ----- - ~ u f-'u-
<
~ I~ ~ I~··

r r r r
Here are two examp les of ostinato found in trad itional Mor occan Gnawa.

Shallaban

Dm7sus4

II • ~ 7~In 7~ 7 7~ ~
Bass (or Haj houj ) ~

Bania
Dm7sus4

~ i
~

Bass (or Haj houj )

Pedal and ostinato are parti cul arly suited to modal harmony, as their relentle ss, repetitive character help to esta b
lish and conf irm the modal center.
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Reharmonizing a Melody

Ma ny of the voicings studied thu s far are appropri ate and effec tive for harm on izing or reharm onizing melodies.
The discussion that follows exa mines specific situations involving var ious types of melod ic motion . In order to
select chords that effec tive ly support a given melodi c line, it is first necessary to ana lyze the type of moti on
invo lved. Melodi es that are static (consisting of susta ined or repeated notes) wi ll rece ive differen t treatm ent from
those that incorp orate dia tonic or chromatic motion .

Harmon izing Sus tained or Rep eated Melod y Notes
Susta ined or repe ated notes stro ng ly sugges t the use of chromatic harm ony, which is atta ined by using an ascend
ing or descending chro matic bass line. Dominant substitutes and chromatic dimini shed chords with an oblique or
a contrary motion may be impli ed.

Am7 Gmll Fm aj9

Ij iI "
41 '- ---....

< ...... h.... ... • • • • l...--~~··

The abo ve exa mple furni shes a dec ided impro vem en t over the fo llowing .

Am7 D7 Gmll C+7 Fmaj9

tJ iI "
@.. l' '- ~ '- v -

< ...... .. .- • • • • --r-. ~ /' r---. ~·
.... ~

Severa l of Jobim ' s tunes exemplify this conce pt, inclu din g "One Note Samb a," "How Insensit ive ," "Desa finado ,'
and "Corcovado." However, when the note s are repeated or sus ta ined (as in mod al contexts) , diato nic or chrom atic
plan ing can strengthen and con so lidate the melodi c line.

Another Time
Gm7sus4
~) I Cy -. . ~

4

<

..:: ..:: ~ .,,,
~ :2.

q.. :: h~# I: ~ ~::: -- IlL· .. ;:::, .. .
...:: q 1=~ .III L

" ,., 9- :o.'-:l...q.. iiI!=':'~ 11::
· '-"'·

© 2002 Nor Eddine Bahha

Notic e how harmonic activity increases when the melody is less active.
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Harm o n iz in g Chro m atic or Di atonic all y Symme tric Melodie s
One effective approach to chro matic or diatonically symmetric melodies is for all lines to move in parallel motion.
In this case , the harmony sho uld chromatically follow the melodic line . An alternative is to employ contrary har
monic motion . In this instance, sequential dom inants, domin ant substitutes , block chords, and con stant structures
may be implied. Quartal harmonies are also suitable for chromatic melod ies, resu lting in an open harmonic textur e
devoid of strong direction al impli cations. .

Dm7sus4 E~m7sus4 Dm7 sus4 E~m7sus4 Dm7sus4 D~m7sus4

Cm7sus4 Bm7sus4 Cm7sus4 C #m7sus4 Dm7
~ .
~

u - • '1 - -e-
<

~. ~. I f1• ..~·
II V

This techn ique is calle d parallel reharmonization (or planing ): all the voices move by the same interval. No tice
the constant struc tures that occur , provi ding a rich and compelling harmon ic texture .

A specialized form of the con stant -structur e appr oach is known as block-chord style.

D7sus4 E~7sus4 D7sus4 E~m7sus4 D7sus4 D~7sus4
)

f - --4 ~ ~ ~ LI. . .
~ ~ LI. . .

~ ~ ~
v - _ - - - ~ ' .,-"

t . ~. . . ~ . ~·· -
I I I

C7sus4 B7sus4 C7sus4 C#7 sus4 Dm7
J

---.
4 ) _ . .,~ ~ • 'W · . , q~

<
~ . ~ . f1• .··

II
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The follow ing melodic line , somewhat remini scen t of Stev ie Wo nder , di splays a de sce nding stepwise mo tion .

Am7

fl I ..
40 ., '-" • ...---..=.; '0 'Dt ~ :t qif.... -< --

l
'"""': -· ----·
H- '-"0 ....

"il "-" c:: ~ ~i
--

In the above exa mple a me lody based on the B who le- tone scale is played ove r chords der ived from the B~ whole 
to ne scale . Not ice that this co mbina tio n of domin ant 7#11 chords togeth er wit h the melody notes crea tes a paral
lel series of hybr id or slash chord s (G~maj7# 5/A~, Emaj7 #51F#, Dm aj 7#51E, etc. ), whic h cre ate a non- fun ctioning
harmonic fra mework over a smoot hly-de sce nding stepwise bass line .

The next example typi fies short interl ude s fo und in some bo ssa nova tunes, where a chrom aticall y con stru cted
melod ic pattern is repeated in vario us permu tation s over a harmo nic textur e fea turing constant structures. Th is par
tic ular type of reharmoniz ation is ca lled independent lead.

Samba (d =100)

EDmaj7 G+7
1 1 l- I •

4 rl...J r
<

I: t~l:t , :=:::'I~ . ~ ~ ~::~ .::.::~~ ~ h. Jh:: 1 _ I:··

e13 B13 BD13sus4 A13sus4
':l I - I l- I

4J .... .... -..,
Gliss.

~k:: ~. i-~~ lI!.::~: L ~ h .---

·

"A N ight in Tu nisia " provide s a simi lar exa mp le in tha t the basic melodic pattern is repeated and modifi ed slight
ly while the underl yin g harmo nic support remai ns co nstant.

Harmonizing Melodi es That Move by Leaps
It -is im portant to realize that ever y me lod ic note does not need to be har mo nized , with harmon ization commonl y
occ urring only on beat s 1 and 3 along with their anticipa tions. However , whe n a me lodic line moves by larger
inter val s, it may be advantageous either to freely harm onize, or to revoice the pre vious chord . It is difficu lt to pre
scr ibe form ulas in adva nce. The best approach is to exami ne the work s of significant j azz composers and arrange rs
in orde r to develop a fee l for ho w and when to harmonize angul ar melodic lin es.
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Some Bas ic Harmo nizations and Reharmonizations
The following examp les are repre senta tive models fo r reharmo niza tion of the same or a slightly modi fied melod y.

Cm aj7G7altDm7
!J

I

qq"~ ~:'=
.~ ~ ~~1 D"-j ,,:au-

<

..
I

Dm7 G7alt Cmaj7
)

f ~ ~~1 D' oj q-l :tJ:lJ
""ill _

lto.L _--.
I ~

Thi s example fea ture s upper structures with foreig n bass notes. Again, it is a new harmoniz ation of the same
melod y.

EDj DD BDj C ADmaj7j BD Fmaj7jG
'J

l u
D' ~ ~1I :: :I q"-41.... ;:!-' 1-...-

< .. -.....:::=::

..

This one is simple but effec tive.

Dmll G7sus4 DDm7D5 Cmaj7

If

'-""'
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It is recommended that the fo llowi ng four examples of reharmoniza tion be learn ed in all twelve keys.

1.

Am7 Gmaj7
~ j,j.

U ~

9- 9- ~··
~

Reharmonizatio n:

Am7 Gmaj7
~ j,j.

u r - "...~ .~ q"'~ ~~

<

r'I··
I - '-" ~

2.

C~m7 Dm7 G13 Cm aj7

tl I I - I

40 -i j9-
~

<

··
I

Reharm onization :

C #m7sus4 Dm7sus4 ADl3 Gl3 Cm aj9#U

~ -I

40

~ t· T l l~

<

• .. . I .~ ,, ~

··
) - I
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EDSBD13Fm7

-e-

3.

Reharmo nizat ion :

Fm9 BD13D9 ES E DS

IJ I I I i

40 I D..... ttq"....qD'#-- ....-e-
<

~ - - -··

4.

Em7 A7a lt Dm aj9

Reharmo niza tio n:

Em7 sus4

* ED+

F#m Dmaj13

) .. I I

4 ) .. I)'
II! -----

", .
~'-- ....-e-

.I
< .-----.. .----, ~··

I r I

*E~+

F#m is a simplified notation for an E~7#9# 1 1 ~ 13, which may also be notated as E~7a l t.
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Rules for Harmonizing Melodies
• Avoid m2nds or ~9ths between two notes of a voicing, with the exce ption of V7~9 cho rds. These intervals

do work well, however, in modal contex ts. (Review for example the voicing for E Phrygian in Chapter 6.)
• Domin ant chords (except for V7sus4 chords) should usually includ e a tritone.
• Shell voicings are sufficient in them selves since they includ e the essenti al guide tones: 7th and 3rd.
• Avoid two adjace nt third s when using quart al voicin gs.
• Avo id small adjacent intervals in the lower register and large adj acent intervals in the upper registe r.

The 5th may genera lly be omitted except in m7~5 chords.
• Avoid doub ling the 7th in the bass if it also occurs in the melody.
• It is common to leave the tritone unresolved . In a V7sus4 chord, a suspended 4th is considered an antici

pation of the target chord (I).
• It is common to substitute the 9th for the tonic, and the 13th for the 5th.
• There are endless ways to reharmonize a melody, but this does not mean that every note should be har

monized. When the harm onic rhythm is fast it is very difficult to apply constant chord changes. Eve n if it
were possible to achieve, the result would sound clutt ered.

• Harmonizations are most effec tive when the harmoni c rhythm does not appear to force the insertion of new
harmonies. The judicious use of pauses and breaks can do much to enhance the overall harmo nic effec t.
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CHAPTER

APPROACHING
IMPROVISATION

Some Thoughts on Improvisation
In the broadest sense, the word improvis ation designates compo sition in real time. Improvised music is created "on
the spot" by a musician who assumes the double role of performer and composer. Improvi sation in some form or
to some degree has been associ ated with ja zz since its very inception. With the bebop revolution of the 1940s,
improvisation became arguably the definin g element of ja zz.

Jazz improvisation began with a process of embellishment or stylized interpretation of the melody. In ensemble
jaz z, this took the form of group improvisation , where each instrument alist exercised a moderate amount of free
dom in fulfilling a prescribed melodic or harmonic role. Although occasional breaks and short solos existed in early
jazz , the fully developed jazz solo did not appear until Louis Armstrong ' s work of the mid 1920s. The extended
solo provided a useful formul a for jazz perf ormance. Successive solos over repeated choruses or sections of the
tune allowed suitable length for dancing without all musici ans having to play continu ously. In the larger ensem
bles of the swing era, intricate arrangements take the place of continuou sly repeated solos, as improvisation is
reduced to a lesser but still significant role. With the advent of bebop, however, impro visation clearl y emerges as
the central component of the music. The harmonic structure of the tune assumes more importance than the melod y.
Whereas many swing musicians had been accustomed to faking solos by ear, the demandin g tempos and chord
sequences of bebop made it necessary for musicians to learn thoroughl y the chords to the tunes they improvised
on. This was a major paradigm shift, and it has held sway in most ja zz since that time. Jazz musicians before
Charlie Parker had the option of simply re-interpretin g the melody and making it "hot." Jazz musicians after
Charlie Parker were expected to create something new and original from the harmoni c structure of the tune.

This chapter will offer some flexible approach es to improvi sation, as oppo sed to prescribing a specifi c procedure
or method . The ja zz theory and harmonic vocabulary that have been acquired from this book will provid e a firm
foundation for improvisation , since there is a concise relationship between the improvised line (melody) and
chords (harmony) . The ability to outline chords on one's instrument will go a long way toward providing the mate
rials out of which creative and in spired ja zz solos are created.

A firm grasp of ja zz harmony leads to a clear understandin g and appreciation of the devices used regularly by com
posers and arrangers, Moreover, it also provides the resources necessary to create personal and original melodic
lines that are grounded in specific harmoni c framework s. It is but a short step from this point to actual impro visa
tion in real time. This exiting step involves tapping the artistic side of one ' s nature: one' s natural talents, imagi
nation , and creative inclination s. Many musici ans are intimid ated by the concept of improvi sation. The myth per
sists that it cannot be learned . This is erroneou s. Like other musical skills, improvisation can be mastered through
practice and diligent study.

This chapter will present a series of impro visational concept s, repre sentative jaz z patterns, and solos that should
be learned in all twelve keys. The student is also encouraged to construct original solos based on the examples pro
vided. An attempt should be made to base these constructions on what has been studied in this book . At first, stu
dents may wish to write down their impro visations as jazz "etudes," but as soon as possible students should attempt
to depart from the written music and create their own ideas spontaneously.
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Listening is crucial. Jazz is an aural skill, and there is no substitute for having a clear and accurate conception of
the sound that one is trying to achieve. Most jazz musicians began by having models and imitating the players who
inspired them. There is immense value in transcribing, studying, and learning a jazz solo in order to really under
stand how the art is practiced. There are countless nuances to be learned, including balance, accents, dynamics,
blue notes, inflections, mood, and so forth, that words simply cannot describe. A great solo involves much more
than just the notes. It is essential that students of jazz improvisation listen regularly to their favorite players and
practice what they hear.

Devices for Improvisation

Harmonic Generalization
Harmonic generalization is the method by which an improviser chooses lines that accommodate two or more
chords in succession. The practice is well-established and sanctioned by long use in jazz improvisation. Many pre
bebop musicians with limited knowledge of theory and harmony allowed their ears to dictate note choices, search
ing for figures that had common tones which would span several chords in a row. Here are typical treatments using
single scales to play over entire ii- V-I cadences and turnarounds in both major and minor.

The C major scale is used over this entire chord sequence.

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7

The C harmonic minor scale is used over this entire chord sequence.

Dm7D5 G7D9 Cm {.\,

~q~~ll

Here the C major scale is used over bars I, 2, and 4. The D major scale aptly addresses bar 3.

Cmaj7 Am7 Dm7 G7 Em7 A7 Dm7 G7

'I t I

In this example the C melodic minor scale is used in bar 1. The G7~9 in bar 2 suggests C harmonic minor.

Cm6 Am7D5 Dm7 CmS

Symmetrical Patterning
Symmetrical patterning refers to the construction of lines with constant intervallic content and continuing shape.
Usually the same scale or same intervals in series are used throughout, and the rhythm is confined to steady eighth
or sixteenth notes. The result is a sense of perpetual motion, as if the line could continue indefinitely.
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The C whole-tone pattern used in this example (augmented triads moving by whole steps) shows the scale's nat
urally symmetric structure. This line is heard in some Thelonious Monk works.

C+7~11

~bi -I

The C diminished half-whole scale is the appropriate choice for C 13~9. The same line would be effective over
E~13~9, F#13~9, and AI3~9. .

C13D9

~bi 1

For the chromatic scale, a device as simple as interlocking descending half steps creates linear interest.

Ascending m3rds move up the chromatic scale to create linear interest.

Here is the same pattern with ascending P4ths.

Melodic Templates
Melodic templates refer to highly recognizable linear elements in jazz improvisation. They allow for the creation
of patterns that sound long familiar on first hearing, not because they are quotations but because they employ spe
cific shapes, contours, note combinations, fragments, or simply approaches that have become well known to those
who are familiar with the style. In short, they are conventions sanctioned by historical use. Melodic templates pro
vide sources for idiomatic structures that are readily adapted to many contexts, while evoking strong ties with the
jazz tradition. They were incorporated in all of the material presented earlier in this chapter. Following are exam
ples of common figures that will be instantly recognized by experienced jazz improvisers.

~~-
Dm7

=$i~
Dm7 Dm7 Dm7

Dm7 ascending arpeggio Dm9 descending arpeggio

Dm7 descending arpeggio Idem, with chromaticism
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Dm7 Dm7 G7

'1~~~~J~ll
Dm9 ascending and descending arpeggio Smooth Alterations: the sound remains the same

Dm7 G7 Dm7 Dm7

~I~~J~~
Abm arpeggio over G7 = Tension The "Shadow of Your Smile" Template Dm9 Down-Up arpeggio

G7 G7 G7 G7

'I~~~
G bebop scale ex. 1 G bebop scale ex. 2 G bebop scale ex. 3 G bebop scale ex. 4

G7G7

'I~~~_~~~
G Mixolydian Fmaj7 ascending arpeggio back to the 3rd

G7 G7G7

tl~=6J~~~-~
G bebop scale ex. 5a G bebop scale ex. 5b (slightly altered) G bebop scale ex. 6

G7G7

'I~~~~~J~
G bebop scale ex. 7 Fmaj7 descending arpeggio back to the 3rd

Idem (inversion)
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CESH
In the context of a ii- V cadence, the most common CESH incorporates a moving chromat ic line startin g from the
root of iim7 downward to the 3rd of V7 as shown below.

Descending Chromatic Line

G7

ft r ~ .

Dm7 G7

t
Dm7

~
Dm7 G7

*!~ -~ - I
Dm9 arpeggio fo llowed by a CESH Idem with octave displacement of CESH

Dm7 G7 Dm7 G7

~~
Dm smooth arpeggios from the root to the 11th of G7 CESH inner line pa ttern

Dm7 G7 Dm7 G7

*!~~- ~~- I
CESH line is slightly altered, ( #7-roo t- b7-3rd) Idem with a chromatic approach note to the 3rd

with a chromatic approach note to the root

~~-iqz~
3

Dm arpeggi o f ollowed by a CESH Idem with unresolved 4th, (root-#7- b7)

Dm7 G7 Dm7 G7

a ~ r=tl~ ~r I
Kind of an ascending CESH, ( #S-6 -" 7-*7-root ) Ascendin g chromatic line (rarely used)

G7Dm7 Dm7 G7

~-~
Bebop line featurin g CESH Idem with a slight alteration
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Pentatonic Scales
Pentatonic scales occur in various musical cultures across the globe and playa significant role in many types of
improvisation. Two aspects of the pentatonic scale make it extremely versatile and flexible in jazz improvisation:
1) it does not sound prosaic or trite when stated or spelled directly, and 2) it conveys a clarity of harmonic inten
tion that can hold up under extreme dissonance. Pentatonic scales provide an effective way to make an unam
biguous statement. They give the improviser a great deal of control over the degree of dissonance desired in the
solo. Following are possible choices of several pentatonic scales over major, minor, subdominant, and dominant
chords.

C Pentatonic Major
CSorCmaj7

&IJ
A Pentatonic Minor

W £ 3 J J J

£ JJr
E Pentatonic Minor

r
G Pentatonic Major

CSorCmaj7,IjJ f §t~~~~~~~~

J

B Pentatonic Minor

f

D Pentatonic Major
CgorCmaj7

&1J QiJ~l==r~~ ;: i3-------J:3
C Kumoi

Cmg

&I~U#

F Pentatonic Major D In Sen

G Pentatonic Major ( P6)
Cmimajv)

&I~~~~~
C Pentatonic Minor C Pentatonic Minor (9th replacing the 4th)
C~ C~

&I~~ ~£~
F Pentatonic Major G Pentatonic Minor
C~ C~

't~~§
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EDPentatonic Major BDPentatonic Maj or D Pentatonic Minor
Cm7 Cm7 ~ Cm7

=41~ £~ £~ £ ~

F Kumoi F Pentatonic Minor
Dm7D5 Dm7D5

=41~ £ £ ~

ADPentatonic Major G In Sen
Dm7P5 ~ Dm7D5

=411,~ £~ £ ~

BDPent atonic Major EDPentatonic Maj or
Dm7D5 ~ Dm7P5

~ £~ £ ~

G Pentatonic Maj or D Pentatonic Minor

*IG~
G7

£ £ ~

D Kumoi G Pentatonic Minor
G7 G7#9

*I~ £~ £ ~

BDPentatonic Major FKumoi
G7#9 ~ G7SllS4D9

~ £~ £ ~

G In Sen ADKumoi
G7SllS4D9or G(Phryg) G7alt ~

=41~ £~ £ ~

DDPentatonic Maj or BDPentatonic Minor
G7alt G7alt ~ ~

*I&~ £~ £ ~
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EP Pentatonic Major G Pentatonic Major ( P2)
G7alt G13P9

&I~~~~~
DPPentatonic Major ( P2)

G13P9
BPPentatonic Major ( P2) E Pentatonic Major ( P2)

G13P9 G13P9

&I~~*~~l~~l
D Pentatonic Minor F Pentatonic Major

G7sus4 G7sus4

~I~~~~
E Pentatonic Minor A Pentatonic Minor

G13 G7sus4

~I~~I~~

Here is an example of pentatonic melodic continuity, from E pentatonic minor to E~ pentatonic minor, to D pen
tatonic minor, to D~ pentatonic major, then releasing to D pentatonic major.

Em7 EPm7 Dm7

&1

This example shows rapid passages of pentatonic major scales. Notice how they fit with Coltrane changes.

. Cmaj7 3 EP7 APmaj7 3 B7 3

&1
3 3 3
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Depending on which note of the chord a pentatonic scale is built on, a player can make a passage sound "inside,"
"outside," or anywhere in between. This example uses A minor pentatonic over Cmaj7, G major pentatonic over
Am7, a Dm7 arpeggio, E~ major pentatonic, A minor pentatonic over Em7, E~ major pentatonic over A7, A~ major
pentatonic over Dm7~5, then D~ major pentatonic over G7.

it
Em7 A7 Dm7~5 G7

~~!
This example demonstrates outside improvisation through the use of side-stepping. E~ minor pentatonic over
A13~9 creates an unexpected harmonic tension. D~ major pentatonic is similarly placed over G7alt.

Em7
fl

~} i £ - 3

~ ~ ~ ~

Chromatic Approach Tones
Non-harmonic notes are sometimes referred to as a chromatic approach tones. As the name implies, chromatic
approach tones are notes that move chromatically to a member of the chord. Specifically, their function is to
approach or lead smoothly into the existing target tones, thus serving to embellish or to smooth out melodic motion
between or around chord tones. Non-harmonic tones are notes which are not part of the accompanying harmony.
They may be diatonic or chromatic.

A chromatic approach tone is an unprepared dissonance that resolves by half step to a chord tone. Its function is
to delay a chord member's arrival, thus adding a sense of expectation and forward momentum to a melodic line.
Chromatic approach tones may appear either above or below the chord tone in any metric position, either as
upbeats or downbeats.

Non-harmonic tones offer unlimited possibilities for linear constructions. In a sense, the degree of flexibility is
nearly overwhelming, since there are very few constraints placed upon the improviser. The only requirement is to
make sure the chord is implied by placing essential tones on strong beats.

Here non-harmonic notes are placed on downbeats as chromatic approach tones: C# resolves to D, A# resolves to
B, 0# resolves to E.

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7

I
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Without CATs the line is acceptable, but bland.

Dm7 G7

&1F JJ J r £
Cmaj7

J

Here the CATs are on upbeats. A~ resolves to G, E~ resolves to D, D~ resolves to C. Cover G7 makes a suspend
ed resolution. B is encircled from C to A.

II

Dm7 G7

&I~

Without CATs, again, the line is acceptable, but bland.

Dm7 G7

il J i 3 J J bj J J J

Here are CATs executed in chromatic-run fashion. The final note B is encircled nicely by C and A#.

Dm7

&17
This example features CAT encirclements over Dm7. Over G7, each chord tone: root, 3rd, 5th, and 7th, is encir
cled by half step from above and below.

Diatonic Approach Notes
The next three examples use diatonic approach tones. Over Dm7~5, B~ leads diatonically to A~, G approaches F,
and E~ leads smoothly to D; all are on downbeats. Over G7~9, the diatonic approach tones are all on upbeats: C
approaches D, E~ approaches F, and B~ leaps nicely to G.

Dm7~5 G7~9 Cm7

~~~
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In this example diatonic approac h tones encircle F over Dm7 from G down to E. Over G 13b9, a half-whole dimin
ished scale is played . Notice how chromatic approac h tones work over this line. (Of course dimini shed and dimin
ished half-whole scales may be viewed as already includin g chromatic approac h tones.)

Dm7 G13~9 Cmaj7

~I § 1

The straightforward use of diatonic approach tones is quite effec tive in the next example. (Notice the absence of
chrom atic appro ach tones !)

Cmaj7 Am7 Dm7 G7 C8

;; 1

Exploring Triadic Structures in Upper Ten sions
Some interesting improvisation s can be constru cted by looking at certain vertical structur es as combin ations of tri
ads rather than as a single chord . Close scrutin y often reveals that independent upper-structure triads, not the
chords built on the harmonic roots, can provide the drivin g force behind many improvised lines. Triads, whether
played directly or woven into linear pattern s, are highly recognizable structures , since they provide the basic build
ing blocks for most of the music we encounter throughout our lives. Inserting these fundamental structures into
improvised lines can have a powerful effect.

Here are two patterns built upon the 5th, 7th, and 9th of the Dm7 chord. The triadic implications lie above the 5th
of the basic harmony.

-_.. ! 0 _

Dm7 G7 Dm7 G7

$I~ -~ - 1
3

G7

~j7_~7_1

Idem In this case, G7alt implies a pattern built upon the root,

"13th, 3rd, and "9th, producing the sound of a G altered scale.

This pattern is buil t on an Eb triad (Eb_G- Bb), a Db triad (Db_F- Ab), and an Alm triad (Ab_B- Eb).

G~ C~

8"" ~-- ~-- -- ~ 1 loco ~

~ -I
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Next are two patterns built upon the 5th, 7th, and 9th of Cmaj7. The triadic implications sound like they were built
on the 5th of the basic harmony.

-

Cmaj7 Cmaj9#n

&I~~~~~

Playa major triad arpeggio up a whole step for a coherent Lydian sound over Sor maj7 chords.

c
8va-----------------------l

:=e==t~ :=e==tl~~f~
The major triad from the 5th of a maj7 chord produces a major 9th sound.

Cmaj7 r-.

&1 r g r lF E r rE

Two patterns delineating an Am7 but superimposing nicely over Dm7.

Two typical bebop constructions outline Dm(maj7), creating a #II sound on G7. These two patterns provide the
internal logic to palliate the unexpected shock of the dissonant note and reassure the ear.

&I
D

Am7 triadic pattern over Dm7 F+ triadic pattern over G7 D triadic pattern followed by a G triadic
pattern over Cmaj7

Am triadic pattern over Dm7 B+ triad followed by E"7
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Th e same Am melodic pattern over Dm 7 is tran sposed down a half step over G7a lt to fit the chord change .

r ~ ~ J.
Dm 7 G7alt

~J~~ _1j

This is another example of the same idea, whe re a patt ern played over Dm 7 is tran sposed up a trit on e to f it G7 aft.

Dm 7 G7alt Cmaj7

~ ~;I~ - !

Building Scales from Superimposed Chords
Another way to look at scales and mod es is to think of them as two cho rds that are e ithe r stac ked on top of eac h
other (l ike an extended chord ) or side by side (l ike a bi-tonal cho rd) .

MODE 7th CHORD
DISTANCE TO SUPl :R IMPOSED

EXAMPLES
NEXT CHORD CHORI)

,
I

M ajo r M7 W m Cm aj7 Dm 7

Lyd ian M7 W M Cmaj7 Dm aj 7

Lydian Au gm ent ed M7 #5 W M C maj7# 5 07

Mixolydi an 7 W m C7 Dm7

Lydian Dom inant 7 W M C7 D7

Sup er Locrian m7 ~5 h m Cm7~5 D~m(maj7)

Dori an m7 W m Cm7 Dm7

Aeoli an m7 W m7~5 Cm7 Dm7~5

Melodi c Min or m(maj7 ) W M Cm (maj7 ) Dm7

Harm on ic Min or m(m aj7 ) W m7~5 Cm (maj7 ) Dm7~5

Phr ygian m7 h M Cm7 D~maj7

Locri an m7~5 h M Cm7~5 D~maj7

Loc ria n #2 m7 ~5 W m7 ~5 Cm7~5 Dm7~5

Diminished °7 W °7 C07 0 °7

Half-Whole Di mini shed °7 h °7 C07 D~07
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The approach shown in the previou s table can also be used as an alternative way to view extensions, such as 11th
and 13th chord s. For many students , workin g with triads and seventh chord s is less intimid atin g than dealing with
the higher inter vallic designation s associat ed with chord extensions. Moreover, seeing extend ed cho rds as bito na l
structures makes the upper structures more access ible and remove s confusion as to which exte nsions are permi s
sible on a given chord. Fina lly, an alternative approac h to extensions is likel y to open up new ave nues for impro v
isation and lead to new and different sounds .

Chord-Scale Families
It is useful to group chords and mod es into familie s in order to categorize them and und erstand their properties.
Within eac h family, characteristic pit che s defin e the esse ntial sound of the chord or mode. Chor ds and modes with
in the same fa mily are of ten interchangeable.

FAMILY KEY PITCHES CHORD TYPES SCALES/MODES

maj7, 6, maj9 Majo r, Lydian, Lydian Augmented
Majo r maj 3 and maj7

as above with # 11 Lydian , Lyd ian Augmented

7,9 , 13, 7 ~9, 7#9 , 7alt Mi xolydi an , Lydian Dominant , Superlo cri an
Dominant maj 3 and b7

7# Ll Half-Wh ole Dim inished , Wh ole Ton e

m,m 7 Aeo lian, Phrygian , Dorian

Min or b3 and PS m, m6 Dor ian, Me lodic Min or

m(maj7 ) Melodic Mi nor , Harmoni c Minor

Half-Dimin ished b3 and bs m7bS Locr ian , Locr ian #2

Dimini shed bs and bb7 °7 Di minished

W ho le Ton e maj3 and #S 7#S Wh ole To ne

For further study on how to improvi se on spec ific chords in spec ific co ntex ts, see A Simp le and Dir ect Guide 10

Jazz Imp rovisat ion, by Robert Rawlin s.

Approaching Improvisation

The simplified exa mples that follow demon strate how spec if ic melodic lines suppo rt the related chords . The sug
gested approac hes to various chords will prove helpful in study ing new tunes and in trainin g the ear to hear vari
ous chord progressions as repre sented by the melod ic line. More imp ortantl y , the student wi ll becom e accustomed
to playi ng and hearing the jaz z language . The goa l is to learn to speak this langu age as fluent ly as possible.

These exercise s should be practice d in various keys- all twelve if possibl e. The use of a metro nome is stro ngly
recomm end ed . An initial tem po of 100 beats per minut e is sugges ted, to be increased grad ually to 180 bp m or
beyo nd.
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MAJOR CHORD EXERCISE
G7sus4 Cmaj7 G7sus4

Is4 Cmaj7

9 Cmaj7 G7sus4 Cmaj7 G7sus4

'qm7$~7$~$1
G7sus4

~ Cmajj 3

~~7$_
/ 7 Cmaj7 G7sus4 Cmaj7 G7sus4

'-
2/

Cmaj7 G7sus4 Cmaj7 G7sus4

~ - ~'~71
25£"I:;~~ Cmaj7~

~~~$~$~7~

~

~

G7sus4

2 Fine

§I
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MINOR CHORD EXERCISE
C Dorian

Cm7

" 'Il! ) 7~F~r
mf

5 Cm7

'~Il~ _

G7sus4

G7sus4

Cm7

Cm7

G7sus4

G7sus4

9 Cm7 G7sus4 Cm7 G7sus4

'~llf,~7£ ~7 £~ £ I

/ 7 Cm7 G7sus4 Cm G7sus4
3

Cm7 G7sus4
2 /

'~llll~~_

C~ mru~
8va- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - 1

~

25 Cm7 G7sus4 L Cm7 G7sus4

'~f,

29 Cm7 G7sus4 Cm7 G7sus4

"'iz7~_~ij£~:O 7 ) 7W
33 Cm7 G7sus4 Cm7 G7sus4

"'I')~.~J,---,~~~oe:~~ j 7 ~
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DIMINISHED CHORD EXERCISE
C07

.

~~

7 . Sva- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 loco

- Down arpeggios J
Svb- - - - - - - - J loco Svb-- - - - - -

. &w~~

/ 5

~hmmaticallY up. moving down by minor 3rd
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MI NOR ii-V-i CADENCE EXERCISE

13 Dm7~5 G7alt Cm

e& I

~~~~~~
2/ Dm7~5 G7alt Cm

o~~~~
25 Dm7~5 G7alt Cm

I
29 Dm7~5 G7alt Cm

~b~ 1 I
'-' "-"

. ,:, ~~~~~~
. 3

37 Dm7~5 G7alt Cm

~~b~ •~~~o~~
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4 / Dm7D5 3 G7alt Cm

~~b ! .

~ Dm7.5 r 3 -, G7alt Cm

7' 1,£~=~ - w.

I ! ! , I _

49 Dm7D5 3 G7alt Cm

ScJ · I
53 Dm7D5 G7alt Cm

- I

57 Dm7D5 G7alt

"~I'~ l'
-9 Cm) q

- i
6/ Dm7D5

I\~
~- -

-
CmG7alt65 Dm7D5

~. ~~o I - i
69 Dm7D5 G7alt Cm

¥'b!~ - I

73 Dm7D5 G7alt q ~ Cm 3

~\ £~ - ~
- L- 3 -----.J

3
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MAJOR ii-V-I CADENCE EXERCISE

5& ~~

y Dm7 G7 Cmaj7
- )

(Em7DS A7)

~72~~P~~~t !
3

~D;7

Dm7 DD7 Cmaj7 (Em7DS A7)
37 ~ Sva- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l

&~§~~
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Gm7 C7Fmaj7 Dm7 Abm7 Db7 Cmaj7

'$ I f~.~
Dm7 Fm7 Bb7 Cmaj7 Ebm7 Ab7

-~~~
-+9 Dm7

~
~---- I - ~

A7altAm7

~ r F ~ E

E7alt

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Fmaj7

*1
55 Bm7bS

i£ -~ r4 E 8- r- ~
D7 Dm7 G7 Em7 A7alt

- ~
3

Dm7 G13b9 Cmaj7 Em9bS A7alt
6/ ~ ~ ~ , 3,

*t~l~
65 Dm7

~
~----

~~j7 _ 1

~

Cmaj7G7Dm7Dm7 G7 Cmaj7

~ I~ - ~tl
77 Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Dm7 3 G7 Cmaj7

~ 3

~~·t
3
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MODAL EXERCISE
~ =126-210

Dm7

&i~- ~- ~- ~ f I

5

~- ~- ~f~- I

Y&~f~f~- ~fl
/3

&_- ~- ~ I
/7

&~-~~
2/

&~~~-I
25

&~ - ~~~
29

&_f-~~I
33

&~
37

&~ -

.~~-~
333
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Transcribed Solos

Transcribin g and learnin g the solos of the j azz grea ts is of inestimabl e value. But a few cavea ts are in order.
Oftentim es our favorite player s have technic al skill s on their instrument s that go well beyond the capabilities of
the average student (or average mort al, some might say). More over , they tend to "pu sh the envelope" as the-y.
experiment , try new things, and challenge the tradition al methods of approaching their craft. Sub sequentl y, the
music they produ ce may be of the greatest artistic value and yet be of question able didactic worth . After all , a jaz z
musician ' s prim ary goal is to create, not to teach. They are two different thing s.

With those thought s in mind , the following are some original jaz z solos specifically constructed for the purp ose of
teaching. A variety of styles are represented , and chord sequences have been selec ted that simulate those of actu- .
al j azz standards that musician s are likely to encounter. Addition ally, analysis and commentary have been provid
ed to help the student underst and the impro visation al devi ces that have been incorpor ated. By thorou ghly absorb
ing the sound of these devices , as well as the theory behind them, the student should attempt to create similar solos
on the same chord sequences. The immediat e goal is to imit ate, while the ultim ate goal is to recreate using the same
language. Note that some of the textual analyses for the transcribed solos are found following their accompanying
notation s instead of precedin g them in order to facilitate convenient page turns.

F Blues Analysis
Historically, "blues" simply refer s to a state of mind , or, more specifically, music that expresse s that state of mind .
In jazz , blue s usually refer s to a twelve-bar structure characteriz ed by the occurrenc e of the tonic , subdominant,
and domin ant chords in spec ific places, along with the prominen ce of blue note s and conventional blue s pattern s.
Substitute chord s orreh armonization can be expected in most ja zz performance s of the blues, but the basic char
acteristics do not change .

The solo shown typifies the genre. The chord structure contains common bebop progression s, and some change
running does occur , but the empha sis of the linear component clearly points toward the blues. The freedom of the
improvised line to devi ate from the chord progression in blues context s cannot be over stated. To a certain extent,
as long as the impro viser is playing blues lines in the tonic key, it does not matter what chord is in the harmon y.

Measure s 3 and 4 demonstrate this . The melody emphasizes the ~ 3, ~ 5, and ~ 7 at this point. While it would indeed
be possibl e to explain these notes in terms of exten sions of the prevailing harmony , that is not what is going on
here. The note s work because they compri se a typical blues pattern, a familia r-sounding figure sanction ed by a
hundred years of blue s history.

Thi s is not to imply that blue notes cannot interact with the harmon y to produ ce colorful effects. ~3 rds that occur
on the tonic chord will strongly suggest I7~9 chord s, while other natural disson ances, such as the ~5 that occurs on
the D7alt in measure 8 can be expected. The expert improvi ser places these note s care fully so that extended chords
tend to occur naturall y, as dictated by the line.

Other feature s of this solo exempli fy comm on blues gesture s and devices. Notice the basic and almo st reluctant
start to the solo-an effective strategy in many ja zz contexts. Also, each of the four choruse s begin s with a direct,
blues-oriented statement. Chan ge-running , when it occurs, is reserved for more harm onicall y active place s in the
structure. Blue s flavor is maint ained by the frequent use of ~ 3 , ~ 5, and ~ 7 , along with thematic development (meas
ures 25-3 0), repetition of brief figure s (measure 9), and rhythmi c variety . Effective blues solos incorporat e exten
sive inne r dialo gue, in which lines interact and playoff one another in a mann er reminiscent of the vocal artists
who invented the genre.
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F BLUES

-

~ ,3,
Medium Swing (n =j ) )

F7 F7

4~H F F ~~~~I f

7 F7 D7alt Gm7

C13~9Gm7D13~9F7C13
/0

~f~7~
3

rm
/3 F7 B~7 F7

~f

Cm7 F7
/6

=fH~~#~J§

/9 F7

~#
D7alt Gm7

1#7~

F7C13 D13~9 Gm7 C13~9

+=mm~~#~~-~
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25 F7

tl

§
u

~ 1

Cm7 F7 Bfn B07

28

~: ~ I'~ : t m ·
31 F7 D7al t Om7

F7

34 C13

~
~

37

~

F7 D13D9 Om7 C13D9

BD7 F7

I:I~

B0740 Cm7 F7 BD7
~ 3

~~~--
3

43 F7 D7alt 0 13

46 C 13 F7 D13D9 Om7 C 13D9

'~q
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C MINOR BLUES
,3---,

Medium Swing (n = ~ .})
Cm6 Dm7D5 G7alt Cm7

~ ~~~2J~~J

7 Cm7 F7 BDm7 ED7 Abmaj?

~~IL~£ 1£ L·~

/0 Dm7D5 G7alt Cm6 Am7D5 Dm7D5 G7alt

~
/3 Cm7

•
/6 C7alt Fm7 BD7

. EDmaj7 ADmaj7 Dm7D5
/9 8 I

~LiLJLJLH

22 G7alt=p,-
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[9
25 Cm7 Dm7DS G7alt Cm7

&~bll't~$ $ 7~.

Gm7DS C7alt Fm7 Dm7DS G7alt

.

3 q

Dm7DS . G7alt Cm7 Am7DS Dm7DS G7alt

~
Cm7 Fm7 Cm7

~,: - I

3

40 C7alt 3 3 Fm7 BD7 3

-p" $ 't jiM

43 EDmaj7 ADmaj7 Dm7DS

~$~
,-3-,m

46 G7alt Cm7 ED7 AD7 DD7

-
l II

q
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C Minor Blues Analysis
The con cept of a "minor" blu es might at first seem par adoxical. After all , a major key is giv en a blue s flavor pri
marily by flattin g the 3rd and 7th of the scale. One migh t think that would be enou gh to int roduce a min or quali
ty as we ll, but such is not the ca se . An examination of the min or blue s pro vided will demon strate that blue s line s
constructed over minor chord s are di stinctly diff erent fro m tho se applied to major or domin ant chords .

While a co llection of blue notes may serve as a blank et sca le in major blu es-ridin g over chord changes without
changing-s uch an approach will not work in minor blu es. Gen erally speaking, minor blue s improvi sations mu st
follow the chord changes more closel y, introducing altered pitch es that speci fically point to the minor key, not ju st
the blues flavor.

Note the careful change-running of the first fou r bars , an example of ho w many unexpected way s ther e are to make
the cho rds "speak." For instance , on beat 3 of measure 2 we see a G~ on the do wnb eat of the G7 aIt chord . Thi s
unlikely note actu ally compl etes the encircleme nt gestur e begun on the A~ , and any possibl e ambiguity is elimi
nated by the direct statement of the triad that follows.

In a more conve ntional ve in, the Cm7 in me asure 3 rece ives two B natur als, and a B~ does not occu r until the
anticipation of the next chord . Odd as it ma y seem, record ed jazz solos make it clear that the major 7th is see n at
least as of ten as the flatted 7th on minor 7th chords . Th e rea son is e ither enc ircle me nt (of the root ), or, as occur s
here, a sugg estion of the chord's V7. In any impro vised line we encount er a myri ad of surf ace harmoni es that are
not reflect ed in the chord changes to the tune . In this instance, there can be no doubt that a G7 governs the middl e
part of measure 3. After the Cm7 has been firml y establi shed by the encirclin g figur e that preceded it on beat 4 of
mea sure 2, the ear is more than willing to allow the V7 of Cm7 , G7 , to stand in for the actu al chord.

Follo win g a conve ntional bebop figure in measure 4, the arriva l of the Fm7 signals what is perh aps the most char
acteristic chord of a minor blues. Th e ~3rd and ~7 of the key are going to occur in all blu es, whether in major or
minor. But the ~6 of the key , introdu cing the minor 3rd of the iv chord, has a distin ctly min or flavor.

The treatm ent of the Fm7 in measur e 5 is worthy of close scru tiny. Fir st, notice that a redu ction to struc tural tones
leaves a descendin g F min or triad on the stronges t beats. Second , the entir e mea sur e can be viewe d as one large
enc irc ling ges ture . The noose tossed by the initi al de scendin g 4th on beat I of measure 5 is gradua lly tight ened
until the roo t of the chord , F, is reached on the downb eat of the next measure . Fin ally, note that thi s large enc ir
cling gesture bre aks into two nearly symmetrica l halv es, one encircling the A~, and one encircling the F. Simil ar
encircl ing gestures can be fo und throughout thi s solo . A good method for finding them is to look for chord ton es
on strong beats and then identif y the approach tones that preced e tho se chord tones.

Many j azz solos are mark ed by distin ct and separate textur al area s. In oth er words , impro viser s ten d to continue
one linear approac h for some time , and then move on to anothe r, and so forth. Noti ce how the relati vel y angular
bebop-lik e figures of mea sures 1 throu gh 8 give way to steady eighth not es in me asures 9 through 12. Within thi s
section, we see a threefold sequence of a recognizable pattern in measure s 11 and 12. Simil ar textur al areas with
their own internal logic can be identified in this solo (meas . 18-21 , 2 1- 24, 28-2 9, 35-43). Such area s ove rlap and
ca nnot be precisely defin ed . A mor e fundam ent al way of view ing thi s concept is Lester Youn g ' s asse rtion that a
jazz solo mu st "tell a story. " A gesture cannot be introduced for no rea son at all. It mu st make sense in term s of
wha t has come before and what will fo llow . There mu st be a stea dy flow of ideas that relate to one another and
reve al a logical struc ture.

"Letter from Bob" Analysis
Thi s chord sequence feature s ii-V progression s in the major and relati ve minor key. Few oth er chords occur. The
~Vlmaj7 in measures 4 ,1 2, and 24 is not significant and addressing thi s chord in the impro vised line is an option
the soloist may choose to ignore . Simil arly, the substitution of A~maj7 for the anticipated Dm7~5 in measure 29 is
merely to avoid the exact rep etiti on of the precedin g chord sequence . It is not absolutel y necessary that the soloist
address thi s chord , since the member s of the original Dm7~5 are also found in the A~maj7 chord, either as chord
member s or possi ble extens ions . Both chords contain the crucial ~ 6 of the key, and as memb ers of the "s ubdorni
nant min or" catego ry are diatonic substitutions for one another.
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This solo takes a straight-ahead bebop approac h, yet it would be helpful to take a momen t to qualify what we mean
by this. Th is solo is certainly not one that would have been played by Charlie Parker , Dizzy Gillespie, or anyone
else working in the mid to late I940s . The lines and rhythms are too smooth, clean, worke d out, and predictable.
Clearly, this solo incorporates a "codified" bebop approach- a method of play ing that deve loped in the 1950s after
musician s had distilled the devices put forth by Parker and Gille spie and reworked them for their own use .

It is surprising but true that the improvisations of Charlie Parker were far more advanced-in term s of rhythmi c
manipul ation , unpredictabilit y, and deviation from expec ted norm s-th an the hard bop record ings that came dur
ing the following decade. By the 1950s, "rules" began to develop , even though they were never written down, and
musician s tacitly agreed upon a "correct" way of playing the style. John Coltrane' s Presti ge reco rdings of the
1950s represent an apotheosis of the post-bop style. His lines are honed to perfection, dissonant enough but faith
ful to the chord, rhythmically accurate, and harmonically justified. Contra st thi s with Charlie Parker ' s sometimes
reck less abandon, incorporati on of rhythm s that defy both notation and the barline, sugges tions of substitutions
that are neither consistent nor clear, and inclusion of notes that simply cannot be expl ained. Neithe r approach is
better or displays more artistic merit. But the contrast is worth keeping in mind. It is not at all unusual for a style
to deve lop as an adven turous free-whee ling process of exper imentation that is later codified and refined into some
thing that can be understood, learned, and repeated . This is clearly what happened to bebop.

The solo provid ed is conservat ive, accurate to the chord changes, and not unlike a typical solo one might encounter
on a similar chord sequence in any straight-ahead context. An effort has been made to include recognizable bebop
gest ures, but always with a bit of a "twist," so that there is something new or fresh about them . For examp le, the
linear constructio n in bars 5- 7 involves standard change- (or mode-) runnin g with guide tones clari fying the har
monic changes. Yet the repeated eighth notes on the downbeat of measure 5, the altered rhythm on the first two
beats of measure 6, and the truncated ending on the 6th of the C minor chord in mea sure 7 all place a subtle but
personal stamp on the line. Measure 9 involves a symmetrically patterned ascent of an F melodic minor scale, lead
ing to a possible quotation from "Fools Rush In" in measure 10. A descendin g bebop major scale begins on beat
3 of measure 11, leading to a classic bebop gesture in measure 12. More standard change- running follows , and the
first half of the chorus ends with the "Cry Me a River" lick in measure 15.

A patterned diminished scale begins the bridge, which terminates cleanly by encircl ing the C minor tonic that
occurs in measure 19. Change- running is broken briefly in measure 22 with a blue note. Since the 1920s impro
visers have exploited the fact that the ~ 3rd of the tonic can serve simultaneo usly as the ~ 13th of the dominant. When
a slightly unexpe cted substitution occurs in 29, the root and 3rd of the triad are emph asized with quarter notes .
Generally speaking, unexpected chords sugge st more direct treatm ent while conventional functions allow for more
adventurous lines.

The second chorus receiv es similar treatment, but a few device s warra nt discussion. Notice the alterna tion of
expansiv e change-running followed by tight change-running in measures 33- 34 and 37- 38. In other word s, fol
lowing linear motion in which 3rds prevail , the texture changes to chromatic linear motion that does not cover
much distance. Note also the long string of eighth notes from measure s 37-43 as an exam ple of how to weave in
and out of patterns and still have the guide tones land on strong beats. Following this long motor-like passage is a
measure of rest, followed by a very strong clos ing gesture in measures 45-4 8. The passage ends on the 6th of the
Cm chord, a gesture that hark s back to mea sure 7.

A brief piece of a dimini shed scale starts the phrase beginning in measure 49 , and the conspicuous rhythm and
shape in measures 5 1 and 52 practically demand a thematic response in the following measures. The CESH pat
tern in measures 57 and 58 is standard fare, but is not often heard on a m7~5 chord. The consequent phrase in meas
ures 59 and 60 is a more familiar sounding pattern . Again, the A~maj7 receives very direct treatment, leading to
an upward leap of a minor 6th on the G7~9 . The rests that follow leave this antecedent phrase very much "open"
in anticipation of the consequent phrase in measures 63 and 64. The solo is thus able to close definitively but qui
etly as well.
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"Taking 12" Analysis
The solo begins with a simple gesture that emphasizes the major triad but still manages to incorporate a rising
minor 6th by moving from the 3rd up to the root. From here on, straight-ahead change-running dominates. B nat
ural has been chosen over B~ on the downbeat of beat 2, despite the Em7~5 chord. In this instance, as in most, the
principle of enclosure is more important than the actual chord tones associated with the harmony. The crucial C~

on beat 3, which will drive the harmony toward D minor (the relative minor, an important feature of the harmon
ic scheme of this tune), is set up and prepared for during the first two beats of measure 2. After all, the expected
function of a subdominant chord is to prepare for the arrival of the dominant chord. In many jazz contexts, that
preparation is a linear one, which can result in apparent conflict with the prevailing harmony. However, if lines
are well constructed, the ear sorts out and rectifies the discrepancies.

Notice how the lines that characterize the change-running in measures 2 through 5 are tight and compact, involv
ing much chromaticism, change of direction, and enclosure. The point to be made is that the term "change-run
ning" does not mean precisely what it says. There are far more possibilities open to the improviser than simply
running up and down arpeggios. "Change-running" really means making the harmony manifest in the improvised
line itself. It does not mean literally playing the chords. Jazz critics who fail to understand this concept often make
disparaging comments regarding change-running, as if it were a formulaic and automatic process. On the contrary,
the possibilities are endless.

Measure 5 is a bow to Charlie Parker, who sometimes played this figure on measure 5 of the blues. It is crucial to
understand that such references are deliberate efforts by jazz musicians to root their solos in the jazz tradition. Jazz
cannot exist in a vacuum. Its spirit and life depend upon referential connections to melodies, figures, and phrases
that are stored away in the musical memory. It is appropriate when playing a tune associated with Charlie Parker
that some gesture be made to acknowledge him and to show that we have done our homework by studying his solos.

Measure 6 contains a figure that may be a quote from "When Sunny Gets Blue." Oftentimes it is not possible to
say if a musical phrase is a quote or not. The improviser may not know. The determining factor is what the listener
hears, which cannot always be predicted. What is certain, however, is that jazz solos must contain (and cannot help
but contain) passages that will sound familiar to some listeners.

Measures 7, 8, and 9 are loosely sequential and all feature the descending minor seventh arpeggio. Although it is
sometimes possible to transpose a figure verbatim through descending chord sequences, it is usually more effec
tive to modify the figure somewhat. Following the third presentation of this figure, in measure 9, the line moves
to a standard enclosing gesture aimed at the E of the C7 in measure 10. Next is a classic 3-~9 gesture that has bebop
written all over it. A similar one follows in the turnaround in measure 11. Measure 12 wraps up the first chorus
with a memorable melodic gesture that listeners will have heard before, though few will be prepared to say where.

The second chorus begins with a conspicuous motive that may arguably be a reference to "Salt Peanuts." The con
tour and rhythms found in measures 13 through 16 playoff one another, establishing an inner dialogue that lends
interest and cohesion to the passage. Measure 17 will be heard by many as a quote from "I Had the Craziest
Dream," but the quote is brief and answered by original material in measure 18. The line in measure 19 does not
acknowledge the F~ implied by the D7 chord. There are two reasons for this. First, the expected tonic harmony
found in measure 7 of the 12-bar blues form is so firmly established that soloists almost always have the option of
returning to it, in spite of prevailing substitutions. Second, the rising scalar passage in measure 19 is setting up a
mild surprise in measure 20, and the sense of repose and gradual building of measure 19 would be weakened if the
line were to draw attention to itself. The use of C Lydian here would do just that. The figure in measure 20 is high
ly idiomatic and clearly recognizable as a bebop gesture. It has deliberately been placed to draw attention, since it
sounds like nothing that has come before, is prepared by a simple scale, and appears in the upper register. The fol
lowing measures employ its basic contour as a starting point for standard change-running. Notice how the natural
9th has been chosen on the C7 in this instance, compared with the ~9, which was the note of choice in measure 10.

. It is the soloist's prerogative, serving to expand available choices and keep the listener guessing.
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V7-i Latin Solo Analysis
The V7-i Latin solo is highly instructive as an introduction to improvising in minor keys. Among other things, the
solo emphasizes the fluid nature of chord movement within the tonic key. From a harmonic viewpoint, V7 and i
are diametrically opposed. The dominant chord represents the maximum tension and unrest, while the tonic chord
represents resolution and repose. In actuality, however, the build-up and release of tension occur with every note
of the melodic line. This is particularly true in minor keys where the 6th and 7th degrees of the scale are active
and changeable.

The solo begins with a descending G harmonic minor scale and continues to make use of this construction through
out. The harmonic minor scale may serve as a blanket scale in minor keys. As a pitch collection, it contains the
avoid note G on the D7~9 and the avoid notes C and E~ on the Gm chord. But its real power lies in the strong voice
leading that is built into the scale. The leading tone, 7, along with ~6, exert strong points of attraction toward the
root and 5th ofthe key respectively. Simply playing the scale implies a miniature V-i chord progression every time
these active notes occur.

Note the chromatic passing tones that are inserted in measure 5 in order to ensure that the line lands on B~ in the
next measure. Why B~? At the local level, B~ is the ~ 13th of the D7~9 chord, and much more compelling than A,
the 5th. But more powerful is the role of this note as the 3rd of the key. This note is in a prominent position (empha
sized by register, metric placement, and duration), and represents a brief instant of the tonic within the two bars of
dominant function. Beats 3 and 4 of measure 6 swing the harmony back to V7, and resolution occurs expectedly
on the Gm of the next measure. Similar instances can be found throughout this solo where the areas of V7 and i
implied by the improvised line do not necessarily coincide with the indicated chord changes. This entire solo can
in fact be analyzed as an improvisation over a Gm chord, with frequent random suggestions of V7 to add tension
to the line.

A case in point is the C natural that is "worked" through measures 19-24. As the background harmony moves
through tonic and dominant harmony, the improviser stubbornly returns to this note again and again, exploiting its
unusual common-tone status as 11th of the tonic and 7th of the dominant. As a result, the note tends to loom above
the harmony as a recurring 4th of the key, independent of chordal movement. This would obviously not be an
option in a major key.

A similar strategy is used on the E natural that occurs in measures 35-37, where the preeminence of the linear com
ponent becomes irrefutable. The E natural might be justified as the 6th of the Gm chord, but it is certainly not the
9th of D7~9. Instead, it is part of a rising chromatic line that has dwelled on E for some time before continuing its
long ascent up to C, the melodic highpoint of the solo, in measure 41.
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"Nor's Bossa" Analysis
The solo on "Nor's Bossa" displays the characteristic features of bossa nova jazz-subdued melodic figures set to
light syncopations over a rich harmonic structure. While soloists are always free to imprint their personal styles on
songs they improvise to, generally it is best to incorporate patterns of rhythmic interest in Latin music. Lyricism
and melodic interplay are common features. Conventional bebop figures and steady eighth notes are appropriate
for textural contrast, but are generally not approaches one would expect to see in music of this type. However, dis
sonant harmonic implications and change-running are very much a part of the style as long as they maintain the
proper mood.

As this solo makes evident, it is possible to construct figures that are melodically fresh and rhythmically inventive
that emphasize guide tones and delineate the chords. In other words, bebop-style chord-running is not the only way
to "make the changes." In nearly every measure of this improvisation it is possible to hear the chords solely
through the improvised line. Yet rarely does an extended series of steady eighth notes occur, and there are few if
any figures that qualify as conventional bebop patterns.

One characteristic of mature improvisers is that they are not constricted by the tyranny of the barline. Expert
soloists change to the next chord when they are ready, which may be prior to the arrival of the next harmony, or,
less often, after the arrival. Many examples of this occur in the "Nor's Bossa" solo. Notice, for example, the C on
the "and" of four in measure 9. To object that this is the 13th of E~m7 is to be oblivious to how jazz lines work. C
is a guide tone of A~7, and will certainly be heard as belonging to the A~7 no matter how much the listener must
adjust its temporal setting to hear it that way. Guide tones are that important.

Measure 15 presents another instance of an anticipated chord. The Band D simply do not function as the major 7th
and 9th of the Cm chord, no matter how much they might look like they do on paper. They are in motion, and the
B natural in particular, as the leading tone, is aiming for the tonic, C. The delay of its arrival because of the unex
pected B~s in measure 16 only increases anticipation. The B~s function on two levels. On one hand they are a half
step below the leading tone, as if the "spring-loaded" leading tone has been stretched one notch tighter. On anoth
er level the B~s function as the #9 of the G7~9 chord. Temporary resolution to the leading tone finally occurs after
four repeated B~s, followed by a D, which completes the encirclement of the C on the downbeat of measure 17.

Another instance of anticipation occurs on beat 4 of measure 18. Here there is no getting around it. E natural clear
ly does not belong to the Cm7. Its only possible function is to encircle the F of the following measure. Of course,
another way of looking at this is to view the E natural and G as suggesting a surface harmony, C7, which then
resolves to Fm7. In either case, the notes clearly "belong" to the following chord.

Several other instances of chord anticipation occur in this solo. Some of the more obvious are found in measures
37-38,38-39,56-57,57-58,61-62, and 63-64. Examples of the delayed arrival of the approaching chord are less
numerous, but measure 54 offers a clear example of that phenomenon.

The treatment of m7~5 chords warrants some discussion. By rights, this chord should take a natural 9th and not a
~9th, meaning that the chord scale of choice should be the Locrian natural 2 (the third mode of the melodic minor
scale), and not the Locrian mode. When voicing a m7~5 chord as a vertical entity, Locrian natural 2 (sometimes
called Locrian #2 because its 2nd is raised in relation to the original) will give the proper group of notes to select
from. In a ballad arrangement that includes extended chords played in long notes, this would stand out as the prop
er choice. But Locrian natural 2 is not the proper scale to play on this chord when improvising. The reason is that
the natural 9th happens to be the major 3rd in relation to the minor key. Although this pitch sounds fine as part of
the aggregate in a complex chord voicing, it should not be given a prominent position in an improvised line. A
glance at the Dm7~5 chords that occur in this solo will reveal that they invariably receive E~s in the improvised
line. The same observation can be made by studying the countless occurrences of this chord that occur in record
ed jazz literature. The conclusion is that individual chords must not be thought of as isolated, self-contained enti-

.ties that receive specific treatment based on prescribed procedures. Instead, larger tonal areas and the overall key
must be taken into consideration. In tonal music, the primary key is omnipresent at some level, continuing to exert
its influence on every musical event in the piece.
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"Across Mrica" Analysis
This solo incorporates a series of chords in rapid succession at a very fast tempo. Improvising over a harmonic
rhythm that covers two chords per measure presents special challenges. Presumably, each chord will receive four
eighth notes. How does one define a chord with four notes? At first the possibilities might seem extremely limit
ed. One can use the digital pattern 1-2-3-5, or its reverse 5-3-2-1. But what then?

Fortunately, the "rules" of change-running loosen at fast tempos involving rapid harmonic rhythms. For one thing,
a dominant chord becomes virtually equivalent to a major chord. True, there are a few more options involving the
flatted 7th that are not available on major chords, but, on the other hand, dominant chords do not require special
treatment at this tempo. Playing directly up the chords, in a manner that would simply not be convincing at slow
er tempos, is perfectly acceptable here. Examples of this can be seen in measures 6, 17, 21, and 23. Moreover,
every chord need not be clearly delineated, since it will pass quickly and the next one, or the next, will give us our
bearings. Dominant chords that would be somewhat ambiguous out of context are found in measures 1, 2, 8, 14,
18, 28, 30, and 32.

A basic rule in change-running in this context is to play guide tones and roots wherever possible. There is really no
time to deal with extensions, and taboos about playing close to the triad, particularly on dominant chords, are mit
igated by the rapidly changing chords. Frequent directional changes are helpful. Notice the large number of meas
ures that contain a clearly arched linear construction within the measure. (Measures 3, 6, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 23, 26,
and 27 are very lucid examples.) Linear construction in this solo consists mostly of conjunct motion with 3rds.
Large skips are not frequent, and are generally followed by rests or scalar passages. This is not an angular solo.

It would be helpful to write out possible patterns for practice. There is an abundant but limited supply of figures
that will work in contexts such as this. A good strategy is to begin with some five to ten patterns and practice weav
ing them into the improvisation. As fluency increases more patterns can be added.
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"Tiflet's Wind" Analysis
Three one-chorus solos are provided for "Tiflet's Wind." The first was conceived for baritone saxophone, the sec
ond for scat vocal, and the third for piano. Each displays a laid-back quality commensurate with the character of
the tune. Diatonic patterns prevail, angular lines are infrequent, and rests alternate with rhythmic nuances. Straight
ahead bebop figures are minimal.

The initial solo line sneaks in with the 11th of the A minor chord. This benign upper structure is quite useful on
minor chords, adding a "soft" tension to the chord, similar in effect to adding the 9th to a major chord. The inter
nallogic to the contour of the line that covers measures 2 and 3 is apparent, and the space that follows emphasizes
the tranquil mood that this opening evokes. Similar lines follow, carefully outlining the chords with smooth direc
tional changes and a minimum of chromaticism. Even the double-time passage of measures 11 and 12 does not
stray from the scale of the home key.

A blues flavor is introduced in measure 17. Notice how the blue notes serve as a blanket scale, asserting their
autonomy from the changing harmonies. (Of course, in a minor key, what would be a blue 3rd now becomes a blue
5th. The flatted 7th, however, prevails in both major and minor blues contexts.) As an improviser, one must always
remember that this option exists-to take the line in a direction that is convincing for internal reasons, independ
ent of the underlying harmony. The blues is by no means the only context in which this is possible. Sometimes the
very shape of the line or a quote of a recognizable gesture will be enough to override the harmony.

The second chorus presents an improvisational strategy that might be incorporated by a jazz vocalist. Notice the
wide sweep of the linear component of measures 33-36, the smoothness of the directional changes, and the
absence of dissonant leaps. Note also how the dominant (E) governs the passage, appearing prominently at the out
set, in the descending 7th in measure 35, and the conclusion in measure 36. The plunge to low E in measure 35 is
a classic gap-fill configuration, with the ascending A melodic minor scale recouping the space in the beats that fol
low. An ascending-octave leap in measures 36 and 37 is made inconspicuous by a beat-and-a-half rest. Following
is a descending leap from the brief eighth-note E down to B a 4th below. While these leaps are large, they are quite
idiomatic to vocal performance, incorporating prominent notes of the home key and avoiding unexpected shifts.

The G# on the downbeat of measure 40 warrants discussion. At first the eye is surprised to see what would verti
cally be construed as a major 7th on a dominant chord. A more realistic interpretation views the G# as an accent
ed chromatic passing tone connecting G and A. But in actuality, the concept of harmonic generalization provides
the best explanation for this note. Observe how all of the notes heard thus far in this chorus have been members
of some form of the A minor scale. Other than the fluctuation of the 6th and 7th degrees of the scale, there has
been no chromaticism. The A7 of measure 40 is by no means a structural harmony. Primary chord motion in this
tune consists of the alternation of ii- V progressions in either A minor or C major. The A7 in measure 40 serves
merely as a secondary dominant to set up the Dm7 that follows. In this instance, the improviser has chosen to
ignore this chord. Instead, linear motion in measure 40 simply circles the tonic note A.

Throughout this second chorus especially, we perceive a sense of ambiguity-a refusal to grab on to chord tones
that lock us onto the harmony. The improvised line very much plays off the background harmonies, and if the
chords were not present it would be impossible to extract them with any certainty from the improvised line. Note,
for example, the ii-V progressions found in measures 41-42, 45-46, 50, 52, and 58. Rather than using guide tones
to ride the measure-by-measure harmonic changes of the tune, these phrases address the bigger picture, using var
ious devices to achieve melodic independence and autonomy of the improvised line.

The final chorus is meant to present an interpretation that a pianist might create, hence the existence of somewhat
more angular lines, increased chromaticism, and pianistic ornaments such as trills and tremolo. Many of the
devices discussed thus far in regard to the previous two choruses also occur during this chorus. Matched phrases
and inner dialogue are prominent, contour is dictated by melodic choices as opposed to guide-tone requirements,

. and rhythmic and thematic development playa large part in melodic continuation. This solo is highly instructive
as an example of "inside" playing that is true to the changes, yet decidedly not bebop.
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"Maybe Not" Analysis
"Maybe Not" begins with three measures of CESH over an E~m chord, but the solo line does not "ride" the obvi
ous line E~-D-D~-C. Instead, the opening begins on B~ and slowly works its way down to E~ on the downbeat of
measure 3. Oftentimes it is wise to avoid the expected, especially at the outset of an improvisation. Rising up
through the E~m/C in measure 3, a gesture appears in measure 4 that may best be understood as convention dis
guised. Camouflaged beneath the descending chromatic line of measure 4 is the well-known bebop figure some
times called the "Honeysuckle" lick-here, D~-C~-E~-B~-A~, where an eighth rest would ordinarily occur between
the C~ and the E~. In any case, the chromatic line continues on until the G~ on the downbeat of measure 5.

The ii- V in measures 5 and 6 is given a fluid treatment. After providing a guide tone on the downbeat of the meas
ure, beats 3 and 4 clearly delineate an undesignated surface harmony (B~7, the V7/ii) before returning to a direct
spelling of the E~m7, 3rd through 9th, in measure 6. By this time, however, the chord has moved on to A~7 on the
downbeat of measure 6. The point to be emphasized is that an improviser is never tied to the exact chord changes
that a ii-V would seem to suggest. When the ii becomes a V is the soloist's prerogative. This was evident in the
very first recordings of the beboppers, when the ii-V first began to assert its preeminent position in jazz harmony.
A ii- V progression is really a ii- V area. The point of change in the soloist's line is not compelled to coincide with
the point of change in the rhythm section. (This is not an excuse for imprecision, of course. A player should still
strive to gain exact rhythmic control of chord changes in his improvisations.)

Ambiguity plays a huge role injazz improvisation. It is extremely effective to introduce passages that clearly func
tion as two things at once. For example, in measure 6 the line directly ascends a Gl maj? chord, but the chord is
A~7. So, while the ear hears a familiar 7th chord, it also hears the 7th, 9th, l lth, and 13th of the A~7. This is but
one of many ways that improvisers may think of superimposing chords when reaching for upper extensions. Two
instances of ambiguity can be found in measure 16. First, the ear will clearly hear that the line moves through a
second inversion E~ triad from the first beat into the second. This is reinforced by the B~7 harmony that prevails.
But, of course, that is not what is really happening at all. These notes are merely part of an encircling gesture that
is aiming for the approaching F natural. Why F natural? This is another instance of ambiguity. The F Dorian mode
is associated with the related iim7 of the B~7, but works on another level with the E7 on beats 3 and 4 of measure
16. Here it picks up the ~9, #9, #ll, and ~ 13, in addition to the guide tones. This is an instance of adding dissonance
that is grounded in the familiar. Just as dissonant notes in the harmony of a tune are always more compelling when
they occur in the melody, so are dissonant notes in an improvisation more compelling when they are part of some
thing that is logical and familiar. They sound as if they are necessary rather than superficial.

Note how measures 17 and 18 hark back to measures 1 and 2. Other figures found in the second half recall motives
heard in the first half, without directly restating them. For example, note the "Honeysuckle" lick in measure 24.
Finally, as an example of long-range planning, notice the gradually increasing sense of agitation in the solo as is
evidenced by the increasing number of sixteenth notes introduced as the solo progresses.
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"When" Analysis
"When" provides an example of improvisation within a modal context. Modal jazz developed in the 1950s as an
alternative to the rapid change-running associated with bebop. With the demands of harmonic rhythm slowed dras
tically, this style produces an unhurried, meditative aesthetic and suggests abstract, wandering, unpredictable
melodic constructions. While the word "modal" might seem to confine the style to the traditional church modes of
Western music, such is not the case. Any scale, even major or minor, can form the basis for modal jazz improvi
sation. Furthermore, modal improvisations are by no means confined to the notes provided by the scale or mode.
On the contrary, modal jazz allows for a great deal of departure from the harmony, and in some instances it is dif
ficult to distinguish modal jazz from free jazz.

The solo begins with a clear indication that there is no hurry to get things started. The first sixteen-bar section
adheres fairly closely to the Dorian mode, but several chromatic approach tones can be found, including encircling
gestures involving the raised 7th (measures 7, 8, and 10). Motivic interplay is apparent with clear relationships
between measures I and 4, 2 and 5, and 3 and 6. The first three measures are too disjointed to qualify as a phrase,
however, and the next three measures, though they echo the first three, hardly serve as a consequent. Symmetrical
events, closure, and strong points of articulation are not typical modal gestures and are scarce in this solo. More
common are literal repeats or variations of short melodic cells or rhythmic motives.

The shift up one half step to E~m7sus4 is anticipated by two beats. The right-hand parallel4ths in measure 17 serve
as a precursor to the textural change that occurs later in measures 30 through 35. It will be noticed that D naturals
do not occur as part of encircling gestures in either this E~m7sus4 section (measures 17-24) or the next (measures
43 through 48). As leading tone of the overall tonic key, the C~ holds a significance throughout the Dm7sus4 sec
tions that the D does not have in the E~m7sus4 sections. The effect of a particular musical event must be calculat
ed in terms of its perception within the overall key in addition to its position in the local chord or modal area.

The second Dm7sus4 section (measures 25--40) is more chromatic than the first. An instructive instance of multi
stage variance occurs in measures 27-29. As the initial motive ALB-F is varied, variations occur on the varia
tions, until the gesture finally evolves into something else entirely. This type of motivic development is common
in modal jazz, giving the impression of lines that endlessly spin out of themselves with no clear indication as to
where they are going or where they will stop.Yet, all the while, the continuation sounds logical and convincing.
Perhaps no one was more masterful at this approach than Miles Davis.

The second E~m7sus4 section (measures 41--48) has already been discussed in terms of the absence of D natural
as an encircling device. In fact, this area adheres very closely to the mode. Accidentals do not occur until meas
ures 47 and 48. In keeping with the tendency for modal areas to become autonomous textural areas in this style,
note the preponderance of triplets in this section, a gesture that plays a quite insignificant role in the rest of the
solo.

Along these lines, the final Dm7sus4 section (measures 49-64) contains a blues flavor that is first hinted at in
measure 50 and continues through measure 59. Measures 52 through 55 adhere very closely to the blues scale.
Finally, the solo ends with an area of expansive rising intervals in measures 61 through 64.

Modal jazz is less technically demanding than bebop, but it presents artistic challenges that bebop does not have.
In chord sequences with rapid harmonic motion, correct playing over the chord changes will see you through, even
when inspiration fails. In contrast, modal improvisation demands that the soloist do something creative. A sue-

. cessful solo in this genre must display an internal logic that is convincing and able to sustain interest. Musical
events must not occur at random, but rather should relate to other events in order to form an expressive whole.
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"Ok or Not " Analysis
The improvisation on "Ok or Not " is lyrical and song-like throughout. The opening moti ve sets the stage for the
mea sures to follow. Notice the pairing of phrases in the first eight measur es, with two-m easure group s answering
and playing off one another. The last of these, in measures 7 and 8, introdu ces a triplet figure that will character
ize and dominate the next eight measures.

In measure 17 the tune shifts to the parallel major , a rarit y in jazz standards. What kind of gesture would fit this
point of demarcation and draw the listener ' s attention? In this solo it is a doubl e-tim e figure that is the first bebop
sounding device yet heard . In addition to being highly recognizable and familiar to the ear, the figure holds our
attention by soaring into the upper register , covering the distance of two octave s in two measures. Moreover, the
line gives us every note in the F majo r sca le at least twice, except for the avoid tone B~ , which is scrupulously
avoided. The phra se provides about as clear an assertion of F major as one can get.

The next two measur es, 19 and 20, serve as a con sequent to the preceding phrase, turnin g the direction of the line
downw ard and providin g an arch- shaped contour to the first four bars of the bridge. In mirror fashion, measures
2 1 and 22 again provide an ascendin g phra se, which is answered by a descendin g one in 23 and 24. Mor eover, the
content and sound of measure s 2 1 through 24 relate directl y to measure s 19 through 22, lendin g a further sense of
inner logic to this section of the tune. Such symmetry is by no means a requirement in this or any other style of
j azz improvisation, but is rather one of many devices at the impro viser ' s disposal for adding coherence and logic
to the improvised struc ture .

The rest of the solo is marked by pairs of antecedent-con sequent phra ses, rhythmic interpl ay of answering pas
sages, and manipul ation of contour in a mann er similar to that of the openin g of the solo .
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Listening

It has been suggested that we should be suspicious of writers who write more than they read. Substitute the words
"play" and "listen " and the cave at is equally true for jazz musicians. There is no more important activity for a jaz z
musician than listening to the music. When Lester Young spoke to Buddy Tate about replacing Herschel Evans iq
the Count Basie Band in 1939, the first thing he asked him was, "Have you been listenin g?" Practice and study are
essential, but listening is crucial. Jazz is a communal experience. Ideas are expressed, under stood , shared, person
alized, and passed back and forth. To participate , one must join the community. One must learn the common
language.

Historically, listening has been central to a j azz musician ' s activities. Musicians have been known to curtail their
practice routine s after musical maturity, but the best ones never stop listening. Lester Young, Charli e Parker, and
Cannonball Adderly were among those known to have practiced ferociou sly in their early years, but very little in
their later years. Yet they never stopped listening. It was said that Lester Young listened to music constantly
throu ghout his life, even going to bed with the radio playing . Charlie Parker was fascin ated by 20th-century clas
sical composers during his later years. Cannonball Adderl y continued to listen and search for new sounds and
idioms through out his life. In the final analysis, your stature as a jazz musician is determin ed not by how much
you have practi ced, but by how well you have listened.

All j azz musician s share one comm on trait: an indissoluble love for the music. Invariably, this is the starting point.
Nearly every ja zz musician tells a similar story. At some point in their lives, they heard somebody playing jazz
and said, "I want to sound like that." The first step in attainin g something is to know what you want: not a gener
al idea or a vague notion of what is desired, but a clear and specific picture. Only throu gh listening can a student
of jazz really know what is being sought.

The principle s outlin ed in this chapter have been distilled from the recordin gs of accompli shed jazz musicians.
Although the material presented is intended for study and practice, it is also meant to enhance one ' s ability to lis
ten to j azz. It is only natural that we find some way of categorizing, labellin g, and sorting out sensory experiences.
We need to under stand what we are hearin g. By classifying the sounds that we hear and codifying the procedures
used to attain those sounds, a theory of jazz results. But it must never be forgotten that the music preceded the the
ory, and not the other way around .

The devices discu ssed in this chapter should be studied and practiced so that they become familiar to the ear and
comfortable under the fingers . Then, similar devices should be listened for in jazz performance s. An excellent
approach is to listen with one ' s instrument handy, playing back passages that catch the ear, and writing them down
and memorizin g them. The goal is not to collect material as ammunition for firing back in one ' s own solos, but
rather to absorb and under stand what is heard . In order to speak a language, one must first learn the vocabulary
and understand how phrases and idiom s are constructed. Diligent study of the principl es outlined in this chapter,
supported by attentive and active listenin g, will go a long way toward developing fluency in the ja zz language.
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FUNDAMENTALSOF
TRADITIONALJAZZ

For purposes of convenience and clarification, it is useful to divide the history of jazz into two halves: the period
that came before bebop and the period that came after. If one had to select a specific year for this point of demar
cation, 1944 would be a good choice, since the bebop experiments of the early 1940s had produced a coherent
result by this time, and that result was captured on a myriad of recordings that appeared in rapid succession from
1944 onward. The change in the music that occurred at this time was so significant that the period is often referred
to as the "bebop revolution." The upheaval it caused in the jazz community was substantial, evoking a war of
words between the traditionalists (the "moldy figs") and the modernists (the "reboppers"), Many older jazz musi
cians either refused or were unable to make the transition to the new style; it was that different. As it turned out,
most of the changes brought about by bebop were permanent and have characterized all jazz styles that have
appeared since.

The paradox is that a significant part of the history of jazz precedes bebop. Indeed, when bebop appeared it was
not at all clear to some people, including its practitioners, that it was really jazz. Jazz was the music of King Oliver,
Louis Armstrong, James P. Johnson, Fats Waller, Fletcher Henderson, Duke Ellington, Lester Young, and a host
of giants whose recordings attest to the immense contribution they made to the style. Bebop, according to Charlie
Parker, seemed to be "something else."

It is inevitable that occasions will arise when jazz musicians will find themselves in the position of performing
music with strong ties to traditional jazz. How this should be done is not at all clear. The debate over "period per
formance practice" in classical music has raged for,decades. On the one hand, to play historic music from a mod
ernistic viewpoint with total disregard for how it would have originally sounded is pointless. One has simply bor
rowed materials from the past to create something new today. On the other hand, to attempt to recreate original
performances exactly as they would have sounded in the past is impossible. For a number ·of reasons, one would
need to have lived and worked during that period to sound as the musicians of the time did. It is not possible to re
enter a bygone era several decades later and expect to create authentic music.

The only viable solution is to identify the essential features of the music that are under our control, and perform
in a manner that is consistent with the original style. That is essentially what traditional jazz musicians themselves
did after the bebop revolution. It is astonishing to consider that many of the pioneers of jazz in the 1920s contin
ued to work professionally well into the 1960s and 70s. Much can be learned from studying the "compromises"
these musicians made in recreating their own music. They accepted developments that had occurred over the years
that seemed congruent with their music, but rejected others that they considered inappropriate.

This chapter will discuss the basic elements of jazz as it existed prior to bebop. Common tune structures, chord
sequences, and approaches to soloing will be examined. The concept of collective improvisation as practiced by

. New Orleans jazz musicians is beyond the scope of this book, as are the specific roles played by individual mem
bers of the rhythm section. The aim of this chapter is to provide enough fundamental material for readers to be
able to develop an intelligent approach to the music. Too often, forays into early jazz make a mockery out of the
music under the guise of "Dixieland." Wearing striped vests and playing corny licks to "When the Saints Come
Marching In" does not qualify as traditional jazz. It is hoped that the principles outlined in this chapter will pre
pare musicians to approach this music with sincerity and integrity when the occasion arises.
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Harmonic Concept

Many of the standard upper structures associated with post bebop jazz are not found in mu sic of the 1920s. But
this is not to impl y that only triadic structures are present. Impre ssioni stic influ ence s had a significant impact on
j azz durin g the 1920s, especially in written arrangements. Norm al chord progressions could be expect ed to have
the 7th on chord s with dominant function (more on that below ), and po ssibly a natural 9th or 13th. Major chords
could be triad s or 6th chord s, rarely receiving a 9th , and almost never a major 7th (unless in the mel ody, as in Loui s
Arm stron g's "Struttin ' with Some Barbeque"). A minor chord would most likely be a triad, but might receive and
added 6th or 9th . Minor 7th chords were rare. Dimini shed chord s were common , both as triad s and 7ths. m7b5

chords were not. Augm ented chord s wer e used frequentl y, as were whole tone scales. These suggestions apply to
standard comping in the rhythm section. Soloi sts were apt to be more adventurous, and arrangers of the time were
wont to try anythin g.

It is revealing to contr ast the bebop repertoir e with that of traditional jaz z. A significant number of early bebop
compositions were based on blue s or rhythm chang es. A few other favorite structures were added to that list, such
as "Indiana" chan ges, "Cherokee" changes, or "Honeysuckle" change s, but it is evident that well over half of all
bebop tunes utilized only a handful of chord schemes. This was not true in the 1920s. A seemingly endle ss num
ber of tunes were availabl e to jaz z musician s, and very few, other than the blues , shared the same chord
progressions.

That having been said, most chord sequences in early jazz are quite predictable. At the top of the list is the circle
of 5ths. The promin ence of dominant 7th chord s resolving downward to other dominant 7th chords in tradition al
jazz tune s cannot be overstated . Subdominant chord s are not frequent in early jaz z chord sequen ces. It is cruc ial
to observe that the hallmark of bebop harmony , the ii-V pro gres sion, is rare in traditional jazz. In the vast major
ity of chord sequences, dominant 7th chords will either stand alone without preparation , or else be preceded by V
ofV .

"There ' ll Be Some Change s Mad e" (1921 ) by W. Benton Overstreet and Billy Higgin s exemplifie s the pre ference
for domin ant 7ths in music of this period :

Key:F
IID7

1/A7

IID7

IIA7

jD7

ID7

IG7

I G7

IG7

IG7 IC7

I C7

IF ID7

II

II

1\

IG7 IC7 IF IF II

As can be seen , the progre ssion wand ers ince ssantly through the circle of fifth s, only touching upon the tonic near
the end, wher e it is tagged and finally returns in the penultimate bar. Typi call y, a progre ssion like this one would
be played exactly as indicat ed, with no upper structures added beyond the 7th .

Man y classic jazz standards contain chord progre ssion s whose basic structure will be familiar to present-day j azz
musician s. Below are the chords to "Whispering" (1920) by John Schonberger. Adding the related iim7 to each of
the domin ant chords would produce a set of change s that were often used by bebop mu sician s.

IIC IB7 IC IA7 II

IID7 I G7 IC IC Co IDm7 G7 ID7 G+ II

IIC IB7 IC IA7 II

II D7 IG7 IDm A7 Dm A7 IDm Fm6 IC IC II

Notice that more harmonic variety is likely to occur at turnarounds or ju st prior to the return of the tonic chord.
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"Blues My Naughty Sweetie Gives to Me" (1919) by Charles McCarron, Carey Morgan, and Arthur Swanstrom
provides an example of an early jazz tune in a minor key (although it ends in major):

IIGm I GmD71 Gm IG7 ICm jCmG71Cm ICm II

IID7 I D7 IGm IGm I A7 I D7 II

"Gm IGmD7jGm IG7 ICm ICm I D7 I D7 II

IIG7 IG7 j C7 IC7 IF7 I F7 I B~ I B~ II

While there is a distinct blues flavor to this song, it is by no means a blues form (even though the first six bars hint
at one). Again, dominant chords prevail whenever possible.

Ragtime

Ragtime is not jazz, nor is it a precursor to jazz, but rather is a style that coexisted with jazz during the first two
decades of the twentieth century. Nevertheless, the two styles are closely related in significant ways, and many
musicians, particularly pianists, were strongly associated with both jazz and ragtime. Jelly Roll Morton, for exam
ple, was a pioneer jazz pianist with strong ragtime roots. For the most part, ragtime was a composed instrumental
genre, but there is strong evidence that in practice much embellishment and improvisation occurred during per
formance. It was primarily a piano medium, but ragtime bands were also important, some of them lasting well into
the 1920s. James Reese Europe, for example, had one of the successful black orchestras of the 1910s. While his
music was on the cutting edge of jazz in rhythmic conception, it is best classified as ragtime. Clearly the two gen
res were intertwined during the early years of the century, and one style cannot be understood without some knowl
edge of the other.

Ragtime is characterized by a syncopated melodic component set against a solid march-like accompaniment.
Indeed, the primary structure and harmonic materials of ragtime came directly from the march tradition. Ragtime
is generally played strictly-the eighth notes do not swing. Although swing interpretations of rags can be heard on
early recordings, most ragtime composers clearly wanted their compositions played exactly as written, and most
ragtime authorities would frown upon any significant altering of the rhythm. That being said, authentic recordings
and piano rolls made directly from ragtime practitioners indicate that subtle alterations of tempo, touch, note
length, and rubato were indeed significant elements of ragtime performance. This was by no means "mechanical"
music.

Rags were highly structured in form. Although countless variations are possible, all follow something like AAB
BCCAA. Each letter represents an eight-bar strain. Strains are usually repeated literally, but single strains can also
occur. The middle section, represented by C here, will usually go to the subdominant, much like the trio of a march.
Below are some well-known rags that musicians are likely to encounter in the early jazz repertoire:

"Maple Leaf Rag," Scott Joplin, 1899
"The Entertainer," Scott Joplin, 1902
"Eccentric," J.Russel Robinson, 1923
"Twelfth Street Rag," Euday L. Bowman 1914

AA BB A CC DD
Intro AA BB A CC Intro2 DD
AA BB A CC DD
Intro AAI Intro2 A2

Ragtime exerted a strong influence on early jazz. Although we now view the two as distinct musical styles, such
distinctions were not at all clear during the first three decades of the twentieth century. Many jazz bands used the
term "ragtime" to describe their music, commonly incorporating the word into titles of tunes that do not fit our
.present definition of ragtime form. The confusion is not surprising. "Ragging" was the process of adding synco
pation to a melody just as "jazzing" was a process of adding embellishment and rhythmic variation. Moreover, the
structure of many early jazz tunes, with their multi-sectional form, contrasting themes, and modulations, derives
directly from the ragtime tradition. This will be discussed in more detail in the following section.
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EarlyJazz Song Forms

Early j azz tunes typically had title s containin g words that appear to describe the form (e.g., rag, one-step, blues,
cakewalk, or stomp ). But that is not quite the case . As we shall see, labels for song form s were very loose at that
time. Just becau se a song was called something does not mean that the structure will necessarily fit into our pres
ent conception of what that form is supposed to be. A composer is free to choose any designation for a compos i
tion that he or she deems appropri ate. There is no requirem ent to properl y label works according to category. This
has resulted in confusion about form and structure throughout the entire history of Western music. Moreover, what
a term designates at one point in history may not be the same as what it means at anoth er time . This is particular
ly true of the words "rag" and "blues," terms that had very broad meanin gs then , but have come to have quite spe- .
cific implication s now.

Blues

The word "blues" designated a much broader collection of song types in the 1910s and 1920s than it does today.
Many blues songs from this period are not twelve-bar struc tures at all. Others that are twelve-bar structures devi
ate significantly from the basic blues pattern and oftentime s evoke very little blues quality or sentiment.
Conventional wisdom has it that the blues started out as a chord sequence involving triads built on I, IV, and V.
As musicians experim ented with the form , so the story goes, substitute harmonies were gradually added, until , by
the end of the bebop era, jazz blues had evolv ed into a far more compl ex harmonic structure than it had been sev
eral decades earlier. In actuality , however , blue s progression s were likely to be loaded with extraneou s chords as
early as the 191Os, as can be seen in this typical progres sion :

IIE~ IE~7 IA~ l A O IB~ IC7 IF7 IB~7 IE~ II

This chord sequence was not at all unusual for an early blue s progres sion . It would appear that many of the rehar
monized chord s that we now associate with post-bebop jazz were available from the earliest days of jaz z
recording.

Multi-Part Structures

An examination of several classic jazz standards from this period will give some indication of the forms that
improvisers worked from as well as the potentially misleading nature of song titles. Below is the jazz classic "Jazz
Me Blues" (192 1) by Tom Delaney.

II:E~ IE~ B~7 IE~ IF7 B~7 IE~ IE~ I CoE~ I B~7 E~ :11

:11IE~IF7IF7

IB~7 IB~7 II

IB~7 IB~7 IE~II:C7 IC7

IIB~7 IGO

II:C7 IC7 IF7 IF7 B~7 I E~ IG7 ICm IC7 I F7 IB~7 IE~ IE~ :11

Although the multi-part structur e follows no prescriptive form, it clearly derives from march and ragtime influ
ences. Solos occur on the second section only , and the entire form is played for the final statement of the tune .
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"Royal Garden Blues" (1919) by Spencer Williams and Clarence Williams actually contains a blues enveloped
within the larger structure:

IIF C7 IF C71 F C71 F7

IIF C71F C7 I F C71 F7

IB~m IF7

IB~ A7 IB~ A7 IB~ A71 B~ I C7 I C7 I F B~ IF C711

:11

II

IIIF

IFI C7 I C7 IF

I G7 I C7 IF7

IFIF

IE~m IB~

IB~ A7 I B~ A7 I B~ A7 IB~ I C7 I C7 I F

II

IF7IF7IIF7 I F7

IIF7 I B~

II:B~ IB~

The overall structure is AA B Interlude C, where the interlude carries out the modulation to B~, the subdominant.
Solos are over section C. Notice how substitutions are inserted into the basic blues progression that allow for the
prominence of dominant 7th chords.

An example of multi-sectional form in a minor key is seen in "That's A Plenty" (1909) by Bert A. Williams.

110m 10m 10m 10m IA7 IA7 10m I A7 II

110m 10m 10m 10m I A7 I A7 I DmA71 Om II

IIC7 IC7 IF IF I C7 I C7 IF IF II

IIC7 I C7 IF I F7 IB~ IF 071 G7 C71 F A711

110m 10m 10m 10m I A7 I A7 10m 10m II

110m 10m 10m 10m IA7 IA7 I Om A7 I Om F7 II

IIB~ IB~ I G7 IG7 I C7 I F7 IB~ I F7 II

IIB~ I B~ IG7 I G7 I C7 I F7 IB~ IB~ II

110 10 10 10 IF IF IF IF I F7 IF7 I F7 IF7 II

The form requires some explanation. The overall scheme is AA BB AA CC D. Section 0 functions as a "break
strain" or "dogfight," creating tension in anticipation of the return of the C strain. Solos occur over section C. After
the last solo is played, a variant of C is played with repeat, followed by the original C strain with repeat as the out

. chorus. Thus, the overall plan is actually AA BB AA CC 0 solos 0 C 1C I Cc.

There are scores of multi-sectional jazz classics, and the schematic plans vary widely. The above discussion is
merely a brief overview of how these structures are put together. Those interested in pursuing the study of early
jazz are urged to listen to the many recordings of these jazz standards that have been accumulating since the early
1920s.
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Improvisational Strategy

Certainly the original creator s of classic ja zz did not have to think about how to improvise to it. Their ears, train
ing, and experien ces were all they needed. But for musician s who developed to maturity after the advent of bebop ,
which is virtually everyone reading this book , the situation is different. In short, our fingers are programmed to
play things that are simply inappropriate in classic jazz . Some musician s respond to this by over-reacting-tr ying
to play in a simple and elementary style when playing traditional jazz , avoiding upper structures entirely and
mechanically running up and down triads. This is to be avoided. By studying the solos of the jazz masters prior to
bebop, it is possible to learn how they approached the art of improvisation. If it is impossible to ever sound like
them, we can at least approach their music with integrity and produce viable improvisations of our own that are
true to the style.

Listening is essenti al when studying early jazz. One cannot exaggerate the importance of learning recorded solos.
Stories are legion that describe the dedication with which musicians studied the solos of those they admired.
Drummer Ray McKinley once told how he met Tommy Dorsey in a restaurant and they regaled each other by
singing Louis Armstrong solos from memory. Benny Goodman claimed to have memorized all of Bix
Beiderbecke ' s solos-o n the cornet! If those who lived during the same era as the early jazz masters felt the need
to learn their recordings, it must be much more important for us to do the same more than a half century later.

Here is a list of guidelines for playing classic j azz:

1. Use care and economy in the selection of notes.
2. Do not become locked into the chord of the moment. Think of broader harmonic areas and the overall tonic

key.
3. Generally, it is best to search for common tones rather than guide tones. The jerk y effect of riding the

changes is generalJy not appropriate in early jazz.
4. References to the melody are always appropriate.
5. Ignore nonessential harmonies. If a fast harmoni c rhythm occurs (such as during a turnaround ) do not try

to incorporate those chords into the improvised line.
6. Pentatonic scales are quite appropri ate.
7. Melodic repetition, alteration, and development are useful. There should be an inner logic to the line.
8. Play with the listener' s expectation s. Surprises are welcome.
9. Introduce blue notes where appropri ate.
10. Use natural9ths and 13ths freely on major and dominant chords, even in conspicuous places and for

extended duration s.

This list is, of course, a brief distillation of a colossal body of recorded classic jazz. To show how these principle s
might play out in actual improvisation, a sample solo is provided on the following page. Readers are encouraged
to listen and transcribe original jazz solos from the period . Highly recommended are the Louis Armstrong Hot Five
and Hot Seven recordings , as well as any of the recorded solos of Bix Beiderbecke.
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TRADITIONAL JAZZ SOLO
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PRACTICING
WHY,WHAT & HOW?

Several month s before thi s wri ting, I asked a colleague how his summer was going, and he repli ed , "Oh, ju st try
ing to find time to practice." Another said, "I'v e got so much administrat ive work to do that I hardly have time to
practice." But a more fortunate acquaintance mentioned , "I practice in the mornin g and go to the beach in the after
noon ." Lucky him .

It seems you can ' t talk to a mu sician without the word "practice" coming up . It ' s what we do, wha t we think about.
It' s what bond s us as few non-mu sicians would understand. All of us-mu sic students, teacher s, and performers
alike-rec ognize and accept the need to practice regularly. Yet we never seem to have the time to practice as much
as we want.

With such restriction s on our time , we want to make the most of each practic e sess ion. How should we invest these
preci ous blocks of time? Vete ran musicians gener ally have worked out a strategy to deal with restrict ed practice
time . Years of experi ence have taught the season ed musician what needs to be practiced in order to keep in shape
and to meet upcoming cha llenges .

But students need to give some thought to the subjec t. To assert that "my teacher tell s me what to pract ice" does
not suffice. You won' t always have a teacher. Some teachers work only on spec ific material at lessons and assume
that students are practicing in a well-rounded fashion . Others are there to offe r help and guidance, but they allow
students to develop accor ding to perso nal strengths and interests. Clearly, it behooves the student to give some
thought to structuring practice time. Decidin g what to practice during a given pract ice sessio n is largely influenced
by how long tha t sess ion will be. It is important to understand what can and cannot be effec tively practiced with
in a given period of tim e. Trying to cram five or six activities into a thirt y-minut e sessio n, for exampl e, would be
foolish . On the other hand, spending thirty minut es on a single activity will limit overall development and progress.
A half hour of scales and arpeggios could be an effec tive component in an extended practice sess ion, but it would
be a wasteful way to 'spend a complete session. A happy medium must be struck.

Students must learn to pace themselves through longer practice periods. When practice sessions become exte nd
ed, it is imp ortant to make sure they don 't turn into hours of drudgery . If something isn' t fun, we simply won't do
it, at least not for very long. An hour of tonguin g exercises or two hour s of scales out of a pattern book are not
activities that any human being should be subje cted to.

The longer a practic e sessio n becomes, the more it should resemble actual performance. Drill, isolation, and rep
etition are essential elements of practice, but you can' t do these things all day. Go easy on such activities .
Remember, the ultim ate goal is to make music.

Charlie Parker is reported to have practiced fifteen hour s a day when he was young. Later in life , Parker owned a
farm in Penn sylvania where he would relax when he wasn' t working . But he sti ll prac ticed. I once spoke to a man
who had lived near Parker , and he told me that Parker would improvis e on songs all day-so metimes playing the
same song for hour s on end. Was he working and concentrating? Yes. Was it hard work and drud gery? Not at all.
If I played like Charlie Parker, I' d play all day too.

So let ' s get to specifics . Assuming that we don 't have fiftee n hour s a day to practice- and we don 't play like
Charlie Parker- what should we do with our practice time?
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A Daily Routine
It's almost impossible not to fall into a daily routine. All of us find a sequence of drills and practice material that
appeals to us over time. We learn what works for us and what doesn't. This is a good thing, but we want to be sure
that our daily routines develop through thought rather than habit. We also want to keep them flexible enough to
accommodate practice sessions of varying lengths.

Long Tones
This is for horn players especially, but guitarists and bassists should not overlook the value of warming up with
long notes as a way of making sure they have good tone and a solid connection with the instrument. As a saxo
phonist, I always begin my practice session with long tones. Some players don't do long tones; others swear by
them. I like them. To me they feel like stretching before exercise. It's a way of easing into things. I never fret,
worry, strain, or become exasperated about my tone when doing long tones. Instead, I just try to relax and get a
big, unrestricted sound. I think about breathing, posture, finger position, and all of the physical elements of
performing.

The magic of long tones is that they afford us an opportunity to examine our playing habits at close range. It's our
chance to have complete control. How many times have we all tried to correct a bad habit, such as a faulty finger
position or poor posture, only to find that we fall back into the same rut when challenged by difficult music? Long
tones take the heat off. We can stand in front of a mirror and fine-tune every detail of our performing technique,
a big first step toward establishing permanent good habits.

Remember, when you practice, you are reinforcing how you sound and how you feel at that moment. If you don't
like how you sound, or if you feel nervous or tense, then stop. Find something else that works for you.

How much time should be spent on long tones? It depends on how much time you have. Some days I spend a cou
ple of minutes on them. Other days I spend five or ten minutes on long tones and then come back to them several
hours later if I feel that tension has entered into my playing. Use long tones as a tool when you need them.

Melodies
Playing melodies is a great way to develop tone, intonation, and interpretation. Like long tones, they can be used
to reduce tension and focus on the most basic skills involved in playing an instrument. In addition, they embody a
central concept.

Sometimes we become so involved in working on scales, technique, pieces, and range, that we forget what our pri
orities are. Of what use is playing any instrument if you can't playa simple melody and make it sound good? I've
known students who could play all their major scales, read well and play difficult pieces accurately, but sounded
terrible playing a simple song. Obviously, such students are on the wrong track.

I pause to playa few melodies many times during practice sessions, just for fun. I especially like slow movements
by Bach, Verdi arias, and Billy Strayhorn songs. (How's that for mixed company?) Playing from memory is impor
tant, as it helps get us past transferring written notes to sound and puts us closer to understanding the song as a
whole.

Scales and Arpeggios
Scales and arpeggios prepare us to play patterns we are likely to encounter in real music. No matter how many
pieces you practice, you will never cover all of the possibilities that can be included in a simple scale-and-arpeg-

. gio routine.

Generally, once all of the major and minor scales are learned along with their associated arpeggios, it's a good idea
to turn to one of the many pattern books that are available. These often have titles such as "Daily Studies," "Finger
Exercises," and so forth. Since it would be nearly impossible to play through one of these volumes in its entirety

. each day, most musicians just pick a few favorites or rotate them over the weeks and months.

It is important to understand why we practice scales and arpeggios. I once asked a student if he was working on
his scales, and he replied, "I already know them." That's like asking a baseball player if he went to batting prac
tice and getting the reply "I already know how to bat." We do the same exercises over and over again because they
are, in fact, exercises. They are never "learned" in the sense that we can put them away and are done with them.
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The first step, of course, is to learn the correct notes. Then they must be played evenly, at a reasonable tempo, with
proper articulation. But an important benefit of scales and arpeggios that we sometimes forget is that they are tone
studies. It's one thing to single out a note and play it with a big expressive tone; it's quite another to get that same
tone when passing through it in a series of sixteenth notes. This is a skill that the best instrumentalists work on all
their lives.

Etudes
Although etude is simply the French word for "study," the designation means something more to a musician.
Music that fits this description generally goes beyond the "daily exercise" and qualifies as a musical composition.
On the other hand, the purpose of such a work is pedagogical. So we might call an etude an exercise whose pur
pose is to instruct while sounding as musical as possible.

Since etudes are intended to instruct, it is important to go back to them once they are learned. Review is impor
tant. At some point, most musicians find it more advantageous to continue practicing the etudes they already know,
rather than learning new ones.

The real value of an etude begins only after the notes have been learned. Then it becomes a valuable instruction
al tool for future use. It would be folly to work through an entire etude book over a period of several months and
then permanently abandon it, placing it on the shelf. Learning should be cumulative.

The musician seeks to create a repertoire of music that has been mastered, not a list of pieces that were learned
and then forgotten.

Pieces
Scales, studies, and exercises have one overriding purpose: to teach. Musical pieces, on the other hand, may not
have been written for this purpose at all. A musical composition stands as a work of art and is not necessarily
intended to be instructional. This calls for a different practice strategy.

Etudes generally include something of educational value in every measure. It is expected that students will prac
tice such exercises in their entirety, often playing them from start to finish without stopping. This is rarely a good
approach to learning an extended musical composition, except in the final stages of preparation.

Pieces require much thought and fine tuning. Passages need to be isolated and carefully worked out. Articulations,
dynamics, and countless nuances need to be considered. Pieces are essential in the development of interpretation
and musicianship, but these skills won't be acquired through sheer repetition. Patience and concentration are
required.

Putting It All Together

So what should a typical practice session consist of? This, of course, depends on many factors-the instrument,
time available, personal goals, and level of development. For advanced wind players, practicing between one and
two hours a day and dividing the practice session into thirds is a common strategy.

For instance, you might begin a two-hour session with forty minutes of basic exercises, including long tones,
tonguing or vibrato studies, scales, and arpeggios. The next forty minutes will consist of etudes, with part of that
time spent on learning new material and part on review. The final forty-minute segment will be devoted to pieces,
orchestral excerpts, improvisation, and sight-reading. This basic plan leaves room for flexibility, includes much
variety, and provides a working strategy toward effective use of practice time.

Practice Should Be Fun, But It Must Involve the Mastery of Realistic Goals
How do you get students to practice? In an ideal world, every student would show up for lessons prepared, atten
tive, and eager to learn. All the teacher would have to do is dispense knowledge and expertise, while the student
enthusiastically absorbed the material, eager to hurry home and practice for next week's lesson. I may have had
one or two students like this. I may even have been such a student (off and on). Unfortunately, it's not the norm.
Many students hate to practice. Some do it anyway; some don't. Without question, motivating students to practice
is an essential part of a music teacher's job. One technique that can help teachers to do this is appropriate
goal-setting.
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A goal is the end toward which an effort is directed. When students practice in order to learn an etude, improve
facility in the key of A~, or make their high notes more resonant, they are involved in goal-directed behavior. They
realize that a gap exists between the present situation and the ideal situation. Goal-setting establishes a path
between "where students are" and "where they want to be."

Goal-setting improves performance in several ways. First, it directs attention to the task. (If I don't practice this
etude, I won't learn it.) Second, goals stimulate the individual to apply effort. (I really want to learn the etude, so
I'm going to try hard to learn it.) Third, goals encourage persistence. (I'd really like to do something else today,
but I promised myself I'd learn that etude.) Fourth, goals cause students to invent personal strategies for attaining
them. (Repeating this etude over and over doesn't seem to be working. Maybe I'll try playing through the difficult
sections slowly.)

Goals that are clear and specific, not too difficult, and attainable in the near future tend to be most effective in moti
vating students. Learning a specific etude is a clear short-term goal. But what about more complex goals, like
improving tone? In this case, the goal must be translated into a task that is a proven method of attaining the goal.

For example, a student may assign himself the task of practicing long tones for five minutes each day. But the task
must not be confused with the goal. The student must never forget that long tones in themselves will accomplish
nothing. If performed conscientiously and carefully, they can serve as an effective tool in developing a fine tone.
If they become mindless drudgery, they will not improve one's playing and can actually be harmful. The long-term
goal must always be kept in mind, even though it is approached through the application of a daily task.

Set goals that can be reached so that the student will experience a feeling of accomplishment and closure. When I
studied flute with Harold Bennett, his procedure was to assign a new etude at each lesson. Occasionally, I arrived
at my lesson without having fully prepared the etude. He never asked me to repeat the assignment. Instead, he
worked with me as best he could on the ill-prepared etude, advised me to go back to it when I got a chance, then
moved on to a new etude. Thus the feeling of momentum-the move toward attainment of a series of short-term
goals-was not broken.

In recent years, educational psychologists have reached the conclusion that retention (failing a student for the
entire school year) doesn't work. Although this traditional method of ensuring that students are adequately pre
pared for the next grade makes sense from the school's perspective, the effects on the student run contrary to every
thing that motivates a human being to learn.

The same is true for music students. Having to repeat an assignment for three or four consecutive lessons ("until
you get it right") inflicts a terrible blow to the student's enthusiasm. The student may eventually learn the materi
al, but conclude that practice is no fun at all. And the musician who hates to practice won't be a musician for long.

To better understand the concept of motivation, it is helpful to view its origins as either intrinsic or extrinsic.

Intrinsic motivation stems from internal interest, curiosity, or enjoyment. The intrinsically motivated student does
not need threats of punishment or promises of rewards. Such students enjoy the activity itself and the sense of
accomplishment that it brings.

Extrinsic motivation depends on external factors, such as rewards, pressures, punishment, or fear of embarrass
ment. Students do not see the activity itself as rewarding, but focus on the gains that will occur because of it. There
is nothing wrong with extrinsic motivation. We use it every time we pay someone for work or give grades.
Maximum performance is likely to occur when both internal and external motivation are involved.

Practicing is hard work. Unless the student finds some satisfaction in the activity of practice itself, it is unlikely
that external rewards will be sufficient to sustain the individual through long hours of scales and etudes. How do
you get students to enjoy practicing?

Part of the solution is to encourage students to become task-involved rather than ego-involved. Task-involved
learners are focused on their own activities and not concerned with how they compare with others. They are inter
nally competitive and delight in their own improvement. They enjoy meeting challenges and don't care how they
look to others.
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Ego-involved learners are preoccupied with themselves. They want to appear to be accomplished and successful,
no matter what it takes to convince others. To them it's the performance that counts. They look for shortcuts (some
times even deceptions) and avoid trying anything that might make them appear incompetent in front of others.

Acclaimed flutist Geoffrey Gilbert, teacher of James Galway, cautioned against practicing for specific events and
performances. "To progress, practice regularly ... with no goal except to improve," he advised. Practicing is the
musician's laboratory. It's where the real work is done. Teachers must not give young musicians the impression
that practicing is a necessary evil, a painful procedure to be endured for the results it will bring. This is a pre
scription for frustration and failure.

It is important that students receive assignments that are of an appropriate level of difficulty. Students should feel
challenged, but not frustrated. This range tends to be narrower with beginning students than with more advanced ones.

Advanced students know how to assess a piece of music and approach it effectively. If a piece is too difficult, they
slow it down, remove articulations, or work on small portions at a time. If a piece presents no particular technical
difficulties, mature students can make it challenging by focusing on attacks, articulation, tone, and pitch. In short,
they understand that they are striving for improvement above all else, and they have learned how to adapt the
assignment to their needs.

Young students cannot do this. All they know is that they must learn the music, and they do this using the limited
repertoire of strategies they know. Once a beginner has mastered a piece that is too easy, the student will likely
keep repeating the piece indefinitely, with no particular purpose in mind. Since the ear has not yet developed to
the point where the student can critically address fine points of tone and articulation, the student has derived most
of the benefit the piece had to offer and is now just putting in time.

On the other hand, if the piece is too difficult, the student won't know how to approach it. For some reason, young
students resist playing passages very slowly, even if that is the only way they have a chance of getting the notes.
It seems they want music to sound like music at all times, which is not a bad thing. For the same reason, they resist
segmenting music into small chunks that can be mastered one at a time. In short, the techniques that allow
advanced students to tackle a wide variety of pieces are simply not available to beginners. Therefore, it is crucial
that their assignments lie within, but at the verge of, their capabilities.

Practicing should be fun. Some teachers and publishers think this means that assignments should include popular
music and relevant themes. Maybe they should. Band activities and preparation for concerts can also serve as
incentives to practice. But practicing will be fun only when it involves a sense of mastery and accomplishment, no
matter what kind of music is played. The student who loves to practice is the one who feels he or she is making
steady progress and who enjoys the satisfaction that comes from meeting and overcoming challenges.

If Practice Makes Perfect, Structure Practice Time to Deliver Maximum Effect
When I was a boy, my parents took me to New York to experience a real jazz club. I was awestruck as I sat and
watched from our front-row table. It seemed so strange to see and hear adults playing the same band instruments
that my classmates and I played, and I marveled at their effortless facility.

After the performance, I was taken backstage where I met, among others, the legendary trumpeter Bobby Hackett.
He gave me an autographed picture, which I still have to this day, that contains one word of advice: Practice!

Surely "practice" is the guiding watchword of music teachers and students alike. Almost any question involving
correction, improvement, or progress will elicit the same reply: How can I get better high notes? How can I
improve my tone? How can I improve my sight-reading? Practice!

If there's one aspect of practice that all music educators agree on, it's that there should be more of it. But beyond
this common desire, perhaps there is more we can do to ensure that students make the most of the time they already
devote to practice.
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While some students have restrictions on when and where they can practice, most have a variety of options avail
able to them. Should they practice every day? Is it okay to take a day off? Two days? Is it best to practice the same
amount each day or to designate certain days as heavy or light practice days?

Scheduling time within the practice session itself is another concern. How should time be divided between scales,
lesson material, pieces, sight-reading, band music, and so on? Should each practice session be the same? Should
you keep playing scales once you know them? Should band or recital music be practiced to the exclusion of every
thing else as the performance approaches? These are all questions that do not have a universal answer, but never
theless should be given careful consideration.

When you're serious about a task, you make a plan. This doesn't mean that you have to be restricted by your plan;
plans are meant to be changed. But having one will ensure that things are not done in a haphazard, offhand
manner.

Teachers and students should discuss long-term goals. Students should ask themselves, "Where do I want to be
several years from now, and what will it take to get there?" Goals do not have to be lofty or far-reaching. They can
be as modest as wanting to participate in the school band or as ambitious as hoping to become a professional
performer.

In between are many possibilities. Some students want to be competent performers but have no interest in pursu
ing a career in music. Others want to be music teachers. Many simply want to participate in school music activi
ties and have no interest in continuing with their instruments after high school or college. These are all viable goals
for high-school musicians.

Students must understand what it will take to reach their goals, and I don't simply mean admonitions such as "if
you expect to be a professional musician, you should be practicing three hours a day," and so forth. Beyond the
amount of practice time spent, the kind of practice needed will depend on long-term goals.

Many high-school students simply play through their band music occasionally and then practice intensely a few
days before the concert (much the same as they prepare for examinations in other subjects). Others have a week
ly lesson, which may be devoted primarily to band music. More serious students will have significant pieces to
prepare for their weekly lessons and upcoming competitions or auditions.

But truly dedicated students must get past the "preparing-for-the-event" mentality. Even an important competition
or recital must not make a significant interruption in a student's practice habits. It must never be forgotten that the
fundamental purpose of practice is to improve.

It might be possible to cram for a history test and get an A, but over-practicing one or two pieces of music for a
single event to the exclusion of everything else is not a wise approach to practice. The proper attitude should not
be "I've got to learn this by Saturday," but rather, "I'm simply working to improve, so that I will become the best
musician I can be."

I recall a conversation with a student during which we discussed which etudes and pieces he was working on.
When I asked why his teacher didn't require scales, he replied, "Well, she thinks I do them, but she doesn't ask
for them at lessons." This student was obviously caught up in the "prepare-for-the-event" mentality-in this case,

. the event being his weekly lesson.

If this student were looking at the big picture, he would not shortchange himself this way. He should have been
asking himself, "How much and what kind of practice must I engage in over the months and years ahead to become
the kind of performer I expect to be?"
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The Weekly Picture

Before considering what a wise distribution of weekly practice time might look like, let me outline an unfortunate
scenario that some students tend to fall into. Let's imagine that a hypothetical student has a lesson on Wednesday
and keeps a practice log for the week. It might look something like this:

Wednesday: I got through my lesson somehow. Now I need to relax and relieve the stress. No practice for me
tonight.

Thursday: I've certainly earned a day off from practice after yesterday's lesson. I'll practice tomorrow.

Friday: I think just a short practice session will be adequate for today. After all, my lesson isn't until next week
and I want to go out tonight. Now let me see-what did my teacher tell me about these pieces? It's hard
to remember.

Saturday and Sunday: Gee, it's hard to practice over the weekend. I don't go to school during the weekend, so why
do I have to practice?

Monday: My lesson is in two days. I'd better practice. I know my teacher told me things to work on with these
pieces, but I can't remember what they were.

Tuesday: I'm going to practice all night. I've got to get this lesson prepared for tomorrow.

So the student comes into the lesson with a sore lip from too much practice the day before and has neglected to
apply most of the advice that was given at last week's lesson. Somehow, he gets through the harrowing experi
ence, ready to repeat the same mistake the following week. How can this cycle be broken?

The first step is to put an end to the "day-before" syndrome. I think taking one day a week off from practice is a
grand idea. But I would recommend taking off the day before a lesson. For one thing, the student will conserve
strength and be able to come into the lesson with improved tone and endurance. For another, taking off the day
before will eliminate any chance of postponing practice until the last minute. Ideally, practice time should be dis
tributed evenly throughout the week. Marathon practice sessions are not a good idea. But if some days are to be
heavier practice days than others, those days should be early in the practice week.

First, the pressure of having to cram is removed. Second, there is a psychological boost in getting a jump start on
the week's practice. Perhaps most important, it is easier to remember the teacher's advice shortly after the lesson.

Letting a day or two go by without considering a teacher's comments and applying the advice is a big mistake.
During my more conscientious periods, I recall sitting down outside my teacher's office after lessons and jotting
down everything I could remember about the lesson while it was still fresh in my mind.

The Daily Routine

Daily routines will vary depending upon the instrument, length of the practice session, level of achievement, and
a host of other particulars. There is no single specific routine that's right for everyone. But the importance of hav
ing a daily routine cannot be overstressed. Unfortunately, many students do not follow a routine, but simply work
through their practice sessions in a random, disorganized fashion. This should be discouraged.

A reasonable approach is to begin with scales, followed by lesson material, and then band music. Even students
with moderate ambitions need to follow a plan similar to this one.

Many high-school instrumentalists play in the band but do not receive weekly lessons. To think that their practice
sessions should consist entirely of band music is folly. A more reasonable approach would be to begin with some
scales, then play methodically through some previous lesson material, and then move on to band music. Even if
only ten minutes are spent on scales and review, at least some effort should be made to practice the instrument in
a logical and thorough manner.
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Students with more ambitious goals should, of course, adopt a more rigorous routine. A sequence consisting of
studies, then etudes, then pieces, then other music, is a good one.

By studies, I refer to scale and chord studies contained in method books. Serious students should not simply play
scales and arpeggios off the top of the head, but should choose one of the many method books that are available.
To an extent, it doesn't matter which one is used, as long as the student selects one and sticks with it. This initial,
unchanging part of the daily routine is perhaps the most important. I know working professionals who have no
time to learn new music but find it necessary to practice daily exercises from a favorite method book.

There are probably as many opinions on how and what to practice as there are teachers of music. A healthy
response to this sea of options is to adopt one and see it through. As with various endeavors in many disciplines,
any system will work-if you work the system.

The one thing that all systems have in common is that they promote organization and avoid chaos. Adopting an
organized approach toward practice that fits a student's goals will ensure that time and energy are spent as wisely
as possible.
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APPENDIX
Jazz Standards

Jazz musicians routinely turn to fake books as a source for jazz standards. Typically, these collections present tune-s
in a concise format including only the melody, chord changes, and sometimes the lyrics. Unlike collections of
sheet music that include formulaic, simplified arrangements, fake books allow for stylistic diversity and creative
freedom. High-quality fake books from reputable publishers (such as the Hal Leonard Real Book) are essential to
any jazz musician's library.

A
A Sleepin' Bee-Robin
Afternoon in Paris-Lewis
Ah-Leu-Cha-Parker
Ain't Misbehavin' - Waller/BrookslRazaf
Airegin-Rollins
Alfie-Bacharach/David
Alice in Wonderland-Hillard/Fain
All Blues-Davis
All God's Chillun (Got Rhythm)-Jurmann/Kaper/Kahn
All of Me-Simons/Marks
All of You-Porter
All the Things You Are-Kern/Hammerstein
Alone Together-Schwartz/Dietz
Along Came Betty-Golson
Ana Maria-Shorter
Angel Eyes-Dennis/Brent
Anthropology-Parker
April in Paris-Duke/Harburg
Ask Me Now-Monk
Au Privave-Parker
Autumn in New York-Duke
Autumn Leaves-Kosma/Mercer

B
Bag's Groove-Jackson
Barbados-Parker
Baubles, Bangles, and Beads-WrightIForrest
Beatrice-Rivers
Beautiful Love-Gillespie/Y oung/King/V an Alstyne
Bemsha Swing-Monk
Bernie's Tune-Miller
Bessie's Blues-Coltrane
Best Thing for You, The-Berlin
Billie's Bounce-Parker
Birk's Works-Gillespie
Black Narcissus-J. Henderson
Black Nile-Shorter
Black Orpheus/Day in the Life of a Fool-Bonfa
Blame It on My Mouth-Jarrett
Blue Bossa-Dorham
Blue Daniel-Rosolino

Blue in Green-Davis
Blue Monk-Monk
Blue Seven-Rollins
Blue Train-Coltrane
Blues for Alice-Parker
Blues on the Corner-Tyner
Blues Walk, The-Brown
Bluesette- Thieleman
Body and Soul-Green/Heyman/Sour/Eyton
Bolivia-Walton
Born to Be Blue-Wells/Torme
Bouncin' with Bud-Powell
Boy Next Door, The-BlanelMartin
But Beautiful-Van HeusenIBurke
But Not for Me-G. Gershwin/I. Gershwin
Bye Bye Blackbird-R. HendersonJDixon
Byrdlike-Hubbard

c
C Jam Blues-Ellington
Call Me (Come Back Home)-Green/Jackson, Jr.
Cantaloupe Island-Hancock
Captain Marvel-Corea
Caravan-Ellington/TizollMills
Carnival-Evans
Ceora-Morgan
Chega De Saudade-Jobim
Chelsea Bridge-Strayhorn
Cherokee-Noble
Cheryl-Parker
Child Is Born, A-Jones
Children of the Night-Shorter
Come Rain or Shine-Arlen/Mercer
Come Sunday-Ellington
Con Alma-Gillespie
Confirmation-Parker
Coral-J arrett
Coral Keys-Bishop, Jr.
Countdown-Coltrane
Cousin Mary-Coltrane
Crisis-Hubbard
Crystal Silence-Corea
CTA-Heath
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D
Daahoud-Brown
Dancing on the Ceiling-Rodgers/Hart
Darn That Dream-Van Heusen/De Lange
Dat Dere- Timmons
Day by Day-Cahn/Stordhal/W eston
Days of Wine and Roses-MancinilMercer
Dearly Beloved-KernlMercer
Desafinado- JobimlMendonca
Dig-Davis
Dindi-Gilbert/J obimlOliveria
Dolphin Dance-Hancock
Don't You Know I Care-Ellington
Donna Lee-Parker
Doxy-Rollins

E
Easy Living-Robin/Rainger
Easy to Love-Porter
Eighty -One-Davis/Carter
Elsa-Zindars
Embraceable You-G.GershwinlI. Gershwin
Emily-MercerlMandel
End of a Love Affair-Redding
Epistrophy-Clarke/Monk
Equinox-Coltrane
ESP-Davis
Evidence-s-Monk

F
Fall-Shorter
Falling Grace-Swallow
Falling in Love with Love-Rodgers/Hart
Fee-Fi-Fo-Fum-Shorter
Feel Like Making Love-McDaniels
Five Hundred Miles High-Corea
Fly Me to the Moon-Howard
A Foggy Day-G. Gershwin/I. Gershwin
Footprints-Shorter
Forest Flower-Lloyd
Fortune Smiles-Jarrett
Four-Davis
Four Brothers-Guiffre
Freddie Freeloader-Davis
Freedom Jazz Dance-Harris
Funkarello-Evans

G
Georgia on My Mind-CarmichaellGorrell
Giant Steps-Coltrane
Gingerbread Boy-Heath/lmbeIlDe Moraes
Girl from Ipanema-Jobim
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Gloria's Step-Lafaro
God Bless the Child-Holiday/Herzog
Golden Earrings- YounglLivingstoniEvans
Gone with the Wind-Magidson/Wrubel
Good Bait-Dameron
Good Morning Heartache-FisherlHigginbothamlDrake
Grand Central-Coltrane
Green Dolphin Street-Keper/W ashington
Gregory Is Here-Silver
Groovin' High-Gillespie

H
Hackensack-Monk
Half Nelson-Davis
Hallucinations-Powell
Have You Met Miss Jones-Rodgers/Hart
Hello Young Lovers-RodgerslHammerstein
Here's That Rainy Day-Van Heusen/Burke
Hi-Fly-Weston
Hot House-Dameron
How High the Moon-Lewis
How Insensitive-Jobim
Hummin' -Adderly

I
I Can't Get Started-Dukell. Gershwin
I Could Write a Book-Rodgers/Hart
I Didn't Know What Time It Was-Hart/Rodgers
I'd Like to Get You on a Slow Boat to China-Loesser
I Get a Kick out of You-Porter
I Got It Bad and That Ain't Good-EllingtonlWebster
I Hear a Rhapsody-Frajos/Baker/Gasparre
I Let a Song Go out of My Heart-

Ellington/MillslN emolRedmond
I Love Lucy-Daniel/Adamson
I Love You-Porter
I Mean You-Monk/Hawkins
I Remember Clifford-Golson
I Remember You-SchertzingerlMercer
I Should Care-Cahn/StordahllWeston
I Thought about You-Mercer/Van Heusen
I Want to Talk about You-Eckstine
I Won't Dance-

KernlFields/Hammerstein IIlMcHugh/Harbach
I'll Remember April-Raye/DepauIlJohnston
I'm All Smiles-Martin/Leonard
I'm Getting Sentimental over You-BassmanIW ashington
I'm Old Fashioned-Kern/Mercer
I've Got a Crush on You-G. GershwinlI. Gershwin
I Got Rhythm-G. Gershwin/I. Gershwin
I've Got the World on a String-Arlen/Koehler
If I Should Lose You-Robin/Rainger
If I Were a Bell-Loesser
If You Could See Me Now-Dameron
Impressions-Coltrane
In a Mellow Tone-Ellington



In a Sentimental Mood-EllingtonlMills/Kurtz
In Love in Vain-Kern/Robin
In Walked Bud-Monk
In Your Own Quiet Place-Jarrett
In Your Own Sweet Way-Brubeck
(Back Home Again in) Indiana-Hanley/Macdonald
Infant Eyes-Shorter
Inner Urge-J. Henderson
Invitation-Kaper/W ebster
Isotope -J. Henderson
Israel-Carisi
It Could Happen to You-Van Heusen/Burke
It Had to Be You-Jones/Kahn
It Might as Well Be Spring-Rodgers/Hammerstein II
It's You or No One-Styne/Cahn

J
Jeannine-N ewell/Conway
The Jitterbug Waltz- Waller
Jordu-Jordan
Joshua-Feldman
Joy Spring-Brown
Juju-Shorter
Just Friends-Lewis/Kelmmer
Just in Time-Styne/Comden/Green
Just One of Those Things-Porter
Just the Way You Are-Joel

K
Katrina Ballerina-Shaw
Killer Joe-Golson
Killing Me Softly with His Song-Fox/Gimbel

L
La Fiesta-Corea
Oh, Lady Be Good-G. Gershwin/I. Gershwin
Ladybird-Dameron
Lament-J.J. Johnson
Laura-RaskinlMercer
Lazy Bird-Coltrane
Let's Fall in Love-Arlen/Koehler
Like Someone in Love-Van HeusenlBurke
Limelight-Mulligan
Line for Lyons-Mulligan
Little Sunflower-Hubbard
Long Ago and Far Away-Kern/l. Gershwin
Loop, The-Corea
Love For Sale-Porter
Our Love Is Here to Stay-G. Gershwin/I. Gershwin
Lover-RodgerslHart
Lover Come Back to Me-Romberg/Hammerstein II
Lover Man-Davis/Ramirez/Sherman
Lucky Southern-Jarrett
Lullaby of Birdland-Shearing/Weiss
Lush Life-Strayhorn

M
Mack the Knife- WeillBrecht
Mahjong-Shorter
Maiden Voyage-Hancock
Man I Love-G. Gershwin/I. Gershwin
Manteca-Gillespie/Fuller
The Masquerade Is Over-Magidson/Wrubel
Mean to Me-Waller
Meditation-Jobim
Memories of Tomorrow-Jarrett
Mercy, Mercy, Mercy-Zawinul
Midnight Sun-BurkelMercer
Milestones-Davis
Minority-Jarrett
Misterioso-Monk
Misty-Gamer/Burke
Molten Glass-Farrell
Moment's Notice-Coltrane
Monk's Mood-Monk
Mood Indigo-Ellington
Moon Child-Jarrett
Moon Rays-Silver
Moon River-Mancini/Mercer
Moonglow-Hudson/Delange/Mills
Moonlight in Vermont-Suessdorf/Blackburn
Moose the Mooch-Parker
More I See You-Warren/Gordon
More than You Know- Youmans/RoselEliscu
Mr. Clean-Hubbard
Mr. P.C.-Coltrane
My Cherie Amour-CosbylMoy/Wonder
My Favorite Things-Rodgers/Hammerstein II
My Foolish Heart-Young/Washington
My Funny Valentine-Rodger/Hart
My Old Flame-Coslow/Johnston
My One and Only Love-WoodlMellin
My Romance-Rodgers/Hart
My Shining Hour-Arlen/Mercer

N
Naima-Coltrane
Nardis-Evans
Nature Boy-Ahbez
Nearness of You-Carmichael/W ashington
Nefertiti-Shorter
Nica's Dream-Silver
Nice Work if You Can Get It-G. Gershwin/I. Gershwin
Night and Day-Porter
Night Dreamer-Shorter
Night Has a Thousand Eyes, The-

Weisman/GarrettIW ayne
Night in Tunisia-Gillespie
No More Blues (Chega De Saudade)-JobirnlDe Moraes
Now's the Time-Paker
Nutville-Silver
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o
Old Devil Moon-Lane/Harburg
Old Folks-Brel/Blau/Shuman
Oleo-Rollins
On a Clear Day (You Can See Forever)-Layne/Lerner
Once I Loved-Jobim
Once In a While-Edwards/Green
One Note Samba-Jobim
Ornithology-Parker
Our Delight-Dameron
Our Love Is Here to Stay-G. Gershwin/I, Gershwin
(You Came from) Out of Nowhere-GreeniHeyman
Over the Rainbow-ArleniHarburg

p
Parisian Thoroughfare-Powell
Passion Dance-Tyner
Peace-Silver
Pensitiva-Fischer
Pent Up House-Rollins
People-Styne/Merrill
Perdido- Tizol, Drake/Langsfeller
Polka Dots and Moonbeams-Van Heusen/Burke
Prelude to a Kiss-EllingtoniGordonIMills

Q
Quiet Nights (of) Quiet Stars (Corcovado)-Jobim
Quiet Now-Zeitlin

R
Recordame (No Me Esqueca)-J. Henderson
Robbin's Nest- ThompsonlJ acquet
Room 608-Silver
'Round Midnight-MonkIWilliams
Ruby My Dear-Monk
Rhythm-A-Ning-Monk

s
Salt Peanuts-Gillespie
Samba De Orfeu-Bonfa
Sandu-Brown
Satin Doll-Mercer/StrayhornlEllington
Save Your Love for Me--Johnson
Scotch and Soda-Guard
Scrapple from the Apple-Parker
Search for Peace-Tyner
Secret Love-FainIW ebster
Serenade to a Bus Seat-Terry
Serenata-Andersonl Parish
Serenity-J. Henderson
Seven Steps to Heaven-Feldman
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Shades of Light-Lewis
Shadow of Your Smile, The-Mandel/W ebster
Shiny Stockings-FosterlFitzgerald
Sister Sadie-Silver
Skylark-Carmichael/ Mercer
Smoke Gets in Your Eyes-Kern/ Harbach
So Nice (Summer Samba)-VallelValle
So Tender-Jarrett
So What-Davis
Softy as in a Morning Sunrise-Romberg
Solar-Davis
Some Other Blues-Coltrane
Some Other Time-Bernstein/Comdenl/Green
Someday My Prince Will Come-Churchill/Morey
Someone to Watch over Me-G. Gershwin/I. Gershwin
Song for My Father-Silver
Song Is You, The-KerniHammerstein II
Sonnymoon for Two-Rollins
Sophisticated Lady-EllingtoniMills/Parish
Soul Eyes-Waldron
Spain-Jones/Kahn
Speak Low-Weil/Nash
Speak No Evil-Shorter
Spring Is Here-Rodgers/Hart
St. Thomas-Rollins
Stablemates-Golson
Star Dust-Carmichael/Parish
Star Eyes-Depaul/Raye
Stars Fell on Alabama-Perkins/Parish
Stella by Starlight- Young/W ashington
Stompin' at the Savoy-

SampsonIW ebb/Goodman/Razaf
Stormy Weather-ArleniKoehler
Straight Life-Hubbard
Straight No Chaser-Monk
Strollin' -Silver
Sugar-PinkardlMitchell
Summer Knows, The-

Legrand/A. Bergrnan/M. Bergman
Summertime-G. Gershwin/Heyward
Sunny-Kern/Hammerstein II
(On the) Sunny Side of the Street-McHughlFields
Sweet Dulcinea-Evans
Sweet Georgia Brown-Pinkard/Casey

T
Take the "A" Train-Strayhorn
Tangerine-Schertzinger/Mercer
Tenderl y-Gross/Lawrence
Tenor Madness-Rollins
That's All-Brandt/Haymes
Theme for Ernie-Lacy
Theme from "Gabriela"-Jobim
Theme, The-Davis
There Is No Greater Love-Jones/Symes
There Will Never Be Another You-WarreniGordon



Things Ain't What They Used to Be-Ellington
Think on Me-Cables
Three Little Words-Kalmar/Ruby
Thrivin' on a Riff-Parker
Time after Time-Styne/Cahn
Touch of Your Lips-Noble
Triste-Jobim
Tune Up-Vinson

u
Unit Seven-Jones
Up Jumped Spring-Hubbard
Up with the Lark-Kern/Robin
Upper Manhattan Medical Group-Strayhorn

v
Valse Hot-Rollins
Very Early-Evans
Virgo-Shorter

w
Wailbait-Jones
Walkin' -Carpenter
Waltz for Debbie-Evans
Watch What Happens-LeGrand/Gimbel
Wave-Jobim
Way You Look Tonight, The-Kern/Fields
We'll Be Together Again-Fischer/Laine
Weaver of Dreams-Young
Well, You Needn't-Monk
West Coast Blues-Montgomery
What a Difference a Day Made-Grever
What Are You Doing the Rest of Your Life-

LeGrand/A. Bergman/M. Bergman
What Is This Thing Called Love?-Porter
What Was-Corea
What's New-Haggart
When I Fall in Love-Heyman/Y oung
When Lights Are Low-Kahn/ Koehler/Fiorito
When Sunny Gets Blue-Fisher/Segal
Whisper Not-Golson
Who Can I Tum To?-BricusselNewly
Wild Flower-StothartiHarbach/Hammerstein II
Willow Weep For Me-Ronell
Windows-Corea
Witch Hunt-Shorter
Without a Song- Youmans/Rose/Elisco
Woody 'n' You-Gillespie
Work Song-Adderly

y
Yardbird Suite-Parker
Yes or No-Shorter
Yesterdays-KernlHarbach
You and the Night and the Music-Dietz/Schwartz
You Are the Sunshine of My Life-Wonder
You Don't Know What Love Is-Raye/Depaul
You Say You Care-Robin/Styne
You Stepped out of a Dream-Brown/Kahn
You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To-Porter
You're My Everything-Warren/Dixon/Young
You've Changed-Fischer/Carey
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ii-V-I Piano Voicings

MINOR ii-V-i 3-NOTE VOICINGS
FOR LEFTHAND

Type A

Dm7D5 G7alt Cm7 Cm7D5 F7alt BDm7

~ f W~ ti' ~ ~}~

BDm7D5 ED7alt ADm7 G~m7D5 C~7alt F~m7

W i~ rgs dijij ij FJs
"""U" -e-

F~m7D5 B7alt Em7 Em7D5 A7alt Dm7

'* d ril ~ a Iq:g: ~
"""U" -e-

EDm7D5 AD7alt DDm7 C~m7D5 F~7alt Bm7

- qj ij , ~ ~:g:
-e-

Bm7D5 E7alt Am7 Am7D5 D7alt Gm7, ~ ij IgS ~ ~ ~~-e-

Gm7D5 C7alt Fm7 Fm7D5 BD7alt EDm7

- ij I ~S ~ i ~~~-e-
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Cm7~5 F7alt

TypeB

Dm7~5 G7alt Cm7

fi'~~ ~~
B~m7

~ll ~
~-e-

B~m7~5 E~7alt A~m7 A~m7~5 D~7alt G~m7

~ b~h118 ~ g~b~ I
8vb - - - - ---- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A7alt Dm7

loco

Em7~5F#m7~5 B7alt Em7

~ ~ $Jq§ ~ 4 E1q1l I
8vb-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ----- - - - - J

E~m7~5 A~7alt D~m7 C#m7~5 F#7 alt Bm7

~ , Fjlg ,
n' ~

~
"U"

Gm7~5 C7alt Fm7 Fm7~5 B~7alt E~m7

~ ~~,~ ~ ,~§ :~
8vb----------------------------- - - --------- ----------- __~ J
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MAJOR ii-V-I 3-NOTE VOICINGS
FOR LEFTHAND

Type A

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Cm7 F7 BDmaj7

'I~ f I~ m ~ I~

BDm7 ED7 ADmaj7 ADm7 DD7 GDmaj7

~ ~ 008 ~ - ~~-e-

F#m7 B7 Emaj7 Em7 A7 Dmaj7

~ ~ ~~ ~ , ~!~ ~
8vb--------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

EDm7 AD7 DDmaj7 C#m7 F#7 Bmaj7

" ~
r)!~ I~ ~ ~~ 11

8vb- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Bm7 E7 Amaj7 Am7 D7 Gmaj7

~ ij ~! q ~ ijn
"U""

8v~--------------------------J loco

Gm7 C7 Fmaj7 Fm7 BD7 EDmaj7

tw W 1 8 ~ ~ In
-e- "U""
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TypeB

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Cm7 F7 BDmaj7

=n ~ Is ~ i III ~
"'U" -e-

BDm7 ED7 ADmaj7 ADm7 DD7 GDmaj7

$W ~ Wi ~ r P§ ~
"'U"

8vb--------------------------------------

F~m7 B7 Emaj7 Em7 A7 Dmaj7cp ~ ~§ ~ J ~!! ~
8vb-------------------------- J loco

. 7 DDmaj7

~ ~
8vb---------------------------------------

Bm7 E7 Amaj7 Am7 D7 Gmaj7

~ , [j#~ ~ ~ W§ I
8vb- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Gm7

A~
~

Fmaj7

~

Fm7 BD7

________________________________________ J
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Cm7DS F7alt BDm7

Fm7DS BD7alt EDm7

MINOR ii-V-i 4-NOTE VOICINGS
FOR LEFTHAND

Type A

Dm7DS G7alt Cm7

~gm~~~~

BDm7DS ED7alt ADm7 DD7alt GDm7

&~~~~q~~

Em7DS A7alt Dm7

EDm7DS AD7alt DDm7 C#m7DS F#7alt Bm7

.~q~~~ ,,'l~~
Bm7DS E7alt Am7 Am7DS D7alt Gm7

...~ "urq~~bf~~ ~~

Gm7DS C7alt Fm7

~~~~
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B~m7Cm7~5 F7alt

~~ &ij ~i=l~&-tt'

TypeB

Dm7~5 G7alt Cm7

M i [l~io°i "1

B~m~5 E~7alt A ~m7 A~m7~5 D~7alt G~m7

~ ~ qq~& I
8vb-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

F~m7~5 B7alt Em7 Em7~5 A7alt Dm7

Up ~ li~qSO ~ ~ ~§jqqlt,
Svb - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J loco

~

E~m7~5 A~7al t D~m7 C~m7~5 F ~7alt Bm7

~lt' ~ #'l~ ~

Bm7~5

I'l

E7alt Am7 Am7~5

I

D7alt

It I I I

Gm7

-t.J~

~~ qif
8vb·- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - -- - ---- -- - - -- - - -- - - - -

Gm7~5 C7alt Fm7 Fm7~5 B~7alt E~m7

"'F-b g. ~ I,~~ :~
8vb-- - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------- - - - -- - - - - - - - - J
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MAJOR ii-V-I 4-NOTE VOICINGS
FOR LEFTHAND

Type A

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Cm7 F7 Bbmaj?

&ng~ ~ I m m J ~

Bbm7 Eb7 Abmaj7 Abm7 Db7 Gbmaj7

U ~ ei ~ J W

F#m7 B7 Emaj7 Em7 A7 Dmaj7

• ~ ~m ~ *1 em ~
8vb--------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ebm7 Ab7 Dbmaj7 C#m7 F#7 Bmaj7

" , ~ ~ d? ~ ~
Svb- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Bm7 E7 Amaj7 Am7 D7 Gmaj7

~ ~ W ~ ;J &D
8vb--------------------------- J loco

Gm7 C7 Fmaj7 Fm7 Bb7 Ebmaj7

tJ $ Ii ~ i ~
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TypeB

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Cm7 F7 B~maj7

&wIi I W ~ ~ I#, ~

B~m7 E~7 Abmaj? A~m7 D~7 G~maj7

'* ; ~i? ~ , ooti¥ ~
8vb-------------------------------------

F#m7 B7 Emaj7 Em7 A7 Dmaj7

~ ~ ~so ~ ~ ~. I~
8vb---------------------------- J loco

7 D~maj7

~ ~
8vb---------------------------------------

Bm7 E7 Amaj7 Am7 D7 Gmaj7

¥f 11 affidl ~ ~ fuse I
Svb- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Gm7 C7 Fmaj7 Fm7 B~7 E~maj7

~ ,
1 8u ~ f Wso :11

_________________________________________ J
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MAJOR ii-V-I CADENCE USING
3/7 GUIDE TONES

Type A

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Cm7 F7 B~maj7

&I~ ~ I: ~ J Ig

B~m7 E~7 Abmaj? A~m7 D~7 G~maj7

~ J 10 ~ g ~~-e-

F#m7 B7 Emaj7 Em7 A7 Dmaj7

~ , ~: If ij ~:: ~
8v~--------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

E~m7 A~7 D~maj7 C#m7 F#7 Bmaj7

M J I ~ ij ~g ~::
8vb- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Bm7 E7 Amaj7 Am7 D7 Gmaj7

&~ ij ~~ q ij Qo ~
'"U""

8v~-------------------------J loco

Gm7 C7 Fmaj7 Fm7 B~7 E~maj7

iJ g I ~ ill I ~0 ::n::
-e- '"U""
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TypeR

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Cm7 F7 B~maj7

&J ~ 1 0 W jj I ~
::0::

"U"" -e-

B~m7 E~7 A~maj7 A~m7 D~7 G~maj7

tw ~
I ~ ~ Wg ~

-e-
"U""

8vb - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

F#m7 B7 Emaj7 Em7 A7 Dmaj7

~ ~ ~g ij J ~Z ~
8v~ - - - - - - ---- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - J

loco

E~m7 A~7 D~maj7 C# m7 F#7 Bmaj7

~ jj 10 ~ ~ ~g ~
-e-

8vb- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - -

Bm7 E7 Amaj7 Am7 D7 Gmaj7

if iF [Fg ~ ~ ~g ~
8vb- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Gm7 C7 Fmaj7 Fm7 B~7 E~maj7-p ~ I g ~ ~ I g :~

8vb- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J
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MAJORii-V-I CADENCEUSING
SHELLS

Root-7th

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Cm7 F7 Bbmaj7

2:1~ r I :; ~ r w:

Bbm7 Eb7 Abmaj7 Abm7 Db7 Gbmaj7

~ , 8,:: ~ ¥ w:

F#m7 B7 Emaj7 Em7 A7 Dmaj7

~ #r #-0- t tr ~:I I)

Ebm7 Ab7 Dbmaj7 C#m7 F#7 Bmaj7

~ tr -e-

~ ! m:We ~

Bm7 E7 Amaj7 Am7 D7 Gmaj7

..~ ~ rei: ~ ~ rna ,~

Gm7 C7 Fmaj7 Fm7 Bb7 Ebmaj7,a J I ~ &J I IJe ::0::

-e- ~"U"
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Root-3rd

Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Cm7 F7 BDmaj7

'M ~ l:g lij i ~lf ~

BDm7 ED7 Abmaj? ADm7 DD7 GDmaj7

iw b~
I ~r& f ~B ~
~:g

F~m7 B7 Emaj7 Em7 A7 Dmaj7
#:g

~r ~ I ~ r ffls ~

~

DDmaj7AD7

~

EDm7

~
C~m7 F~7 .

. ~$ Bmaj?
.~ #-A-

Svb- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Bm7 E7 Amaj7 Am7 D7 Gmaj7

~f E @# gf F 1

8
I~

Svb- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J

Gm7 C7 Fmaj7 Fm7 BD7 EDmaj7

~ r IS Q , rIB :~
loco
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Blues Changes Piano Voicings

F BLUESUSING 3/7 GUIDE TONES

B~7 F7 D7alt

t\~ I be ijp
~:g: q-e- -e-

Gm7 C7 F7 D7alt Gm7 C7

+~ I ~ @l ~ qg :11e
""U"

F7 B~7 F7

TypeB _~g~~~~lg~~b~g~~W~g~~

F7 D7alt

Gm7 C7 F7 D7alt Gm7 C7

thg I0 ~ J ~ q~ :1
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F BLUES3-NOTE VOICINGS

F7 BP7 F7

TypeA _8 III US Ii
-e- ~-e- q-e- -e-

BP7 F7 D7alt

$\~ III bis I~-e- q-e-

Gm7 C7 F7 D7alt Gm7 C7

W~ 18 ~ ~ ~ qj :~
"'U"

F7 BP7 F7

TypeR :f-u: I I ~
~q!

::u:
~#~:g: ~:g:-e-

BP7 F7 D7alt

$\# I I ~
~q!~# -e-

~-e--e- -e-

Gm7 C7 F7 D7alt Gm7 C7

+H I
~ #~ , q~

:~
Hq-e- "'U"
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F BLUES4-NOTE VOICINGS

F7 BIn F7

Type A _:§'~O~~'~~:i>~~~4~o~~~~o~~

B~7 F7 D7alt

=f~:i> I bis ~)~:i> q-e-

Gm7 C7 F7 D7alt Gm7 C7

~ liP , ~ ~ qW :1

F7 D7alt
...0...

fflOO-



r

ANSWER KEY
Cha p te r 1 Exercises

1. Identify the fo llowing int ervals., 10 ~ ~"
0 0

P$ ~o
I~

I)

-e- 0

M3 P5 M2 m2

f¥0 ...0.- -e-

10 BE-I. t - o
1 0 44=10

m3 M6 °5 PI

'~b ~
-e-

Iqo ~ 1 ° 1
0 !l110 #0 0II "

+5 m3 +1 M9

'~11 ~
...0.-

0
~1°

-e- -

kF ~ b4 Il0
I )II ~

0

mlO +6 P8 M13

2. Provide the fo llowing inter val s above the g iven pitch .

Dl3 D7 M6 Pll +4 +9 DD7 +2
~...o.- -e-, -

~o
-

rrfrl-@ O

)CO

I
lu ) Qn lCO0 u

P8 D5 Db6 +3 b2 M2 M3 blO

, &=
-e-

~o I ijrr4 ~0
1

0
)CO g=gwo 10 ~ Il0 0

-U-

3. Writ e the foll owing int er val s (fro m any pit ch ).

+4 +9

=o=':5Jv ~ m o'?5J
m2 D3 +5 dim 7 M9 Dl3

h --o<:>o...., 1,() "

1
0 m o0

~0
1,( j

- -e-

I
!
i

L

+2 M7 blO +11 b9 P4 M6 P5,
1& ~-

I) e#3;- 0 Qo II")
0 fkF?0~0 Z I ) 0 0

u
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4. Write the following intervals above the given note.

~~6 +3 ~2 M2 M3 ~1O

~~~n
P8 ~5

~
0 fJo0

(t

o

+4M6 Pll +9 ~~7 +2

funEpj~o~§~_

5. Identify each interval as either consonant or dissonant by writing "con" or "diss" below.

t: M:: 10 I :; n: I0 0 ()

-0-

diss diss diss diss con diss con

4 ~00 I 0 g Q~ ~u ~~OU

diss diss con diss con con con

&: n fun n WO I :
#-0-

#n
"U"" -0-

-0- "U""

diss diss con con diss con con

f':: 00 -0- I: ~:I
0 Mn

##
diss diss con diss con con diss

diss

diss

diss

n

"U""
con
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Chapter 2 Exercises

1. Identify the following chords , labeling inver sions as l st inv., 2nd inv., or 3rd inv .

Igo moe ~) ·1

E7sus4 DP7P5 (DP7# 11) Crn7Ist inv.

or G7P5 2nd inv .

~ m q) I
AflJ3rdinv Frn(rnaj7) A071stinv.

EPsus4 F+7orF7PI3 CflJ

F#Olstinv. DPrnaj7#1l EsusP9 EPrnll

2. Build the following chords in root position .

AmS Fmaj7 DB Fmll C7P9 EPS Am9P5 D7#9

t't m if ~ q H) ~ I
Bm7 EPm (maj7) C#mllP5 AP7sus4 Bmaj9 Emaj9P5 G#m(maj9) F#13sus4

t' ~ $ e*J PI t:I lfig~
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EDm8/11 Bmaj7DS/BD G6 AmI3 ADmaj9#11 Cm7sus4 F7alt Em9

iii· wo§ los rl Il Ws &M.rl
=8= -e-

B07 Bm7DS Dm6 F+7 G9#11 F#m(maj7) Bmaj13 F07

ft ~ ijf g wJl • ~ ~

3. Write the tritone interval(s) found in each of the following chords.

C#7 Em8 F9#11 BDmaj7DS EDm7DS DI3 AD7 F#m8

'1;0 Wg r':: s ~,~ ~o ij:: @g ffls

C#07 ED9#S Gm11DS B7D9#11 FmajI3 ADm9DS C7sus4D9 G7alt

=i4~ &0 Eo ~NONE@W:: Eo~o s ~g Is ~0 #0
"U"" -e-

4. Write the 3rd and the 7th of the following chords. (Dominant II th or sus4 chords have a P4th instead of a 3rd.)

Am7 D7 Emaj7 BDm7DS G07 F#m11 ADmaj9 G13D9

4g ij:: ~o ~'g Fo I :: 10 1
0

-e-

ED7#9 E07 D7alt DDmajI3 Fm7 BDm(maj7) GD7 DD11

=to Eo ij:: I :: W':: %g go ~'g

Am(maj7DS) G9sus4 Em7DS Am9 D07 E7DS#9 F#07 ED7sus4

·ii~ I s I 0 I
g

~': : ~o r':: &s
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5. Identi fy eac h chord and specify whether it is best under stood as an upper structure (US) , hybrid (Hy b), or slash
chord (SI). Some structures are subjec t to multipl e interpret ation s.

)

U1:t '-J l?1:t t
~-e- W1:t~ ~ .~

< -e- Ib-A--

··
'-" "

Amll

US

BPmaj13

US

EPmaj9/F Cmaj9#11

Sl US Oyb

B9#11

US

Emaj7/A#

SI

Dmaj9#11

US

Emaj13#n BPmaj7/EP

US _ ""SI=---_US

D7sus4
A+

G+

Oyb

Am
D7P9#9P13 EO

US OybOyb

j ~ +t~

u v
~ 'v '-" ~1'l':ft: ~1:t

<
~~ -e- Ib~ l..D~ ~ #-A-··

~ D-e-

6. Ident ify each chord . All chords are in root posit ion . If it contains wro ng notes or inappropri ate upper struc tures ,
place an "x" beneath the chord.

f)

4 ~ IV'-J '-J q-u- ~" '-J " '-J -u-
<

~ ~ l.. I··
~ ~

APmaj9 x Bm7 x DP7sus4

j

'J '-" -e- v'- ·r " '-" u~ -e- '-"

<
-e- ....... r t ....... ....... ~ u.,

··
t+'-"

x Am(maj9 ) G7P9#l1P13 Emll x



Chapter 3 Exercises

1. Write the following major scales. Write the name below.

FMajor G~Major DMajor

~o" 0°0

EMajor

0°0

E~Ma.ior

0 0

o ~

GMajor

D~Major A Major Ab Major

CMajor BMajor

2. Write the following scales.

F Melodic Minor C# Whole-Tone C Altered

G Lydian (P7)
0 0

# 0 ~o 0 0
0 0

DPNatural Minor

lki£J,()~o [iii=1$0 1}")BEdI~~~~
BPMajor Pentatonic

, " 0 ~o
&-0--0- 0
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E Whole-Ha lf Dimini shed A Minor Pentat onico -e
«t 0 «j

j •

E Kumoi

IHI

Eb Dorian

I" j
« j ~o

G Harmonic Minor
""a II a I/ o ~a 0

o ., ~

III) ~a 8
« j B~

Db Mixolydian ( # 11) C Bebop Dominant Bb Minor Blues

~~~~~I~L~~I I!~) ~~a~~~~~~~,,"~~~i~) ~~~~~~~~"" a .I II I' a 0 I'a ~a 11-0- 11~ ""a ~aC... EJO .. ) 0 C j - - - - - EJ~ _~v_ ~u

3. Write the follow ing scales with the appropriate key signature. In the space below. indicate the relative major or
minor,

BMinor GMa jor

F# Major

D# Minor

B Major ..0.o-e
0 1 ) 0

0 1 1

Eb Minor

o I ' ~a Oe «,
0 « i

GbMa jor

G Minor

BbMajor

a 0 A
It 8o Ii 0

C#M inor

E Major

o • J

Bb Maj or

0 1 10
""U""-& u

GM inor

Ii 0 a
o Ii 0o Ii

Eb Minor
e'i

0 1 )e «'0« j

GbMajor

B Minor

a o a 8
0 ( ' 8

""U" -e.- 0
DMajor
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4. Add flats or sharps to form the correct scale.

F~ Mixolydian

A Lydian

F Locrian E Dorian

~}() o
o o o o ()

B Melodic Minor

o
i
!J()

o o

') lEO

B Lydian

o
o o

5. Write an appropriate scale for the following chords. Give the correct name.

o #ITJ<d0
Whole Tone

F$

Ionian

Dbrnrmajf)

Melodic Minor

mQO 0 0 B
0 0 0 Bo

Locrian (#2)

F~7 BDm$ b ~ Dm7D5

~" 0 lido " w=to " ~1" 0 0 -e- .il. I~~~~
Mixolydian Dorian

Gm7

0 0
~o 0 0 0 B

0 0 B

Mixolydian Dorian
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Diminished Whole-Half Dorian

E7a1t

~ ~ e"o ()
0 0 0 10

Altered

E 0 0 oifii3lo 0 Btl:::::e=#() B

Melodic Minor

Db+9 Bl3b9 EmS(maj7)

& e I,,, ~o 10 ~o I ~ ifii3l0 " 0& q 0 0 onU U -e-u
Diminished Half-Whole ""U" Diminished Half-Whole

6. [NO ANSWERS PROVIDED]

7. [NO ANSWERS PROVIDED]

8. What are the functions of each of these chords in the following given scales?

A Minor

Bm7bs Dm7 E7b9

C Lydian

F~m7bS Gmaj7 Bm7

V7iim7

Ab Major

Bbm7 ==Eb7 ===AbS

viim7ivm7bs Vmaj7ivm7iim7bs

D Major E Minor

Al3 =Bm7 C~m7bS Em7 Cmaj7 ===07 ====B7

V13 vim7 viim7bS iim7 Vlmaj7 VII7 V7

F Mixolydian

Cm7 Gm7 : Am7bS : Bbmaj7

vm7 iim7 iiim7bS IVmaj7

Ab Mixolydian( b13) B Harmonic Minor

Ebm7 Gbl3~l1 Bbm7bs D+maj7 EmS F~7aJt

vm7 VIIb13~l1 iim7bS III+maj7 ivm] V7alt
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9. Identify the key in which the following chords will have the function indicated.

Bm7 is vim7 in the key of:

A~m7 is iiim7 in the key of:

G#m7~5 is iim7~5 in the key of:

A~maj7 is ~VImaj7 in the key of:

Dm7~5 is iim7~5 in the key of:

D~maj7 is ~IIImaj7 in the key of:

A~m7 is vim7 in the key of:

F#maj7 is IVmaj7 in the key of:

D~7maj7 is IVmaj7 in the key of:

Cm7 is vim7 in the key of:

10. Notate the following.

DMajor

F Minor

F# Minor

C Minor

C Minor

B~ Minor

C~ Major

C# Major

A~ Major

E~ Major

The two maj7 chords in Cm. E~maj7, A~maj7

The three m7 chords in A~. B~m7, Cm7, Fm7

The two maj7 chords in Glrn, Bmaj7, Emaj7

The three m7 chords in E~. Fm7, Gm7, Cm7

The two maj7 chords in C#. C#maj7, F#maj7

The three m7 chords in C~. D~m7, E~m7, A~m7

The three m7 chords in B. C#m7, D#m7, G~m7 The two maj7 chords in A~. A~maj7, D~maj7

The two maj7 chords in D~. Dl maj", G~maj7

The three m7 chords in F#. G#m7, A#m7, D#m7

The two maj7 chords in E. Emaj7, Amaj7

The three m7 chords in D. Em7, F#m7, Bm7

The two maj7 chords in Em. Gmaj7, Cmaj7

The two maj7 chords in Bm. Dmaj7, Gmaj7

The three m7 chords in A. Bin7, C#m7, F#m7

The two maj7 chords in G~. G~maj7, C~maj7

The three m7 chords in B~. Cm7, Dm7, Gm7

The two maj7 chords in F#m. Amaj7, Dmaj7

The three m7 chords in F. Gm7, Am7, Dm7 The two maj7 chords in Al'rn. C~maj7, F~maj7

The two maj7 chords in C#m. Emaj7, Amaj7 The three m7 chords in D~. E~m7, Fm7, B~m7

11. Write the following scales, with their modes on another sheet of staff paper.

F Melodic Minor B Melodic Minor D Harmonic Minor

~e #0e 8
e

( ) o ( ' ~
u

A~ Melodic Minor E~ Melodic Minor D~ Harmonic Minor A Melodic Minor

~ • I 'ol",oo.~ I • 0
1", ~ ~ ~e ~ ~IH) e 10 l ~el,o e

U & l , lel/o e
U

±± !eo
~ E;Jo() - f}o}()~ o't't()~

U -e- -u- -e- U
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12. Write the chord-sca le relationship (in other words, harmonize the sca le with 7th chords) for these sca les and
modes. Show harmonic functions.

G Ionian
Gmaj7 Am7 Bm7 Cmaj7 07 Em7 Fl m7' S Gmaj7
Imaj7 iim7 iiim7 lVmaj 7 V7 vim7 vii07 Imaj7

r l Phr ygian
Flm7 Gmaj7 A7 Bm7 C' m7' S Dmaj7 Em7 Flm7
im7 IImaj7 III7 ivm7 v07 Vlmaj7 viim7 im7

F Lydi an
Fmaj 7 G7 Am7 Bm7' S Cmaj 7 Om7 Em7 Fmaj 7
[maj7 Tl7 iiim7 iiio7 lVmaj 7 vm7 vim7 Imaj7

G Melodic Minor
Gm(maj7 ) Am7 B'm aj7 C7 0 7 Em7'S Fm 7'S Gm(maj7 )
im(maj7) iim7 In maj 7 IV7 V7 vi07 vii"? im(maj7)

F Aeolian
Fm7 Gm7'S A' maj7 B' m7 Cm7 0 'm aj 7 E' 7 Fm7
im7 ii07 Ill maj 7 ivm7 vm7 Vlmaj7 VTl7 im7

B Dorian
Bm7 Cl m7 Dmaj7 E7 Flm7 G1m7'S Amaj7 Bm7
im7 iim7 IIImaj 7 IV7 vm7 vi"7 Vllmaj 7 im7

G Mixol ydi an (' 9, ' 13)
G7 A' maj 7 B07 Cm(maj7) Dm7'S E' maj7IS Fm7 G7
17 IImaj 7 iiio7 ivm(maj7 ) v"7 Vlmaj7 IS viim7 I7

B Locrian
Bm7'S Cmaj7 Om7 Em7 Fmaj7 G7 Am7 Bm7' S
i07 llmaj7 iiim7 ivm7 Vmaj7 VI7 viim7 i"?

B Maj or
Bmaj7 Cl m7 D1m7 Emaj7 F7 Glm 7 Alm7' S Bmaj 7
Imaj 7 iim7 iiim7 IVmaj 7 V7 vim7 vii" Imaj7

E Harmonic Minor
Em(maj 7)Flm7' S Gmaj7'S Am7 B7 Cmaj7 0 1°7 Em(maj 7)
im(maj7 ) ii07 lfIm aj71S ivm7 V7 Vlm aj 7 viio7 im(maj7)

B'L ydian
B'ma j 7 C7 Dm7 Em7'S Fmaj7 Gm7 Am7 B' maj7
Imaj 7 117 iiim7 ivu Vmaj7 vim7 viim7 Imaj7

B Alte red
Bm7' S Cm(maj7) Dm7 E'm aj7lS F7 G7 Am7'S Bm7' S
i07 iim(maj7 ) iiim7 lVmaj 7lS V7 V17 vii"7 i"7

13.-15. [NO ANSWERS PROVID ED]
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Chapter 4 Exercises

1. Write major and minor ii-V-I cadences in the following keys.

Example
Dm7 G7 Cmaj7 Bm7~5 E7~9 Am7 Gm7 C7 Fmaj7 Em7~5 A7P9 Dm7

- -- -~-

.J~~~ 911~
Em7 A7 Dmaj7 C#m7P5 F#7P9 Bm7 Fm7

~~~~

B~m7 E~7 A~maj7 Gm7P5 C7~9 Fm7

¥9~ ~~~~~ ~~ ~
2. Complete the following ii- V-I cadences.

Bm7~5 E7P9 Am7Dm7P5 G7~9 Cm7 E~m7 AP7 DPmaj7 Cm7 F7 BPmaj7

41'~~
Cm7P5 F7P9 B~m7 Am7P5 D7alt Gm7 F#m7P5 B7#9 Em7 Am7~5 D7~9 Gm7

i~1

Am7 D7 Gmaj7 Dm7 G7 Cmaj9 APm7 DP7 GP8 D~m7 G~7 C~maj7

~~~~&~.~
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Bpm7 PSE P7P9 ADm6 Fm7 BD7 EPmaj7 EDm7D5AD7D9DDm7 Bm7 E13 Amaj 7

' ~,f!~ ~ ~~~~ I
Am 7DS D7p9 Gml maj r) Bm7 E7 Amaj 7 Gm7PS C7D5D9 Fm7 C# m7DS F# 7P9 Bm7

~~~~~ I~

3. Write turnarou nds in the following keys. Answers may vary.

Example
Cmaj7 Am7 Om7 G7 Am7F#m7pSBm7pS E7altFmaj7 Dm7 Gm7 C7 ADmaj 7 Fm7 BDm7ED7

AD Major ===II

Em7C# m 7PSF# m 7DS B7allBm7 G #m7 DSC#m7PS F#7 all BPmaj7 Gm7 C m7 F7 C m7Am7PS Dm7 PSG7 all

4;- E ~inor --~- B M:inor --~ --B:aj~-~~=- -~

GOIlli' Em 7 Am 7

, G~ajor

EPmaj 7 C m7 Fm 7 BP7 Dmaj7~~ A7 C# m 7A #m7PSD#m7DSG#7 P9 Bmaj7 G#m7 C#m7 F #7

, ED Major ==t==0 ~ajor ===!l c#Minor ~ B M:ajOr ~
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4. Create ii- V chains moving upward by a M3rd, then downward by a M3rd from the original.

Example
Am? D?

Dm? G? F#m7 B7

Dm7 G7

Fm?

F#m7 B7

Bm? E7

Gm? C7

Am7 D7

EPm7 AP7

Bm7 E7

DPm7 GP7

Gm7 C7

~ ~
I I ~n

~ l'~~ ~ C. I'
++~ ~ I'~

v~

APm? DP7 Cm7 F7 Em7 A7 F#m? B7 Dm7 G7

5. Create ii- V chains moving upward by a M2nd, then downward by a M2nd from the original.

Example
Am? D7 Bm7 E? Gm7 C? Fm7 BP7 Gm7 C7 EPm7 AP7

() !") I I ~n

~ "c... "~ ~ I:>~ ~

Dm7 G? Em7 A7 Cm7 F7 Cm7 F7 Dm7 G7

~ ""J I I ~

~
4J c.. ~ v ~ c... 11'1:>7'.::

Cm7 F7 Gm? C7 Am7 D7 Fm7 BP7

~ I I ~n ~ r: I

,) II'I:>~ ~ ~ I' c...
~f::

APm7 DP7
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6. Create ii- V chains moving up and down chromatically.

Examp le
Am7 0 7 F~m7 B7 Em7 A7

Om7 G7

Bm7 E7

Am7 07

OPm7 GP7

Am7 0 7

Gm7 C7

Em7 A7

Gm7 C7

Fm7 BP7

Gm7 C7

F~m7 B7
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Chapter 5 Exercises

1. a. Show major and relative minor II-V-I cadences using the following key signatures and analyze using brack
ets and arrows.

b. List all possible secondary dominants in these keys on another sheet.
c. Identify the harmonic function of each secondary dominant.

Example

Am7
1

~

A7 Dm7
1

~

Gm7 C7 Fmaj7 Em7~5
L-I_-----JI L-I_-----J

+
Fm7

1

~ ~

E~m7 A~7 D~maj7 Cm7~5 F7 B~m7
1 1 1 1

Bm7 E~aj7 G#m7~5 COm7
L....I_----JIll

t¥
~ ~

Em7 A7 Dmaj7 C#m7~5 F#7 Bm7
1 1 1 1

~ ~

B~m7 F7 A~maj7 Gm7~5 C7 Fm7
L....I_----'I 1 1

P>
C#m7 F~aj7 A#m7~5 D~m7

1 1 1 1

~ ~

Cm7 F7 B~maj7 Am7~5 D7 Gm7
,-I_----'I 1 1

V
~ ~

A~m7 D~7 G~maj7 Fm7~5 B~7 E~m7
1 1 1 1

F#m7 B~aj7 D#m7~5 G~m7
,-I_----JIll

-
Dm7

1
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2. a. Compl ete the following and lill in the blanks.
b. What kind of domin ant chords arc these ?
e. Find all poss ible seco ndary dom inant s in these keys.

EF7DC A7 HP 87

~~~~~m~~Tm~O~~O+~~ffgo~~:::~~~fl~g~1 ~~~~~~

Examp le

G7

~~ g

3. Complet e the Followin g chord progressions and add harmonic ana lyses .

..---...... ,....-..,. ,----.,.
Fmaj7 DP7 C7 BPmaj7 D7 G7 C7

iI:, , , ,
1

, , , ,
I

, , , , J , , , ,
: ~z , , z z , z z Z 2 Z Z , Z , ,

. r"......I11III r--:.. ~
EPmaj7 Cm7 Fm7 BP7 Gm7 C7 BPm7 EP7 APm70 P7 Gm7 GP7 Fm7 C7 F7 BP7

$I I: // 7 71~"/I ~//I ~//I ~//1 77/ 71 // // 17/7 / :1

,...--..,. ,........,. ,---... ~ ~ ' ,....,... ,....
Om6 Em].l!1. Om7 db F #m7 B7 BP~ Em7PS~ Dm7 F7 B1>7.l!1.

~. """"1~" " I ""7"1~" " I " 7~~1 ~"~ I "~"~I """ " .11~. r TI I : cr e e C Z L l : I r r r 2 eL r Lcr L 7 LZ r rT I r 0(1

4. Identify the key in which the followin g chords will have the function indicated . Use enharmo nic equi valents
where convenient.

G7 is V7N in the key of: F Majo r
0 ' 7 is V7rrv in the key of: D' M aj or
Fi7 is V7/ii in the key of: A Majo r
E7 is V7/IV in the key of : E M aj or
BC7 is vii07N in the key of: F Maj or
c17is V7N in the key of : B Majo r
B' 7 is V7/vi in the key of : G ' Ma jor
Dl07 is vii07/iii in the key of : C M ajo r
Fi 07 is vii07/iii in the key of: E' M aj or
E' 7 is V7N in the key of: D' Major
D7 is V7/vi in the key of: B' Maj or
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5. Analyze the following progressions indicating chord function, considering harmonic structure.

a. IIOm7 G7
L----..J

IOm7 G7
L----..J

I Em7 A7
L----..J

~
I Em7 A7 I

L----..J

IEm7
"'---4

IA~m7 0~7 I C
L----..J

IOm7 G7
L----..J=-_--=::::::::::_

IA7 10m II

b. IIC IAm7 107

IOm7
I

~
IG7 I C

I

~

Am7 107 G7
I I

II

c. IIA~ IFm7 II

~ ~ ~
d. II G#m7C#7 I F#m7 B7 I Em7 A7 IOm7 G7 II

L----..J L----..J L----..J L----..J

~ ~ ~
e. IIB7 I Em7 A7 I Om7 G7 I C II

L----..J L----..J

~ ~~-:4

f. IIB7 I Em7 I A7 07 I G7 C II

~

g. IIB7 Em7
~~

I A7 I Am7 07 IDm7 G7
L----..J L----..J

II

~
h. IIB7 I Em7

~
IA7 IDm7 G7

L----..J
II

1. IIB7 IEm7
I

IA7
I

II

~
J. II C C7 IF II

~

k. II C C7 IF
...-----'.:li\

Fm7 I B~7 I A7 II

6. [NO ANSWERS PROVIDED]
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Chapt er 6 Exercises

I. Vo ice the follow ing cho rds using 3rd and 7th guide tones with 3-no te vo icings. 4-no te voic ings , drop 2, and
drop 2-4 . For the purp oses of these exe rcise s suggested range limits may be excee de d.

Examp le

Cm7 Em7 A I>?
1

~ft
~ In T u u u -e- -e- -e- -e-

<
1,. -. ""' r·

G brnaj? BOlS F7sus4
~

) q'U' q'U' " u u "u u u

<
I..~ ~

"
1,.... ""'

Gm71>5 A7alt
fI

~ u u u u " u lf u 1I-e- 1I-e- 1I-e- 1I-e-

I, ~ ....
··

2. Vo ice the follow ing three turn arou nds with 3rd and 71h guide tones, then again on separate staff paper with 3
note voic ings , 4-notc voic ings. drop 2. and drop 2-4. Use bo th inve rsio ns, types A and B.

Fmaj7 Dm7 Gm7 C7 Am7 Gm7 C7

a.

, I I I

~

I

'" -d -d :61:

Cm7 F7 BI>maj7 Am71>5 D7alt Gm7

b.

fI I ,

~ v V ~ -6 " -9 ~ ~:<;

..
:6l: v :;j -9 -d !>-d
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BPmaj7 DPmaj7 GPmaj7 CPmaj7 BPmaj7 F7sus4

c.

1 I I
.

, - '-J ~

I

~
.. .

I 'J

3. [NO ANSWERS PROVIDED]
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Chapter 7 Exercis es

I. Identi fy toni ciza t io n and modu lation in the fol lowin g .

a.

Cmaj 7 I Am7 C7 Fmaj7 I Em7 A7 lom 7 G 7 IAb ma]? II
F: V7 r 0: iim7 V7 AI>: Imaj7

t t Direct Modulation
Tonicizat ion of (Also a deceptive

F Toniciun ion of
cadence utili zing theD
borrowed harmony

I>Vlmaj7)

b.

I Omaj7 Em7 F #m7 IGm7 C7 I F# m71>S B7 Em7 EI>7 I AI>m7 A7 II
F: iim7 V7 Em: iim71>, V7 jm7AI>: V7 jm7

t t t
Tonicization oj Tonicization of

F Tonicizat ion of Abm
Em

c.

EI>maj7 lC# m7 F#7 Bmaj7 I 81>7sus4 I Am7 BI>7sus4 I A7sus4 I 07 sus4 Gmaj7 II
B: iim7 V7 Imaj7 0: V7sus4 G: V7slIs4 Imaj 7

t t Prepared Modulation
Tonicit at ion.of

B Toniciuui on oj
D

d.

ICmaj7 E7 C7 IFmaj71 AI>7 I0l>maj7! C7a lt I Fm7 IOm 7 01>7 Ic maj711

jm7

i
Tonicization oj

Fm

Imaj7 Fm: V7alt

+Tonicization of
Db

A: V7 F: V7 Imaj7 0 1>:Y7

Tonici~tion oj i
A Tonicization of

F

2.-6. [NO ANSWERS PROVID ED]
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7. Name the parallel major and minor keys that contain the respective chord functions shown below. Assume
enharmonic equivalents when necessary.

Example
Cm7 Emaj7

A~: iiim7 A~m: ~VImaj7

C#m7 Fmaj7 Dm7 Gl maj?
A: Him7 Am: ~Vlmaj7 B~: iiim7 B~m: Vlmaj7

Cmaj7 G#m7 G#m7 Cmaj7
Em: Vlmaj7 E: Him7 E: Him7 Em: VImaj7

D~maj7 Cm7 C#m7 Dm7
B~m: ~IIImaj7 B~: iim7 A: Him7 Am: ivm7

Gmaj7 B~maj7 Cm7 C~m7

D: IVmaj7 Dm: ~Vlmaj7 A~: Him7 A~m: ivm7

Fm7 G~m7 D~maj7 Emaj7
Db: iiim7 Dbm: ivm7 Ab: IVmaj7 Abm: Vlmaj7

Bmaj7 Dmaj7 Amaj7 F#maj7
F#: IVmaj7 Fl m: bVlmaj7 Clm: VImaj7 C#: IVmaj7

Am7 B~m7 Amaj7 Cmaj7
F: iiim7 Fm: ivm7 E: IVmaj7 Em: Vlmaj7

Ebmaj7 G~maj7 Amaj7 Fm7
Bb: IVmaj7 B~m: ~Vlmaj7 Clm: Vlmaj7 C#: Him7

F#m7 Gm7 Gm7 Bmaj7
D: iiim7 Dm: ivm7 Eb: Him7 Etm: Vlmaj7

A~maj7 Bmaj7 Dmaj7 Cmaj7
E~: IVmaj7 Ebm: bVlmaj7 A: IVmaj7 Am: IIImaj7

D#m7 Gm7 Dmaj7 Emaj7
B~m: ivm7 Bb: vim7 Bm: IIImaj7 B: IVmaj7

Cmaj7 Ebmaj7

G: IVmaj7 Gm: ~Vlmaj7

Cm7 Bm7
Gm: ivm7 G: iiim7

Em7 Al maj?
C: iiim7 Cm: bVlmaj7

Bbm7 Bm7
F'#: Him7 F#m: ivm7

Bbm7 Dmaj7
F#: Him7 F#m: VImaj7

8. [NO ANSWERS PROVIDED]
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Chapter 8 Exerci ses

1. Each pair of chords below derives from the chord scale indicated. Show one applicable substitute chord for each
chord listed . Remember that function does not apply in modal contexts.

Fm7 and B' 7 (F Dorian) A' maj 7 D"7

Omaj7 and 07 (0 Ionian) Bm7 Flo

Am7' S and E'ma j7 (E' Lydian) F7 Cm7

Cl m7 and 0 1m7' S (A Maj or) Amaj 7 E7

Cm7 and B' maj7 (0 Phrygian) E' maj 7 Gm7

Fm7' S and A' ml (A' Mel. Min .) G7a lt Bb7su s'9

Omaj7 and A7 (0 Major) Em7 Clo

Cm(maj7) and B07 (C Harm. Min .) E' maj7 IS D07

B7alt and F13(1I I ) (B Altered) Cm3 D7su s'9

P m7' S and Cmaj7(bS) (pi Locrian ) D7 Am~

Fm7bS and Eb7 (D' Lydian b7) Db7 B' m6

Em7 and Am7 (E Minor) Gma j7 Cmaj7

ob maj7 and Ab7 (Bb Minor) Ebm7 Co

Fmaj7 and 0 7 (F Lydian) Dm7 BO

2. Provide tritone substitutes for the following dominant chords .

&7
A7

F7
8 7

3. Provide tritonc substitutions for the following chord progression. Show harmonic analysis.

Gm7

Gm : im7

AflJ A"(13#ll) I Gm7 G"7 I Fm7 E7

iiflJ SY 13# II F: iim7 SY7 E" :iim7 SY7

E"maj 7 I EflJ E" (13#ll) I

lrnaj7 Dm: iiflJ SY 13# I I

A" (13#ll )IGm (maj7 ) II

SY I3#1I im(maj 7)

E7B7 I
Gm: Y7lii SY71Y Y7

-+
B":iim 7 Y I3/"vi "vim7 SY7 ......f--- Sequential

Dominant s

D"(13# 11) 1 Cm7 d (13) I F #m7

SYI3~ll im7

IDflJ
Cm :iiflJ
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4. a. Provide chord quality change substitutions for the above chord progression (exercise 3) with harmonic
analysis.

Gm7 Am7 D13P9 G.eJ C7alt I p~ BP7alti EPmS I Em7 A13

Gm: im7 iim7 V13P9 F: ii.0 V7altEP: ii.0 V7alt im~ Dm: iim7 V13

I Dm7 G13 I C.0 G7alt ICmaj7 Fmaj71 BPmaj7 A7 IAbmaj? D13P91 GS
II

Cm:iim7 V13 BP: ii.0 V7alt/ii IImaj7 Vmaj7 Imaj7 G:V7/1 PIImaj7 V13P9 1$

b. Compose a chord progression for F minor blues that includes these chord quality changes: major for minor,
dominant for major.

c. Analyze each new chord progression.

Original Fm Blues

II: Fm G.0 C7P9 Fm C.0 F7alt

I BPm7 G.0 C7 Fm7

I G.0 C7alt I Fm7 D.0 G.0 C7alt :11

Fm Blues with chord quality change: Major for Minor

II:Fmaj7 Gm7 C7 Fmaj7 I Cm7 F7

Imaj7 iim7 V7 Imaj7 BP: iim7 V7

BPmaj7 I Gm7 C7 Am7 D7

Imaj7 F: iim7 V7 iiim7 V7/ii

Gm7 C7alt Fmaj7 D7 Gm7 C7alt :11

iim7 V7alt Imaj7 V7/ii iim7 V7alt

Fm Blues with chord quality change: Dominant for Major

II: F7 Gm7 C7 F7 I Cm7 F7

I7 iim7 V7 17 BP: iim7 V7
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BP7 Gm7 C7 A" D7alt

17 F: iim7 V7 iii0 V7alt/i i

G m7 C7alt F7 07 Gm7 C7alt : 11

iim? V7alt 17 vu« iim7 V7alt

d. Make new chord progressions from the above by using diatonic and tritone substitutions.

Fm Blues with diatonic and tritone subs t itutions
Cho rd Prog ression #1

II: Fmaj7 I Gm7 CP7 I Fmaj7 I F#m7 B7 I

IBPma.i71 Opm7 Gin I Fmaj7 Gm71 Am7 AP7 I

OPm7 I G PCl3) I fmaj7 AP7 I OP7 GP7 : II

Chord Progression #2

II:Fmaj 7 I Bbmaj? G P7 A" 07 Amaj7 B7
I

I
BP7 lopm7 C7 I A" Gm7 I F7 AP7

I

I Emaj7 I BP" A" C" G" GP7 : 11

5. Apply dimini shed 7th chords ove r the progression given in exercise 3.

Gm7 F# 07 I Gm7 C7 I Fm7 BP7 I EPmaj7

B07 ICm7 G7P91 C7 F7 I BP7 A7 I AP7 D7alt IGm Cmaj7) II

6. Make diminished substitutions over the progression given in exercise 3.

Gm7 I A" B7P9 1 Gm7 EP7P9 1 Fm7 OP7P91 EPmaj7 E"
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7. Add ii-V's to the following chord progressions and provide harmonic analyses.

a. Gm7 AQr D7 I Gm7 C7 I Fm7 BP7

Gm: im7 ij!Z1 V7 F: iim7 V7 EP:iim7 V7

EPmaj7 ))0 G7 Cm7 APm7 DP7

Imaj7 Cm: ij!Z17 V7 im7 Dvim7 SV7

I Cm7 F7 Em7 A7 D7alt Gmaj7 II
BP: iim7 V7 D: Hm7 V7 Gm:V7alt Imaj7

b. Fmaj7 I EQr7 A7 I ))07 G7 Cm7 F7

F: Imaj7 Dm: iiQr7 V7 Cm: iiQr7 V7 BP:iim7 V7

Bbmaj? I BPm7 EP7 APmaj7 I Gm7 C7 Fmaj7 II
Imaj7 AD: iim7 V7 Imaj7 F: iim7 V7 Imaj7

c.
I Gmaj7 IFm7 BP7 EDmaj7 I C#m7 F#7

G: Imaj7 ED:iim7 V7 Imaj7 B: iim7 V7

Bmaj7 I BDQr7
ED7 APm6 I C~7 C7

Imaj7 APm: iiQr7 V7 im6 Fm: ii.07 V7

Fm6 I E.07 A7 Dm6 I Cm7 F7

im6 Dm: ii.07 V7 im6 BD: iim? V7

BPmaj7 I AQr7 D7 Gm6 II
Imaj7 Gm: ii.07 V7 im6

8.-10. [NO ANSWERS PROVIDED]
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